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i 
ABSTRACT 
 
 
Engagement as a concept and emerging theory has been explored, but key 
elements have not been clearly described, and as such, work has not been comprehensive 
in nature. Research was needed to explore the concept and theory of engagement in 
general, as well its application to the study of volunteer tourism. Additional research was 
also needed to incorporate youth perspectives of a volunteer tourism program, along with 
exploration of engagement impacts on program youth. The purpose of this case study was 
to explore participant engagement in a volunteer tourism youth education program and 
impacts on program youth as perceived by program participants (volunteer tourist 
teachers, adult residents, and program youth). Confined within the Engagement 
Theoretical Framework, data were retrieved from nonprofit documents and websites, 
researcher observations, individual interviews, and focus groups (two focus groups used 
participant generated photo elicitation method).  
Findings suggest participant engagement in a volunteer tourism program is related 
to the themes of connection, communication, and hope. The primary reason participant 
engagement in this program is due to the Mpingo (tree), the symbolic bridge between 
community members and volunteer tourist teachers. This culturally relevant symbol has 
linkages to the study of signs (or symbols) called semiotics. Through volunteers traveling 
to this area to teach, this culturally relevant symbol helps to connect, aids in the 
communication between, and gives hope to, participants. Significant contributions of this 
study to literature include: volunteer tourist and community member engagement plays 
an important role in the planning, and the sustaining, of volunteer tourism community 
 
ii 
development programs today; program youth perspectives about program impacts may 
result in prospective youth leadership and future adult civic engagement; program skill 
matched volunteers are likely to be repeat volunteers which leads to group cohesion and 
program sustainability; and the major theme of hope appears to be a significant motive 
for program participation in a community development project. In terms of deep meaning 
ascribed to culturally relevant symbols, this unique finding contributes to engagement 
research by understanding there are multiple dimensions involved in a diverse group of 
participants engaged in a specific community program.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Daraja Music Initiative (DMI) is a US based nonprofit organization promoting 
music and conservation youth-focused education in Moshi, Tanzania. Since 2010, DMI 
has used instrumental music (primarily the clarinet) to promote conservation awareness 
of the over-harvested Mpingo, the Swahili name for African Blackwood tree, to Moshi 
area youth and community residents through volunteer tourist-led music teaching, 
conservation education, and Mpingo tree planting. This culturally relevant symbol for 
DMI study participants is the national tree of Tanzania, and the valuable ebony-colored 
wood used for making professional clarinets. American volunteer tourist teacher teams 
primarily consisting of music educators, pay to travel and volunteer for three or more 
weeks during a seven-week period from June to July each year. From June 5 – July 21, 
2017, 16 foreign volunteers, 86 students, and 1,500 community residents were engaged in 
planting 340 Mpingo and fruit trees and participated in 27 local musical events. DMI 
currently partners with 15 community organizations such as the African Blackwood 
Project, area schools, coffee shops, and the local police academy (DMI, 2018). 
The nonprofit is one of many similar sending entities that focus on community 
development work within an international context. As characterized by Philips and 
Pittman (2015), community development at the local or international level is a concept 
that may be understood as both a process (developing the ability to act collectively) and 
an outcome (collective action to improve a community’s physical, environmental, 
cultural, social, political, and other realms). One approach to community development is 
through the sustainability paradigm known as “sustainable tourism” (Bramwell, Higham, 
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Lane, & Miller, 2017). Derived from the concept of and frequently defined as 
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987), sustainable tourism has 
emerged as the “dominant paradigm in tourism development” (Ruhanen, Weiler, Moyle, 
& McLennan, 2015, p. 517). Noting the importance of tourism’s contribution to 
sustainable community development and its potential to meet Millennium Development 
Goals (MDG) and post-2015 Millennium Development Goals, the UN declared 2017 to 
be the year of Sustainable Tourism for Development (UNWTO, 2018).  
DMI is an example of a tourism subset disputed to be synonymous with 
sustainable tourism (Ruhanen et al., 2015) called “volunteer tourism” (Andereck, 
McGehee, Lee, & Clemmons, 2011). In 2008, an estimated 1.6 million tourists engaged 
in volunteering for an international community development project, and interest in this 
form of tourism continues to grow (Butcher & Smith, 2010; McGehee, 2014). Volunteer 
tourism, a branch of “alternative tourism” (Wearing & McGehee, 2013), might be 
defined as “those tourists who, for various reasons, volunteer in an organized way to 
undertake holidays that might involve aiding or alleviating the material poverty of some 
groups in society, the restoration of certain environments, or research into aspects of 
society or environment” (Wearing, 2001, p. 1). Some volunteer tourists, also known as 
“voluntourists,” spend weeks, months or years spending generous amounts of money to 
engage in social action projects, often in the global South (Palacios, 2010).  
For the purposes of this study, the term global South will not only refer to studies 
that have used this term to describe community development work within an international 
context, but will be the umbrella term for “developing,” “underdeveloped,” “Third 
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World,” and “low income” countries (Abegunde, Mathers, Adam, Ortegon & Strong, 
2007; Fatusi & Hindin, 2010; Glewwe & Kremer, 2006; Parker & Dautoff, 2007; 
Shimpuku & Norr, 2012). Of these volunteer tourists, a small number volunteer for 
programs prioritizing youth development and education. 
Youth education programs in global South countries (Abegunde et al., 2007; 
Fatusi & Hindin, 2010; Glewwe & Kremer, 2006; Parker & Dautoff, 2007; Shimpuku & 
Norr, 2012) tend to feature instruction on health intervention and wellness (Blum & 
Nelson-Mmari, 2004; Sommer, 2010; Yoshikawa, Aber & Beardslee, 2012), sports 
(Kidd, 2008; Larson, 2000; Martin, 2008; Shernoff & Vandell, 2007), and other 
educational programs (Glewwe & Kremer, 2006) such as environmental care (Hart, 
2013) or empowerment through music-making (Bergman & Lindgren, 2014; Majno, 
2012). DMI, according to their website suggest they are “providing an interdisciplinary 
approach to sustainability through music education…[promoting an] awareness of 
conserving Mpingo - commonly referred to as African Blackwood or Grenadilla - by 
actively engaging students and the community with the power of music” (emphasis 
added) (DMI, 2018). However, there are questions that tend to arise in response to DMI’s 
mission statement, such as, how is DMI engaging these students and community 
members through this unique international volunteer tourism program? Or, how are these 
students given an opportunity to voice their perspectives about any potential impacts of 
participants engaging in this program? 
Although global South youth may be considered members of a host community 
and may be receivers of and/or impacted by volunteer tourism programs, their 
perceptions have rarely been included in community input about community 
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development programs (Brennan, & Barnett, 2009; Canosa, Moyle, & Wray, 2016). 
Youth input about volunteer tourist programs tends to be from the “gap year” or young 
adult volunteer tourist perspective (Lawford, Ramey, Rose-Krasnor, & Proctor, 2012). 
Volunteer tourism studies have primarily targeted volunteer tourist motives, experiences, 
expectations (Andereck et al., 2011; Knollenberg, McGehee, Boley & Clemmons, 2014; 
McIntosh & Zahra, 2007; Wearing & McGehee, 2013), or individual self-development as 
a result of their experiences (Barbieri, Santos & Katsube, 2012; Sin, 2010). Some 
research has featured community perspectives of volunteer tourism impacts on their 
community (Barbieri et al., 2012; Beh, Bruyere & Lolosoli, 2013; Hammersley, 2014; 
McGehee, 2014; McGehee & Andereck, 2009; Sin, 2010; Zahra & McGehee, 2013) and 
resident involvement in the volunteer tourism development process (Lupoli, Morse, 
Bailey, & Schelhas, 2014; Raymond & Hall, 2008). 
More often than not community member voices (particular the youth) have not 
been included in volunteer tourism research. There may be reasons for this. Some 
community members may have been inaccessible or unable to participate due to cultural 
reasons. Or community residents may have been unaware of the purpose or possible 
community impacts as a result of volunteer tourism activities on their community 
(Wearing & McGehee, 2013). In other cases, the researcher may not have understood 
how the term “research” for some indigenous people, for example, may be “inextricably 
linked to European imperialism and colonialism” (Smith, 2012a, p. 1). Some community 
residents, in the past, may have felt exploited due to non-Indigenous researchers 
repeatedly failing to engage with them as Indigenous peoples “except by casting them as 
objects to be studied” (Russell-Mundine, 2012, p. 85). In addition, challenges related to a 
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probable language barrier between Indigenous peoples and a non-Indigenous researcher 
(Murray & Wynne, 2001) may have also limited involvement of community members in 
a research study.  
With respect to youth voice more specifically, obtaining youth perspectives is 
critical to understanding development of youth through participation in a youth 
development program (Campbell & Erbstein, 2012; Lawford, Ramey, Rose-Krasnor, & 
Proctor, 2012). Youth experience in community opportunities also tends to influence 
their development and the type of transition they make to adulthood (Acharya, Singh, 
Santhya, Ram, Jejeebhoy, Ram, & Mohanty, 2010). Further, obtaining youth voices with 
respect to community development programming tends to affect long-term sustainability 
of the community program (Brennan & Barnett, 2009). However, ethical issues and other 
challenges related to child or youth involvement in a research study tend to prevent 
researchers from considering youth participation (Graham, Powell, & Taylor, 2014). For 
many young people in the global South, “the dilemma of their transitory life stage is 
further complicated by the clashes between the many forces of westernization, which 
characterizes current global youth culture, and the stricter traditional values of their 
societies” (Fatusi & Hindin, 2010; p. 500). This further complicates youth involvement in 
a non-Indigenous researcher-led youth focused study.  
One may also question as to what extent local teachers are engaged in the creation 
and management of a Western-lead community development education program that 
aims to develop skills in their own students. How do these teachers feel about non-global 
South teachers coming to teach their children? With respect to DMI more specifically, 
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how are these teachers and youth engaged in this Western-lead program? What is the 
effect of this engagement? What does engagement mean?  
Engagement may be understood to mean the experience of “concentration” 
(Shernoff & Vandell, 2007, p. 891) or “flow” in projects/tasks with an authentic outside 
focus through the process of collaboration (Alexander & Bakir, 2011). It can be thought 
of as a “‘meta’ construct” (Fredricks, Blumenfeld & Paris, 2004, p. 60) encompassing the 
dimensions of emotional engagement, cognitive engagement, and behavioral 
engagement. Emotional engagement indicators may appear as pride (Skinner, Furrer, 
Marchand & Kindermann, 2008), enjoyment (Sinatra, Heddy & Lombardi, 2015), 
appreciation of success or accomplishment (Fredricks & McColskey, 2012), satisfaction 
(Skinner et al., 2008), and sense of belonging (Appleton, Christenson, & Furlong, 2008) 
or sense of community (Vieno, Perkins, Smith, & Santinello, 2005). Cognitive 
engagement may appear as effort or persistence (Fredricks & McColskey, 2010), 
investment in learning (Greene, 2015), strategy or self-regulation (Skinner et al, 2003), 
and achievement (Sinatra et al., 2015) or future aspirations (Appleton, et al., 2006). 
Indicators of behavioral engagement include time on task (Appleton, Christenson, & 
Furlong, 2008) or attendance (Appleton, Christenson, Kim, & Reschly, 2006), dedication 
(Seppälä, Mauno, Feldt, Hakanen, Kinnunen, Tolvanen, & Schaufeli, 2009); Schaufeli, 
Bakker, & Salanova, 2006) or commitment (Brodie, Ilic, Juric, & Hollebeek, 2013), 
absorption/flow (Seppälä et al., 2009; Shernoff, Csikszentmihalyi, Schneider, & 
Shernoff, 2003; Skinner et al., 2008), and participation (Reschly & Christenson, 2012) or 
collaboration (Järvelä, Järvenoja, Malmberg, Isohätälä, & Sobocinski, 2016). 
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The emerging engagement theory appears in literature such as job satisfaction and 
the workplace (Warden & Benshoff, 2012); job burnout (Maslach & Leiter, 2008); 
marketing (Gambetti & Graffigna, 2010); tourism planning (McCabe, Sharples, & Foster, 
2012), and most frequently on student learning inside and outside the classroom 
(Kearsley & Schneiderman, 1998; McInerney, 2009; Kuh, 2009; Lawson & Lawson, 
2013; Shernoff & Vandell, 2007). Many studies feature more than one dimension of 
engagement (Kearsley & Schneiderman, 1998; O’Neill, 2005). 
Engagement, as concept and emerging theory applied to volunteers engaged in 
volunteer tourism or voluntourism, appears in a grounded theory study by Alexander and 
Bakir (2011). The researchers determined volunteer tourism research has underexplored 
the concept of engagement associated with tourists traveling to volunteer outside their 
own communities. According to Alexander and Bakir (2011), the concept of engagement 
within the context of “voluntourism” may be defined as “connecting with the ‘other’ in 
some kind of meaningful action” (p. 15), and may include elements of “integration, 
penetration, immersion, involvement, interaction, action, and participation” (Alexander & 
Bakir, 2011, p. 12). Alexander and Bakir’s (2011) research findings on the concept of 
engagement only features volunteer tourist participants. Their study does not consider the 
greater diversity of participants such as adult residents and program youth, and volunteer 
tourist teachers who as participants are likely to be engaged in a youth-focused volunteer 
tourism project. Given the emerging engagement theory has “not yet clearly defined nor 
comprehensively theorized” (Hughey, 2002, p. 4), research was needed to explore the 
concept and theory of engagement in general, as well as with respect to volunteer tourism 
more specifically. Further research was needed to incorporate youth perspectives, and to 
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explore impacts of engagement on program youth who participate in a volunteer tourism 
youth education program. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to explore participant engagement in a volunteer 
tourism youth education program, and program youth impacts as perceived by program 
participants. For this study, participants are defined as volunteer tourist teachers (core 
teachers and collegiate teachers), community adult residents, and community program 
youth. DMI sending organization members volunteer as core teachers for the program. 
This study’s exploration of engagement through study participant perspectives, using the 
researcher-developed engagement theoretical framework, adds to further advancement of 
the meaning of volunteer tourism (See Figure 1).  
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Figure 1 Engagement Theoretical Framework 
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Through interviews and focus groups, this research study aimed to purposively 
obtain perspectives from adult residents, program youth, and volunteer teacher tourists 
about impacts of participant engagement in DMI on program youth. Focusing on impacts 
of participant engagement for youth enrolled in the DMI program and obtaining their 
perspectives, adds to the creation of a “new paradigm in tourism that places the 
community at the center” (Wearing & McGehee, 2013, p. 127). In addition, and more 
specifically, this study’s exploration of program youth perspectives about DMI impacts, 
contributes to needed volunteer tourism research on youth voices (Canosa et al., 2016). 
The researcher also aimed to elicit responses from volunteer teacher tourist focus group 
members using the participant generated photo elicitation method (PGPE) (Balomenou & 
Garrod, 2016; Garrod, 2008; Guillemin & Drew, 2010; Harper, 2002; Kyle & Chick, 
2007), in order to further elicitation methods research. 
Research Questions 
1.   What is participant engagement in a volunteer tourism program?  
2.   In what ways are program participants (volunteer tourist teachers, adult residents, 
and program youth) engaged in the program?  
3.   What are impacts of participant engagement in a volunteer tourism youth 
education program for program youth? 
Importance of the Study 
There are many reasons in which this study is important. In addition to further developing 
the theory of engagement within the field of volunteer tourism by expanding “theoretical 
foundations of volunteer tourism” (Wearing & McGehee, 2013, p. 127), and obtaining 
youth perspectives about perceived impacts of participant engagement, program impacts 
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are examined through skilled volunteers matched with a program matching skilled 
volunteers (Burrai, Font, & Cochrane, 2015). For DMI specifically, the nonprofit may be 
able to use study results to form additional local partnerships and to assist local DMI 
leaders to sustainably grow the program led by community members. All levels of 
governmental organizations may find the results of this study useful when reporting 
social indicators of resident involvement (particularly youth) in a volunteer tourism 
community development program and impacts of engagement for their community. Other 
audiences that may find results from this study applicable for community planning and 
development initiatives include: volunteer tourism sending organizations, educational 
institutions, sustainability-related organizations, and community development planners in 
host communities. 
Delimitations 
1.   Focusing on international community development, sustainable tourism, volunteer 
tourism, and youth development literature.  
2.   DMI program. 
3.   Single site chosen for which the research took place.  
4.   Purposive sample of adults over the age of 18 from one nonprofit (DMI). 
5.   Soliciting adults over the age of 18 from one community in Tanzania (Moshi). 
6.   Interviewing Moshi youth who participate in DMI.  
7.   Length of time for the study and season. 
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Limitations  
1.   Qualitative case study featuring a specific group of participants from DMI and 
therefore caution should be observed in generalizing the findings to people, 
places, or sites outside of those in the study.  
2.   Language barrier that was present between the Swahili-speaking participants and 
the researcher.  
3.   Some translation challenges during data collection and analysis,  
4.   Researcher being unfamiliar to the research participants.  
5.   Access to study informants. 
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A two-staged review of literature was conducted, primarily using academic 
studies from international community development, sustainable tourism, volunteer 
tourism, and youth development literature, on the phenomenon of participant engagement 
in a volunteer tourism youth education program and resulting impacts for program youth. 
The preliminary literature review oriented the researcher on the topic (Creswell, 2014), 
assisted in formulating interview questions and data collection protocol (Yin, 2014), and 
guided open and axial coding schema for analyzing the qualitative data (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990). The second-stage literature review determined how informant themes 
were either similar to or different from literature or previous research findings. 
Considerations 
There are several considerations related to this literature review. As mentioned, 
the first consideration is studies are primarily drawn from international community 
development, sustainable tourism, volunteer tourism, and youth development bodies of 
literature due to their relevance to the study’s topic. When appropriate, the concept 
“international community development” is the umbrella term this study uses to cover 
international community development, sustainable tourism, and volunteer tourism 
academic research studies. 
A second consideration is while some international community development 
workers are paid for development assistance, this literature review only covers research 
on volunteers who pay to volunteer. Finally, the third consideration is there are volunteer 
tourists who volunteer for a limited period of time during a tourism-focused holiday 
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while others primarily assist in an overseas community project (Daldeniz & Hampton, 
2010). This review of literature is the latter in that it predominantly features literature on 
volunteer tourists whose central reason for traveling is to volunteer in a global South 
community. 
An exploration of the five primary themes revealed in literature on international 
community development and youth development will be included in this review: 
approaches and forms of community development; volunteer tourism participants; 
volunteer tourism program types; community participation/voice, and development 
impacts. The concept of engagement, emerging theory of engagement, and the proposed 
engagement theoretical framework will be discussed followed by a consideration of the 
research context and the significance of the Mpingo tree, this study’s culturally relevant 
symbol, to conclude the chapter. 
Approaches and Forms of Community Development 
Community development (Hustedde, 2009), a possible “idiom for intervention” 
(Arce, 2003, p. 200), is a concept that combines the meaning of the terms “community” 
(Bradshaw, 2008; Van Auken, Frisvoll & Stewart, 2010), and “development” (Rist, 
2014a). The term community may be understood as meaning a physical place, such as a 
neighborhood or sparsely populated rural area (Van Auken et al., 2010) or a 
“psychological sense of community” (McMillan & Chavis, 1986), where “networks of 
people (are) tied together by solidarity, a shared identity and set of norms” (Bradshaw, 
2008, p. 5). In terms of defining development within the context of community, Rist 
(2014a) suggests it is the “belief and a series of practices which form a single whole in 
spite of contradictions between them” (p. 24). In recent history, international community 
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development planners use specific processes and approaches to meet desired 
development objectives. 
International Community Development Approaches  
Two primary approaches to international development is the conventional “top-
down” or “blueprint” or expert-led approach (Arce, 2003; Brocklesby & Fisher, 2003; 
Escobar, 2011), or the participatory “bottom up” or community-involved approach 
(Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987; Mathie & Cunningham, 2003; Nyaupane & Poudel, 
2011; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Sharpley, 2000; Westoby & Kaplan, 2013).  
Conventional. Post-World War II saw the surge in improving the state of 
communities in global South countries (Arce, 2003), through development blueprints of 
Western welfare states such as the United States (Rist, 2014b). The improvement 
function generated a model of community development in the global South that has roots 
in “colonialism,” a term meaning, 
Subjugation by physical and psychological force of one culture over another – a 
colonizing power – through military quest of territory and stereotyping the 
relation between the two cultures…colonialism has two forms: colonies of 
settlement which often eliminate indigenous people…and colonies of rule, where 
colonial administrators reorganize existing cultures by imposing new inequalities 
to facilitate their exploitation (McMichael, 2012, p. 27). 
Colonialism is known in literature as the root word for “post-colonialism” (Briggs & 
Sharp, 2004; Caton & Santos, 2009; Fox, 2016; Hall & Tucker, 2004; Ibhawoh & Dibua, 
2003; Osagie & Buzinde, 2011; Palacios, 2010), and for the terms “neo-colonialism” 
(Fee & Mdee, 2011; Raymond & Hall, 2008) and “decolonialism” (Grosfoguel, 2007; 
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Smith, 2012a; 2012b).  Research reveals there is a “belief that colonialism has been and 
continues to be one of the most compelling influences on the West’s interpretation of and 
interactions with people from…non-Western cultures” (Caton & Santos, 2009, p. 193). 
Neo-colonialism can be defined as a “new form of colonialism” (Palacios, 2010, p. 863), 
and decolonialism explained as the reframing of, and opposition to, colonial processes 
(Grosfoguel, 2007). Decolonial thinking drove many global South countries to 
declaration of independence from their colonial oppressors, such as the country of 
Tanzania lead by President Nyerere who developed the Swahili concept of “Ujamaa” (his 
version of socialism) for the Tanzanian people (Mohiddin, 1968). 
During the 1950s -1970s, the conventional “top-down” approach to community 
development focused on poverty alleviation at local level. This meant outside 
development planners decided what priorities and actions were needed in a community 
rather than driven by community residents themselves. In addition, there tended to be no 
attempt to transfer outsider power or resources to the community. This approach was 
interpreted as an efficient way of achieving a particular development goal (Brocklesby & 
Fisher, 2003). Criticism of these conventional approaches to development led to the 
formation of participatory or bottom up approaches to development. 
Participatory. Most current approaches to development are founded on 
community participatory principles (Hustedde, 2009). The dialogical approach for 
example, attempts to “integrate several traces of dialogue practice by drawing directly on 
ideas such as ‘community as dialogue’ – a process of humanizing the world through 
people forming mutual reciprocal relationships” (Westoby & Kaplan, 2013, p. 219). This 
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grassroots community development approach (framework) centers on the community 
participatory principles of participation or relationship building (Eversole, 2010).  
Several other examples of participatory approaches to international community 
development in literature (Cleaver, 1999; Hustedde, 2009) include, but are not limited to: 
asset-based approach (Mathie & Cunningham, 2003); “spiralizing up” (Emery & Flora, 
2006) community capital approach (Emery & Flora, 2006; Zahra & McGehee, 2013); and 
the positive psychology approach to community development “appreciative inquiry” 
(Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011; Raymond & Hall, 2008).  
Critics of participatory community-led approaches argue community action may 
be intended as a corrective to the “top-down-led model of development” (Eversole, 2010, 
p. 30) but may subtly perpetuate the top-down approach by presenting community 
participation within a structured development project and program framework. In other 
words, community-participatory approaches cloaked by “blueprint” models of 
community development may appear participatory when actuality they are not. Given the 
history of “colonialism” and the current form of “neo-colonialism” with roots in 
developmental practice in global South communities, this argument appears valid. 
However, in reference to community development evaluation practices, Njuki, Mapila, 
Kaaria and Magombo (2008) argue development indictors should both use community 
perspectives to measure change and are anchored in a theoretical framework to ensure 
community progress goals are not evaluated from a narrow perspective.   
Tourism Forms of Community Development 
Approaches of international community development frequently appear in 
specific forms of community development such as, but not limited to: food or security 
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(Bhattacharya, 2004), public health (Blum & Nelson-Mmari, 2004; Yoshikawa, Aber & 
Beardslee, 2012), tourism (Albrecht, 2013; Alexander & Bakir, 2011; Andereck, 
McGehee, Lee & Clemmons, 2011; Bramwell, Higham, Lane & Miller, 2017; Gray & 
Campbell, 2007; McGehee & Andereck, 2009; 2008; Wearing, 2001), and youth 
development (Acharya, Singh, Santhya, Ram, Jejeebhoy, Ram & Mohanty, 2010; 
Bergman & Lindgren, 2014; Fatusi & Hindin, 2010; Larson & Verma, 1999). Tourism 
for example, may apply sustainability to tourism development otherwise known as 
sustainable tourism (Bramwell et al., 2017), or through another alternative form of 
tourism called volunteer tourism (Wearing, 2001). A form of community development 
aimed at developing the lives of youth frequently appears in literature under the term 
“youth development” (Brennan & Barnett, 2009; Larson & Verma, 1999; Roth, Brooks-
Gunn, Murray & Foster, 1998). This next section of the literature review discusses 
tourism sub-forms sustainable tourism and volunteer tourism, and literature as it pertains 
to youth development. 
Sustainable Tourism. The development of community may be considered 
through sustainability of tourism development (Sharpley, 2000). The concept of 
sustainable development (Parris & Kates, 2003), traditionally defined as, “development 
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 45) has emerged as the dominant paradigm in 
tourism development (Ruhanen, Weiler, Moyle & McLennan, 2015). This type of 
development is commonly referred to as “sustainable tourism” (Albrecht, 2013; 
Bramwell et al., 2017; Hudson & Miller, 2012; McIntosh & Zahra, 2007; Ruhanen, et al., 
2015; Saufi, O'Brien & Wilkins, 2014). There are two categories from which researchers 
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define sustainable tourism. Sustainable tourism known as either tourism development 
using economic sustainability measures, or tourism as a component of broader 
sustainable development courses of action (Gray & Campbell, 2007; Sharpley, 2000; 
Simpson, 2004; Wearing & McGehee, 2013). Either way, many community residents, 
particularly in the global South, look to tourism development as a medium for 
employment due to limited career or job opportunities in a challenging lesser developed 
global South economy (Mbaiwa, 2003).    
Volunteer Tourism. As noted in chapter 1, disputed to be synonymous with 
sustainable tourism (Ruhanen, et al., 2015) is volunteer tourism (Andereck, McGehee, 
Lee & Clemmons, 2011; Bailey & Russell, 2010; Conran, 2011; Fee & Mdee, 2011; 
Forsythe, 2011; Guttentag, 2009; Hammersley, 2014; McGehee, 2014; McGehee & 
Andereck, 2009; Mostafanezhad, 2013; Palacios, 2010; Wearing, 2001; Wearing & 
McGhee, 2013a; 2013b). Some volunteer tourists or  “voluntourists,” spend weeks, 
months or years spending generous amounts of money to engage in social projects abroad 
(McGehee & Andereck, 2009), such as youth-focused community development aimed at 
potentially bettering youths’ current and future lives (Majno, 2012).  
Critiques of development aid-focused volunteer tourism research (Palacios, 2010) 
suggest researchers should reframe their perspectives by examining participant 
relationships and aspects related to learning and mutuality in volunteering experiences, 
rather than engaging in discussions and critiques contained within neo-colonial 
development models (Everingham, 2015). Many academics are concerned volunteer 
tourism is within the development aid framework, especially since most volunteer 
tourists are likely to be gap year students, unskilled, and volunteer for a short period of 
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time (Guttentag, 2009; Lyons, Hanley, Wearing, & Neil, 2012; Mostafanezhad, 2013; 
Palacios, 2010; Simpson, 2004).  
Youth Development. Youth development literature interchangeably uses the 
terms “adolescents” (Bayer et al., 2010; Roth, Brooks-Gunn, Murray & Foster, 1998), 
“youth” (Fatusi & Hindin, 2010; Larson, 2000), and “young people” (Acharya et al, 
2010; Blum & Nelson-Mmari, 2004; Hallam, 2010) to cover individuals between the 
ages of 10 to 24 years (Fatusi & Hindin, 2010). For this study, the word “youth” will 
mainly be used to encompass the terms “adolescents,” “youth,” and “young people.” The 
literature review primarily focused on studies featuring youth between the ages of 10-20 
years. Ages 10-20 years is chosen as combination of the United Nation’s (UN) definition 
of youth: the 1.2 billion 15 to 24 year olds living around the world, as of 2015 (UN 
Youth Population Trends, 2018); the United States youth categorical definition of early 
adolescence (under 14 years), middle adolescence (15 to 17 years), and late adolescence 
and early adulthood (18 to 24 years) (Youth Policy, 2017); and the age range of DMI 
program youth who participated in this research study (13 to 20 years). 
Hamilton, Hamilton and Pittman (2004) suggest youth development is a 
combination of “natural processes, principles, and practices (p. 3). Natural processes are 
“the growing capacity of a young person to understand and act on [his/her physical and 
social] environment” (Hamilton, Hamilton and Pittman, 2004, p. 3), resulting in living a 
healthy life due to competence and skill development (Buzinde, Foroughi, & Godwyll, 
2018). Youth development in terms of principles is “grounded in ‘a commitment to 
enabling all young people to thrive;’ this premise is founded on ‘two principles: 
universality or inclusiveness (all youth) and a positive orientation building on strengths 
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(thriving)’” (Hamilton et al., 2004, p. 3).Lastly, youth development in terms of 
“practices…is employed in ‘programs, organizations, and initiatives,’ which ‘foster the 
development process’ (i.e. natural process) through a philosophy premised on the 
principles of universality and thriving (Hamilton, Hamilton and Pittman, 2004, p. 3). For 
Checkoway, Pothukuchi, & Finn (1998), active youth engagement in youth development 
program may be desirable “in order to influence policy on matters of import to youth” 
(Buzinde et al., 2018, p. 3),  
Youth development may also be defined as the process of growth and their 
increasing intellectual competence (Larson, 2000). Youth growth and increasing 
competence may, for example, be impacted by an external circumstance such as poverty 
(Yoshikawa, Aber & Beardslee, 2012), or relocation (Rumberger & Larson, 1998). Other 
factors may be related to community agency or individual motivation (Acharya et al., 
2010; Brennan & Barnett, 2009; Buzinde et al., 2018), educational subject matter in the 
classroom (Larson & Verma, 1999), and pedagogical approaches to learning (Burnard, 
Fautley & Savage, 2010; Glewwe & Kremer, 2006; Hart, 2013; Sobel, 2004; Vavrus & 
Bartlett, 2012). Pedagogical approaches may include but are not limited to: place-based 
education (Hart, 2013; Stauffer, 2009), higher order thinking skills (Miri, David, & Uri, 
2007), and student-centered or student-led learning (Lee & Hannafin, 2016). Critical 
pedagogical approaches within global South youth development contexts, for example, 
tend to be underpinned by the concept of decolonialism (McInerney, 2009). This is 
because of the oppressive social conditions bearing down on youth who are residents in 
these “post-colonial” communities (Ibhawoh & Dibua, 2003; McInerney, 2009; Osagie & 
Buzinde, 2011).  
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Volunteer Tourism Participants 
There are three main groups of participants featured in international community 
development literature linked to volunteer tourism: volunteer tourists, volunteer tourism 
organizations, and global South community residents. 
Volunteer Tourists 
People who combine their love for travel and volunteering are called volunteer 
tourists (Andereck & McGehee, Guttentag, 2009; Knollenberg, et al., 2014; McGehee, 
2014; McGehee & Andereck, 2009; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Taplin, Dredge & Scherrer, 
2014; Wearing, 2001; Wearing & McGehee, 2013; Zahra & McGehee, 2013), 
voluntourists (Alexander & Bakir, 2011; Woosnam & Lee, 2011), or international 
voluntary service workers (Sherraden, Lough & McBride, 2008; Sossou & Dubus, 2013). 
For ease of understanding, all traveling volunteers in this review are referred to as 
“volunteer tourists.” 
Demographics. Usually volunteer tourist research studies feature “Gap year” 
(Lyons et al., 2012; Simpson, 2004; Zahra & McGehee, 2013) or university students 
(Butcher & Smith, 2010; Palacios, 2010) known as the “Gen Y” generation (Lo & Lee, 
2011). Often studied are teachers and other professionals between ages 25 to 45 years 
(Andereck et al., 2012; Tomazos & Butler, 2012), and “Baby Boomers” or retirees born 
between 1945-1964 (Lo & Lee, 2011).  
Time and Skills. Regardless of age, international volunteer tourists pay to 
commit their time and skills to work in international community development program 
(Palacios, 2010; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Wearing, 2001). Time commitment in a project 
may vary, however, volunteer tourists frequently spend less than a month volunteering 
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(Guttentag, 2009) while spending sums of money to “make a difference” (Butcher & 
Smith, 2010; Fee & Mdee, 2011; McGloin & Georgeou, 2016; Olsen, Vogt & Andereck, 
2018; Tomazos & Butler, 2012). Volunteer tourists may use a variety of skills however, 
literature indicates there is a shortage of studies exploring potential benefits of skilled 
volunteer tourists on a community (McGehee, 2014; McGehee & Andereck, 2008; 
Sherraden, Lough, & McBride, 2008; Zahra & McGehee, 2013). 
Motives and Experiences. Recently a few volunteer tourism studies have 
centered on the volunteer tourist through topics such as personal transformation through 
the experience (Hammersley, 2014; Knollenberg, McGehee, Boley, & Clemmons, 2014) 
or volunteer transformation impacts on the host or volunteer home community (McGehee 
& Santos, 2005; Wearing & McGehee, 2013b). Most volunteer tourism research, 
nevertheless, has focused on studying volunteer tourist motives for volunteering (Conran, 
2011; Guttentag, 2009; Mostafanezhad, 2013; Olsen et al., 2018; Wearing, 2001). 
Volunteering motives may include, but are not constrained to, altruistic (Gray, Meeker, 
Ravensbergen, Kipp & Faulkner, 2017; Lyons, Hanley, Wearing, & Neil, 2012) or 
educational reasons (Clary & Snyder, 1999; Falk et al., 2012; Sin, 2009), or the desire to 
be connected with host community members (Guttentag, 2011; McGehee & Andereck, 
2009; Zahra & McGehee, 2013). Other studies have looked at expectations of volunteer 
tourists prior to departure (Andereck et al., 2012), or experiences as a result of their trip 
(Knollenberg, et al., 2014; McIntosh & Zahra, 2007; Zahra, & McIntosh, 2007). A few 
studies have focused on individual volunteer self-development as an outcome of their trip 
encounters (Bailey & Russell, 2010; Barbieri et al., 2012; Sin, 2010). 
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Volunteer Tourism Organizations 
Another participant group in an international community development trip is the 
volunteer tourism organization that creates and manages project opportunities for 
potential traveling volunteers. Literature reveals there is a diversity of sending 
organizations, also known as facilitators (Barbieri et al., 2012) or intermediaries 
(McGehee & Andereck, 2008). These sending organizations tend to either be for-profit or 
not-for-profit entities (Steele, Dredge & Scherrer, 2017; Wearing, Young, & Everingham, 
2017). Sustainably oriented volunteer tourism organizations, regardless of type, create 
volunteer opportunities in order to “redirect societal systems and behavior on a broad and 
integrated path toward sustainable development” (Bramwell et al., 2017, p. 1). The three 
most common organizations identified in literature are university placements abroad, 
non-governmental organizations (NGO), and religious groups.  
University Placements Abroad. Entities that serve students who are interested in 
volunteering in the global South are university placement groups that are situated on 
Western university or college campuses (Guttentag, 2009; McGloin & Georgeou, 2016; 
Palacios, 2009; Raymond & Hall, 2008). This collective might organize study abroad 
programs that include a service-learning component to the student’s away-from-home 
experience (Caton & Santos, 2009; Parker & Altman Dautoff, 2007). 
NGOs. Non-governmental organizations are another cooperative that sends 
volunteers to perform a job in communities in the global South (Hammersley, 2014; 
McGehee, 2012; Taplin, Dredge, & Scherrer, 2014; Wearing, McDonald & Ponting, 
2005). These NGOs include organizations that tend to work from a Western country 
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office and, or may have, local representation in the community in which it serves 
(Hammersley, 2014).  
Religious Groups. Committed to sharing their faith through development work 
(Taplin, Dredge, & Scherrer, 2014) are nonprofit faith-based organizations (Atia, 2012; 
Guttentag, 2006; McGehee, 2012; McGehee & Andereck, 2008) featuring Christian 
(Stoddart & Rogerson, 2004), Islamic (Atia, 2012), and other religious groups. The 
groups with Christian ideologies, for example, tend to be central to formal colonial 
processes and maintain a prominent role in volunteer tourism today (Bandyopadhyay & 
Patil, 2017). 
Global South Community Residents 
A third participant group involved in an international volunteer tourism 
community development program is the community who hosts the volunteers and their 
program. Volunteer tourism literature predominately features host community residents 
living in the global South (Guttentag, 2009; Knollenberg, McGehee, Boley & Clemmons, 
2014; McGehee, 2014; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Sin, 2010; Zahra & McGehee, 2013), 
although some research has studied volunteer tourists at the more national or local level 
(Olsen et al., 2018). For this review of literature, however, community residents are 
referred to people living in a global South community. Regardless of location, the focus 
of study seems to be shifting towards an advocacy position for those communities 
(McGehee & Santos, 2005).  
Exploration of topics that take a critical approach include how volunteer tourism 
may be inadvertently supporting host community dependency on the Western nonprofit 
organization or sending community (Hammersley, 2014; McGehee, 2012; McGehee & 
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Andereck, 2008; Palacios, 2010; Sin, 2010). There also appears to be research examining 
relationships formed between volunteers and host community residents (McGehee & 
Andereck, 2008; McGehee & Santos, 2005; Pachmayer, Zhao & Andereck, 2015) and 
complexities associated with cultural ethics, individual morality, and unbalanced 
relationships resulting from host and guest exchanges (Burrai, Font & Cochrane, 2014; 
Sin, 2010).  
Volunteer Tourism Program Types 
Volunteer tourism sending organizations may create opportunities for volunteer 
tourists to participate in international community development programs through one or 
more pillars of sustainability (social, environmental and economic) (Devereux, 2008; 
Sharpley, 2000). Most international development projects fall under one of three main 
categories: 1) promotion of international understanding and human welfare, 2) 
international development aid, and, 3) humanitarian relief. Each project category varies 
in time commitment from short term (1-8 weeks), medium term (3-6 months) and long 
term (over 6 months) (Sherraden et al., 2006). Some of these development programs 
target youth (Glewwe & Kremer, 2006; Hart, 2013). 
Understanding and Aid 
Under the categories of  “promotion of international understanding and human 
welfare” and “international development aid,” short term and medium term volunteer 
tourists work in programs or projects featuring environmental conservation (Allen, 2012; 
Beh, Bruyere & Lolosoli, 2013; Hart, 2013; Wearing, 2001); infrastructure 
improvements, such as building schools or homes (McGehee & Andereck, 2009; 
McIntosh & Zahra, 2007; Stoddart & Rogerson, 2004); health or medical assistance 
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(Sherraden et al., 2006; Snyder, Dharamsi & Crooks, 2011); and education or training for 
community member skill development (Butcher & Smith, 2010). Programs under 
“humanitarian relief” frequently highlight longer-term volunteers, such as Peace Corps 
members, who work on disaster relief and other humanitarian crisis projects (Conran, 
2011; Palacios, 2010; Wearing, 2001). 
Youth Development  
Some international community development programs are created and managed 
by sending organizations to underscore youth development (Park, 2004; Roth & Brooks-
Gunn, 2003). Youth development may be a form of community development in that it 
represents the “positive engagement of parents, relatives, friends, and neighbors in 
creating the programs, opportunities, and supportive environments that young people 
need” (Brennan & Barnett, 2009, p. 307). Youth development programs tend to target 
similar host community programming initiatives such as health and wellness (Blum & 
Nelson-Mmari, 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 2012), sports (Kidd, 2008; Larson, 2000; Martin, 
2008; Shernoff & Vandell, 2007), and education (Glewwe & Kremer, 2006) through 
topics such as environmental care (Hart, 2013) or empowerment through music-making 
(Bergman & Lindgren, 2014; Majno, 2012). 
Community Participation or Voices in Research Studies 
A limited number of volunteer tourism studies have placed emphasis on host 
community participation in the research process (Raymond & Hall, 2008). If international 
community development studies have featured community resident participation, 
community residents are not featured as the primary stakeholder in the project (Wearing 
& McGehee, 2013). Even if community residents are involved in the research process, 
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the study focus is about “the subaltern (lower class) rather than studies with and from 
(emphasis added) a subaltern perspective (Grosfoguel, 2007, p. 211). There may be 
several reasons why community participation in a research study is limited, particularly 
in relation to women and youth involvement. 
Inhibitors 
Inhibitors to community participation in a research study may include power 
struggles between Western organizations and community members (Saufi, O'Brien & 
Wilkins, 2014), or community frustration with unskilled or uncommitted volunteer 
tourists due to experiences they have had with volunteers in the past (Burrai, Font & 
Cochrane, 2014). A language barrier between researcher and host (Palacios, 2010) may 
discourage researchers from featuring foreign speaking community members due to 
translation complexities of data collection and analysis (Murray, & Wynne, 2001; 
Nomlomo & Vuzo, 2014; Shimpuku & Norr, 2012). With respect to the non-Indigenous 
researcher, past exploitation of Indigenous peoples by non-Indigenous researchers, who 
have repeatedly failed to engage with Indigenous community members “except by 
casting them as objects to be studied” (Russell-Mundine, 2012, p. 85), might be a 
deterrent to Indigenous participation in a research study.  
Women and Children 
When successfully enlisting Indigenous study participants, multiple perspectives 
have not typically incorporated voices of women and youth (Gonzálezy González & 
Lincoln, 2006). Reasons for this may include cultural norms of gender inequality 
(Sommer, 2010), or societal appreciation for children or youth perspectives in research 
study (Canosa, Moyle & Wray, 2016; Gamradt, 1995). As such, youth participation and 
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voices tend to be absent in most research studies (Canosa et al., 2016; Griffin, 2010; 
Roberts, 2017). Children and youth perspectives, on the hand, appear to be contained in 
tourism methods research that use, for example, “photo voice” (Anglin, 2015; Beh et al., 
2013), or “arts-based” techniques for the purpose of eliciting responses during interviews 
and/or focus groups (Buzinde & Manuel-Navarrete, 2013; Gamradt, 1995; Liebenberg, 
2016). 
Volunteer Tourism Community Development Impacts 
Mentioned earlier in this review, approaches and forms of international 
community development have their roots in colonialism and hegemonic power (Ibhawoh 
& Dibua, 2003). As a result of this history, participants in international development 
programs such as sending organizations, “have the potential to act either as catalysts for 
positive socio-cultural change or facilitators of neo-colonialism and dependency” 
(McGehee, 2012, p. 88). Numerous debates have centered on the catalyst (positive) 
and/or negative (dependency) impacts of volunteer tourism activity on a host community 
(Guttentag, 2009; Knollenberg et al., 2014; McGehee, 2014; Raymond & Hall, 2008).  
Positive Impacts 
There are many positive impacts associated with volunteer tourism activity 
according to literature in areas such as, volunteer personal growth, cross-cultural 
understanding, or social activism. 
Volunteer Tourist Personal Growth. Participation in a volunteer tourism 
program is shown to have the potential to change a participant's perceptions about 
“society, self-identity, values, and their everyday lives” (Zahra & McIntosh, 2007, p. 
116). This experience may lend itself to a transformative or experiential learning 
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outcome for the volunteer tourist (Coghlan & Gooch, 2011; Knollenberg et al., 2014; 
Sin, 2009; Wearing, 2001; Wearing & McGehee, 2013).  
Cross-cultural Understanding.  Research studies have examined the positive 
effects of volunteer tourism such as interactions between host and volunteer tourist that 
promote cross-cultural understanding (Hammersley, 2014; Raymond & Hall, 2008; 
Wearing & McGehee, 2013). As indicated earlier, this is one primary motive to volunteer 
for a volunteer tourism project in a global South community (Zahra & McGehee, 2013). 
However, volunteer tourism academic studies are increasing their critiques of 
development aid within the volunteer tourism context because of linkages to neo-colonial 
development models (Everingham, 2015).  
Social Activism. For the volunteer tourist, volunteer tourism activity has the 
potential to precipitate a “consciousness-raising experience” and strengthen pro-social 
values (McGehee & Santos, 2005, p. 765). For global South communities, a volunteer 
tourism program may help to facilitate the development of new network ties (Bailey & 
Russell, 2010; McGehee, 2002), with the possibility of influencing volunteer tourist 
participation in social movement organizations on behalf of the global South community 
(McGehee, 2002). 
Negative Impacts 
Some negative impacts from international community development activity 
many include: Indigenous Inferiority or Western Superior complexes, Physical 
Consequences to land and people, and Sending Organization’s Values.  
Indigenous Inferiority. The knowledge gained through non-Western 
colonization has been used, in turn, to colonize Indigenous peoples or non-Westerners 
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in what Ngugi wa Thiong’o calls “the colonization ‘of the mind’” (Smith, 2012c, p. 62). 
Hence, Western sending organizations and development workers should understand the 
consequences of colonization. Many global South communities have a mindset that they 
have a lower capacity for development that is magnified by inferior science, technology, 
and resources (Bandyopadhyay & Patil, 2017). In other words, “the first world has 
knowledge, the Third World has culture” (Chambers & Buzinde, 2015, p. 2).  
Western Superiority. There are concerns volunteer tourists and sending 
organizations may communicate “the hegemonic idea of the West’s superiority” 
(Escobar, 2011, p.8) present in Western culture (Briggs & Sharp, 2004; Caton & Santos, 
2009; Evans et al., 2015; Palacios, 2010; Smith, 2012c). The residual effect of Western 
superiority thinking is an attitude generating problematic assumptions that volunteer 
tourists or sending organizations know more about development components than 
community residents. This type of Westernized thinking tends to stifle sustainability 
initiative effectiveness and program benefits for a global South (Palacios, 2010).  
Physical Consequences. Western researchers should be aware of physical 
ramifications of Western ways brought into non-Western communities. For example, 
the destructive force on nature due to ‘eco’colonialism” (Hall & Tucker, 2004, p. 8). 
This is a type of “botanical colonization” (Smith, 2012c, p. 65) caused by the 
introduction of Western species to ecologies of new environments. The net cascading 
effect is the eventual extinction of several species of bird and animal life, and 
introduction of Western diseases that have threatened the welfare of indigenous peoples 
(Smith, 2012c). Indigenous people may then resist Western research because of 
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resentment caused by dominant Western education and destruction of native lands and 
peoples (Fox, 2016). 
Sending Organization’s Values. The type of sending organization may not only 
contribute to the impact it has on the host community, their values may impact the role 
it plays, and responsibilities it has to these communities (McGehee, 2012; Taplin, 
Dredge, & Scherrer, 2014). As such, a sending organization should determine its role or 
responsibility in perpetuating host community dependency on the sending community or 
organization (Hammersley, 2014; McGehee, 2012; Palacios, 2010; Raymond, 2008), 
and its contribution to “post-colonial” or “neo-colonial” thought (McGehee, 2012).  
Qualitative Theoretical Frameworks 
This case study used a theoretical framework based on Anfara and Mertz’s (2014) 
description of how theory might be used within a qualitative research study. Not all 
researchers agree where or how to use theory in qualitative research and some do not see 
the need to use theory at all (Shoemaker, Tankard & Lasorsa, 2003). Many academics see 
the use of a theoretical framework as taking a quantitative approach to a qualitative study 
(Anfara & Mertz, 2014), while others caution data must bring about propositions in a 
dialectical manner in order to keep the framework from becoming “the container in 
which the data must be poured” (Creswell, 2013, p. 67). Having said this, theory 
development is an important aspect of research (Creswell, 2013). A qualitative theoretical 
framework will provide the researcher with a structural framework to assist with the 
creation of research questions and guide analysis of data. Utilizing a structured 
framework also adds to the trustworthiness of a case study (Baxter & Jack, 2008). To 
guide the researcher while addressing the study’s main research objective(s), the 
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researcher developed a new engagement theoretical framework (See Figure 1, page 8). It 
was broadened by using a diversity of participants, similar to volunteer tourism 
participant types, and elements from engagement theory (contextual factors, dimensions, 
and indicators) as revealed in literature. 
Engagement and Engagement Theory 
Kahn (1990) published a study for what is now known as the foundational paper 
for engagement theory. The paper was based on the conceptual framework he designed to 
illustrate “how psychological experiences of work and work contexts shape the processes 
of people presenting and absenting themselves during task performances” (Kahn, 1990, 
p. 694). The formation of this conceptual framework was based on his inspiration of 
Goffman’s (1961) work on people’s attachment to and detachment from their roles shifts. 
Since Kahn (1990) defined engagement within the context of work situations as the 
“harnessing of organization members' selves to their work roles; in engagement, people 
employ and express themselves physically, cognitively, and emotionally during role 
performances” (Kahn, 1990, p 694), further engagement research on the definition 
suggests academics are finding it difficult to define the concept of engagement 
(Alexander & Bakir, 2011; Appleton, Christenson, & Furlong, 2008; Brodie, Ilic, Juric, 
& Hollebeek, 2013; Christenson, Reschly & Wylie, 2012; Kearsley & Schneiderman, 
1998; Russell, Ainley, & Frydenberg, 2005).  
The concept of engagement has been described as “energy in action, the 
connection between person and activity” (Russell, Ainley, & Frydenberg, 2005, p. 1), or 
with respect to student learning, students “meaningfully engaged in learning activities 
through interaction with others and worthwhile tasks” (Kearsley & Schneiderman, 1998, 
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p. 20). According to Alexander and Bakir’s (2011) study exploring the definition of 
“voluntourism,” the concept of engagement may be defined as “connecting with the 
‘other’ in some kind of meaningful action” (p. 15), and may include elements of 
“integration, penetration, immersion, involvement, interaction, action, and participation” 
(Alexander & Bakir, 2011, p. 12). 
Some engagement studies have looked at the underlying factors of engagement 
known as contextual factors (Lam, Wong, Yang, & Liu, 2012; Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle, 
1993; Shernoff, Csikszentmihalyi, Schneider, & Shernoff, 2003). These contextual 
factors might include individual personality (Kahn, 1990), instructional and teacher 
influences (Shernoff et al., 2003), or support of others (Klem & Connell, 2004). The most 
frequently studied contextual factor of engagement is individual motivation (Appleton et 
al., 2008; Fredricks, Blumenfeld & Paris, 2004; Greene, 2015; Ryan & Patrick, 2001; 
Skinner & Belmont, 1993), or “motivational dynamics” (Skinner et al, 2003). Some 
engagement research studies studying the linkages between motivation and engagement, 
have found it difficult, or have disputed, to find any differences between them (Appleton 
et al, 2006).  
Engagement contextual factors are featured in literature, nonetheless the primary 
focus of engagement research is studying it as a “’meta’ construct” (Fredricks et al., 
2004, p. 60). This meta-construct encompasses dimensions of emotional or psychological 
or affective engagement (Appleton, Christenson, & Furlong, 2008; Croom, 2014; 
Schaufeli, Bakker, & Salanova, 2006; Sinatra, Heddy & Lombardi, 2015; Zhao & Kuh, 
2004), cognitive or intellectual or academic engagement (Appleton, Christenson, Kim, & 
Reschly, 2006; Greene, 2015; Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle, 1993), and behavioral or social or 
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participatory or physical engagement (Skinner & Belmont, 1993). In addition, each 
dimension consists of indicators of engagement (Appleton et al., 2008; Shernoff et al., 
2003; Skinner, Kindermann, & Furrer, 2009; Vieno, Perkins, Smith, & Santinello, 2005). 
For ease of reference, in this study emotional engagement covers the terms 
emotional/psychological/affective engagement, cognitive engagement is the umbrella 
term for cognitive/intellectual/academic engagement, and behavioral engagement is used 
to cover behavioral/social/participatory/physical engagement.   
The dimension of emotional engagement may encompass contextual factors, such 
as activities that provide safety for youth to understand and express their identity 
(O’Neill, 2005), or individual support from others (Klem & Connell, 2004; Skinner & 
Belmont, 1993). Indicators of emotional engagement may appear as pride (Skinner et al., 
2008), enjoyment (Sinatra et al., 2015; Skinner et al, 2003; Vandell et al., 2005), 
appreciation of success or accomplishment (Croom, 2014; Fredricks & McColskey, 
2012), satisfaction (Skinner et al., 2008), and sense of belonging (Appleton et al., 2008) 
or sense of community (Vieno et al., 2005; Zhao & Kuh, 2004).  
In regard to cognitive engagement, contextual factors may include the learning 
setting or topic (Kearsley & Schneiderman, 1998; Pintrich et al., 1993; Ryan & Patrick, 
2001). Cognitive engagement indicators may appear as effort (Fredricks, et al., 2004; 
Fredricks & McColskey, 2010; Greene, 2015) or persistence (Appleton, et al., 2006; 
Skinner et al, 2008), investment in learning (Greene, 2015), strategy or self-regulation 
(Skinner et al, 2003), and achievement (Sinatra, Heddy & Lombardi, 2015) or future 
aspirations (Appleton et al., 2006).  
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Behavioral engagement contextual factors may appear as the link between 
volunteer satisfaction and intention to remain in a volunteer program for new and 
returning volunteers (Vecina, Chacón, Sueiro, & Barrón, 2012). Indicators of behavioral 
engagement include time on task (Appleton et al., 2008) or attendance (Appleton et al., 
2006), dedication (Seppala et al., 2009; Schaufeli et al., 2006) or commitment (Brodie et 
al., 2013), absorption/flow (Seppala et al., 2009; Shernoff et al., 2003; Skinner et al, 
2008). Flow may be defined as a “symbiotic relationship between challenges and skills 
needed to meet those challenges” (Shernoff et al., 2003, p. 160). Indicators may also 
appear as participation (Reschly & Christenson, 2012) and collaboration (Järvelä et al., 
2016). Collaboration may be understood as the generation of knowledge through the 
process of group interaction and shared problem solving (Jamal & Getz, 1995), and is 
one key concept of sustainability (Albrecht, 2013; Devereux, 2008; Sharpley, 2000). 
Engagement may also be studied at the individual (Appleton et al., 2008; 
Appleton et al., 2006; Brodie et al, 2013; Fredricks & McColskey, 2010; Vandell, 
Shernoff, Pierce, Bolt, Dadisman, & Brown, 2005) or collective level (Borwick, 2012; 
Järvelä, et al., 2016; Zhao & Kuh, 2004), or combination of the two (Ryu & Lombardi, 
2015). Most engagement research pertains to teacher instruction and student engagement, 
or disengagement in student learning (Appleton et al., 2008; Appleton et al., 2006; 
Christenson et al., 2012; Crick, 2012; Järvelä et al., 2016; Kearsley & Shneiderman, 
1998; Kuh, 2009; Ryan & Patrick, 2001). Student engagement studies have looked at 
student engagement both inside and outside the school classroom (Fredricks, et al., 2004; 
Kuh, 2009; Lawson & Lawson, 2013; Ryan & Patrick, 2001; Shernoff et al., 2003; 
Shernoff & Vandell, 2007; Zhao & Kuh, 2004), through areas such as technology based 
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teaching and learning (Alexander & Bakir, 2011; Hughey, 2002; Kearsley & 
Shneiderman, 1998), or music and sports (Martin, 2008; O’Neill, 2005). Youth focused 
engagement research has also examined the impacts of overpowering economic and 
social systems pressuring youth (McInerney, 2009).  
The concept of engagement and emerging engagement theory, discussed in 
Chapter 1, appears in engagement literature on the workplace (Christian, Garza & 
Slaughter, 2011; Warden & Benshoff, 2012); job burnout (Maslach & Leiter, 2008); 
marketing (Brodie et al., 2013;  Gambetti & Graffigna, 2010); behavioral science or 
organizational management (Wood & Gray, 1991), program evaluation (Warden & 
Benshoff, 2012), and, tourism planning and management (Jamal & Getz, 1995; McCabe, 
Sharples, & Foster, 2012; Vogt, Jordan, Grewe & Kruger, 2016). Engagement has been 
sparsely looked at within the field of volunteer tourism research (Alexander & Bakir, 
2011; Hartman et al., 2014). Several engagement studies have presented two engagement 
dimensions (Appleton et al., 2008; Appleton et al., 2006; Brodie et al., 2013; Christenson 
et al., 2012; Crick, 2012; Fredricks et al., 2004; Fredricks & McColskey, 2010; Gambetti 
& Graffigna, 2010; Greene, 2015; Hartman, Paris, & Blache-Cohen, 2014; Järvelä, et al., 
2016; Kearsley & Schneiderman, 1998; Martin, 2008; Maslach & Leiter, 2008; O’Neill, 
2005; Reschley & Christenson, 2010; Sinatra et al., 2015; Skinner et al, 2009; Warden & 
Benshoff, 2012), with a limited number looking at all three dimensions (Li & Lerner, 
2013).  
Engagement Theoretical Framework 
Alexander and Bakir’s (2011) grounded theory study explored three elements 
common to volunteer tourism: “engagement”, “volunteer” and “tourist.” Although these 
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researchers discuss engagement of volunteers in volunteer tourism, this is only predicated 
on engagement theory from student learning. They related their findings to volunteer 
tourism but did not consider the diversity of participants involved in a volunteer tourism 
program. According to literature, there are typically three main groups of participants 
involved in volunteer tourism: volunteer tourists, sending organizations, and host 
community members. For this study, noted in Chapter 1, participants were grouped as 
volunteer tourist teachers (core teachers and collegiate teachers), adult residents, and 
program youth. DMI sending organization members volunteer as core teachers for the 
program.  
Using the newly formed Engagement Theoretical Framework (ETF) (See Figure 
1, page 8), this case study explored the research questions: What is participant 
engagement in a volunteer tourism youth education program? In what ways are program 
participants (volunteer tourist teachers, adult residents, and program youth) engaged in 
the program? What are impacts of participant engagement in a volunteer tourism youth 
education program for program youth? Although contextual factors of engagement are 
explored the primary focus of the framework for the study are the dimensions of 
engagement. The ETF includes: 1) Volunteer Tourism Participants (volunteer tourist 
teachers, adult residents and program youth) and Contextual Factors of Engagement as 
indicated in engagement literature (Kahn, 1990; Klem & Connell, 2004; Lam et al., 2012; 
Pintrich et al., 1993; Shernoff et al., 2014), and 2) Engagement Dimensions: Emotional 
Engagement (and Engagement Indicators: Pride, Enjoyment, Appreciation, Satisfaction, 
and Sense of belonging or community); Cognitive Engagement (and Engagement 
Indicators: Effort, Investment in learning, Strategy or Self-regulation, and Achievement 
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or Future aspirations); and Behavioral Engagement (and Engagement Indicators: Time on 
task or Attendance, Dedication or Commitment, Absorption or Flow, and Participation or 
Collaboration). ETF elements were used to form study questions, purposively select 
participants, and to compare and contrast literature with respondent information during 
data analysis.  
Study Context 
Tanzania 
The continent of Africa is the second largest continent in the world, with an area 
mass of 30 million sq. km (Africa, 2018). Several European, Asian, and North America 
countries, if superimposed onto the continent, could not fill this continent’s landmass 
(See Figure 1). Tanzania is a country in East Africa bordered by Kenya, Uganda, 
Rwanda, Burundi, (Democratic Republic of the) Congo, Zambia, Malawi, and 
Mozambique (See Figure 2), and has a population 55.57 million people according to 
2016 statistics (World Bank, 2018). It is known for its large wilderness areas housing the 
“big five game” animals (elephant, lion, leopard, buffalo, and rhino), and Africa’s highest 
mountain, Mt. Kilimanjaro (Tanzanian Embassy, 2018).   
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Figure 2 Map of Africa      http://kai.sub.blue/en/africa.html 
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Figure 3 Map of Tanzania http://mtanasafaris.com/kenyasafaris/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Tanzania-Africa-map.jpg 
Decolonial thinking drove Tanzania (Tanganyika) to declare independence from Great 
Britain in 1961 merging with Zanzibar in 1964 to become Tanzania as it is known today 
(Lal, 2012). Tanzania’s first president, President Nyerere, was known for his 
development of the Swahili concept of “Ujamaa” (his version of socialism) for the 
Tanzanian people (Mohiddin, 1968). This concept of “self-reliance” has been a key 
concept in Tanzanian developmental politics since the 1964 Arusha Declaration of 
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Independence. The modern self-reliance concept is a complex blend of socialist and neo-
liberal chapters of post-colonial history (Lal, 2012). The majority of Tanzanian people 
are either Christian (61.4%) or Muslim (35.2%) (Pew Research Center, 2014). While 
most visitors purpose for traveling to Tanzania relate to leisure and holiday activities 
(60%), traveling related to volunteering was just over 2% (Tanzanian National Bureau of 
Statistics, 2018) of the 1.23 million Tanzanian visitors reported in 2013 (World Bank, 
2013). Of this 2%, 51% were in the 25 to 44 years age group, and of these 51%, over 
65% were female (Tanzanian National Bureau of Statistics, 2018). Volunteers pay $250 
US to volunteer, along with an additional $100 US for a tourist Visa (Tanzanian 
Embassy, 2018). 
Moshi, Tanzania  
Located in the northern region of Kilimanjaro, nestled at the base of Mt. 
Kilimanjaro (the highest mountain in Africa) is the municipality of Moshi, Tanzania 
consisting of 202,379 inhabitants (Moshi, 2018) (See Figure 3). Moshi Indigenous 
residents are mainly from one of two prominent area tribes: Chagga or Pare (Moshi, 
Tanzania, 2018). The Kilimanjaro Region, that which includes Moshi, has universal 
primary education. According to the 2010 Tanzania: DHS Program Final Report 
(USAID, 2018), Tanzania had the 2nd highest female literacy rate and the 3rd highest male 
literacy rate amongst all Tanzanian regions.   
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Figure 4 Map of Tanzania (Moshi)   http://www.climate-zone.com/climate/tanzania/ 
This municipality considered the cleanest town in Tanzania (Moshi, Tanzania, 
2018), draws tourists from all over the world who are primarily interested in climbing 
“Kili” or resting after doing so (Climb Kili, 2018). Alternatively, or in addition to, 
tourists come to stay in preparation for or relaxing from an African safari (Tembo Tamu, 
2018). They also take part in local tourism activities such as market shopping, hiking 
amongst lush coffee plantations, or listening to cultural presentations (Tanzania Tourism, 
2018). Moshi, the coffee producing center of Tanzania, is known for its superior Arabica 
coffee (Tanzania Tourism, 2018) from 96 Chagga village societies (Moshi, Tanzania, 
2018). The climate and geography around the base of Mt. Kilimanjaro is ideal for 
growing more than 70% of Tanzania’s total coffee output (Tanzanian Coffee Board, 
2018).   
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Daraja Music Initiative 
Formed under the name “Clarinets for Conservation” (C4C) in 2010 and 
expanded to include “Daraja Strings” in 2015, Daraja Music Initiative (DMI) is a US 
based nonprofit organization teaching selected youth music and conservation education 
in Moshi, Tanzania (Kilimanjaro region). According to their website, this nonprofit 
suggests they are “providing an interdisciplinary approach to sustainability through music 
education…(promoting an) awareness of conserving Mpingo - commonly referred to as 
African Blackwood or Grenadilla - by actively engaging students and the community with 
the power of music” (emphasis added) (DMI, 2018).  
DMI founder Michele Von Haugg, a professional clarinetist and nature-loving 
upstate New York, USA native, and follower of Dr. Jane Goodall (Jane Goodall, 2018), 
wanted to discover where the wood for her clarinet came from (personal correspondence, 
2017). She learned that professional clarinet wood is derived from the Mpingo tree 
(national tree of Tanzania) and grows in the country in which Jane Goodall conducted a 
large portion of her research. Understanding where the Mpingo predominantly grew, she 
travelled to Tanzania to begin her music and conservation education program to select 
Moshi, Tanzanian youth and community residents. Since then DMI has used instrumental 
music (primarily the clarinet) to encourage conservation awareness to Moshi area youth 
and community residents. A small component of DMI reaches US musician groups for 
fundraising and awareness campaigns to support work in Tanzania (DMI, 2018; DMI 
Facebook, 2018). Currently, DMI partners with 15 community organizations such as, but 
not limited to, the African Blackwood Project, Majengo primary and Korongoni 
secondary schools, Union Cafe, and the local police academy. To assist with teaching and 
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cultural preparedness beginning in March 2017, volunteer tourist teachers (primarily 
geared towards the music specialist) were provided with a volunteering information 
guidebook (See: Appendix B 2017 Volunteer Handbook and Travel Pack, 2017).  
African Blackwood (Mpingo) Tree  
Commonly known in Swahili as the Mpingo and the national tree of Tanzania 
(Washa, 2014), the slow growing African Blackwood (Dalbergia melanoxylon) is one of 
the rarest and most valuable trees in the world (Harrison, 2008; Washa, 2014). Amongst 
other uses, the ebony-colored wood is used to make professional clarinets (Jenkins, 
Oldfield, & Aylett, 2002). Due to lack of national efforts to conserve the Mpingo, 
however, there is a threat to future availability of the tree (Harrison, 2008; Washa, 2014). 
To ensure the sustainability of the tree in Tanzania, several nonprofit entities and 
community projects, such as the African Blackwood Conservation Project (African 
Blackwood Conservation Project, 2018), or Mpingo Conservation and Development 
Initiative (Mpingo Conservation & Development Initiative, 2018), have been actively 
working to propagate the tree, mobilize local communities, and petition the Tanzanian 
government to support Mpingo tree regeneration in this country. DMI is one such entity 
that purposely supports Mpingo tree replenishment in Moshi, Tanzania (DMI, 2018).  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
 
Before a study commences, a decision is made by the researcher as to which 
philosophical lens the researcher best identifies with, and which approach will be the 
most suitable to address the study’s research problem (Creswell, 2013). Although there 
are similarities between research approaches, for example, reliability and validity of 
study findings (Babbie, 2008), ethical measures to protect research participants 
(Traianou, 2015), and the collection of evidence through which a selected set of research 
methods are used (Creswell, 2013), there are defining differences that change the study’s 
perspective. Due to the explorative nature of this study, the researcher chose the 
qualitative approach to a research inquiry. 
Qualitative Approach and Designs 
The qualitative approach tends to, but not always, uses a constructivist or 
transformative paradigm. Transformative suggest, “the inquirer seeks to examine an issue 
related to the oppression of individuals” (Creswell, 2013, p. 19). Constructivists on the 
other hand believe “reality is context and socially relative…therefore many realities can 
exist simultaneously” (Spencer, Pryce & Walsh, 2015, p. 85). According to Mack et al. 
(2005) “the strength of qualitative research is its ability to provide complex textual 
descriptions of how people experience a given research issue” (p. 1). 
The use of rich narrative words/phrases to describe participants’ viewpoints 
(Brickmann, Jacobsen & Kristiansen, 2015; Stake, 1995) while reflexively interpreting 
informant information is one of many features of qualitative research. Additional features 
that may be included, but are not limited to, the propensity to focus on inductive 
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reasoning (Woo, O’Boyle & Spector, 2016), theory generation (not theory testing) 
(Bricker, DonoHoe, Becerra, & Nickerson, 2015), and production of emic knowledge 
which may be defined as unique individual or cultural concepts obtained through an 
insider’s perspective (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). Unlike retrieval of etic knowledge 
through questionnaires for the purposes of producing universal and generalizable 
information (Creswell, 2013), gaining insider perspectives may be accomplished through 
in-depth interviews (Kayrooz & Trevitt, 2006a) and other methods present in a 
qualitative research study. 
The five most common research designs used in qualitative research are 
phenomenology (Brinkmann, 2015; Creswell, 2014), narrative inquiry (Brinkmann, 
2015), ethnography (Kawulich, 2005), grounded theory (Creswell, 2013), and case study 
(Creswell, 2013; Hancock & Algozzine, 2011; Simons, 2015; Stake, 1995, Yin, 2014). 
While recognition is given to the merits of different qualitative research designs, due to 
the nature of this study exploring the issue of participant engagement in a volunteer 
tourism program and resulting youth impacts, a qualitative instrumental case study design 
was chosen. 
Qualitative Case Study Design 
 
Historically stemming from the field of evaluation (Stake, 1995), case studies 
have been used in quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods research (Creswell, 2013; 
2014), and teaching tools in educational (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin, 2014) or professional 
settings (Simons, 2015). Several key elements are indicative of a qualitative case study 
design and the way it is used. One element of the qualitative case study is the close 
collaboration between researcher and participant in order to tell the participant’s story 
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indicating a constructivist paradigm is central to the research design (Baxter & Jack, 
2008; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009).  
Another element of the qualitative case study is while quantitative researchers 
tend to use case studies to develop hypotheses for their research studies (Flyvbjerg, 
2004), qualitative researchers use case studies as in-depth research designs to explore 
answers to central research questions (Creswell, 2014; Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). The 
qualitative case study is unique because it focuses on “singularity (particularization) and 
the concept and boundary of the case” (Simons, 2015, p. 457). Particularization may be 
defined as a “rich portrayal of insights and understandings interpreted in the particular 
context” (Simons, 2015, p. 466). The concept and boundary of the case or “binding the 
case” may be understood as meaning the creation of boundaries for inclusion and 
exclusion of study participants, the area in which the study is taking place, and specific 
time frame used for the inquiry (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Simons, 2015).  
A procedural step to a case study includes formulation and conduction of 
traditional case study data collections methods, such as participant observation 
(Kawulich, 2005), semi-structured interviews (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011), and focus 
groups (Krueger & Casey, 2015; Mack, Woodsong, MacQueen, Guest & Namey, 2005). 
Through the process of data analysis, petite generalizations are made (Hancock & 
Algozzine, 2011) which may be defined as “specific generalizations that regularly occur 
all along the way in a case study” (Stake, 1995, p. 8). Another procedural step is 
determining the “unit of analysis” (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011; Mantie, 2008; Stake, 
1995) for the case study. For most qualitative research designs, the unit of analysis is the 
individual people in the study (Creswell, 2014). 
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Types of Case Studies 
 There are two main types of case studies identified by whether it is the case or the 
issues that dominate the case study (Stake, 1995). If the case is dominant, it is known as 
an intrinsic case study (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011), if the issues are dominant, the case 
study is known as an instrumental case study (Stake, 1995). For an issues dominant case 
study, “often, an issue question is of more interest to the researcher than is the case. It is 
not just a research question, it is the research question” (Stake, 1995, p. 18). For the DMI 
research study, the dominant feature was the issue of participant (unit of analysis) 
engagement in a volunteer tourism youth education program and youth impacts from 
participants engaging in this program.  
Study Inspiration and Researcher Roles 
In order to produce an instrumental case study that is credible (Kayvooz & 
Trevitt, 2006a; McGehee & Andereck, 2008), I reflexively addressed my preconceptions 
because “the research instrument in qualitative research is the person with her own fears, 
anxieties, needs and sensitivities” (Soobrayan, 2003), and tendencies and biases (Kayrooz 
& Trevitt, 2006a). In other words, “the researcher is the instrument” (Golafshani, 2003, p. 
600). Leavy (2015) describes reflexivity in qualitative research as the researcher being 
transparent about the politics of researcher positionality and “acknowledging our power, 
privileges, and biases throughout the research process” (p. 5). A skilled researcher needs 
to be aware of their self “in relation to the practice and relationships formed within the 
practice” (Westoby & Kaplan, 2013, p. 222). Reflective practice is particularly poignant 
due to the fact I was a non-Indigenous researcher conducting fieldwork in a global South 
community. In this next section, I will first provide some background as to what inspired 
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me to choose this research topic. Then will discuss my positionality as researcher in 
general and more specifically to this study using some examples of Stake’s (1995) case 
researcher roles (teacher and advocate/constructivist) and positions of tourist, insider and 
outsider, and sincere reflective thinker to provide the reader with a better understanding 
of myself as researcher. 
Study Inspiration. For several years I was a Samaritan’s Purse, Operation 
Christmas Child (OCC) shoe box packer in Canada and the US, and for three years as 
OCC area coordinator for the Scottsdale, Arizona team who managed shoe box gifts for 
local residents. Using teams of passionate volunteers, the mission of OCC is to provide 
shoebox gifts filled with hygiene items, toys, and school supplies to needy children 
around the globe through Christian values and teaching. In 2017, over 250,000 American 
OCC volunteers managed a collection of over 8.8 million shoeboxes to be distributed to 
children in over 100 countries world-wide (OCC, 2018). My volunteering experience 
with this nonprofit inspired me to consider a research study on a volunteer-based 
nonprofit managing an international community outreach and/or development primarily 
in global South communities. This experience also stirred questions within me pertaining 
to international community program sustainability, volunteer motives to volunteer, and 
community development with local community members. Although DMI manages on a 
much smaller scale, they mobilize volunteers for international work, while purposely 
developing relationships with local global South community members in order to sustain 
their program. 
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Another inspiration for this case study was due to my son’s experience as a one-
week volunteer tourist during a trip to Haiti approximately eight years ago. He shared 
stories about feeling frustrated because several members of his gap year group did not 
appear to be as committed to the volunteering component of the experience like he was. 
Rather they were more interested in the tourism element. His frustration resonated with 
me and was the catalyst for me to explore international community development work 
within the context of volunteer tourism once entering my doctoral program. Questions 
from his experience left me asking, what purpose or impact does a one-week volunteer 
tourism trip have for a local community? How are international volunteers prepared for 
the local culture, and a possible white Westerner “expert” attitude that may be 
perpetuated because of their experience? 
Teacher. I am a white Western 55-year old female with a formal Bachelor of 
Education degree and specialization in general music from the University of Alberta. I 
have years of experience teaching in the Canadian and American elementary, middle 
school, and post-secondary classrooms. I believe my teacher training and experience 
provides me with foundational knowledge about child, youth, and adult development 
linked with pedagogy, and my familiarity with students ages four through adult lends 
itself well when conversing with diverse groups of study participants in a variety of 
research contexts. My graduate school education, experience, and courses I taught/teach 
on community development and sustainable tourism provides me with a sustainability 
mindset to community development. 
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 While I recognize my Western teacher training and experience is context-specific 
(Kayvooz & Trevitt, 2006a), and contains pedagogical biases as a result, my familiarity 
with students gives me more than a limited base when I developed and conducted 
interviews and focus groups. I identify with both child-centered pedagogy (Hart, 1997) 
and higher order thinking skills approach to teaching (Miri, David & Uri, 2007), and 
consider these approaches foundational to my philosophy as educator. Having played the 
clarinet for a number of years was also an informational asset when observing DMI 
music volunteer tourist teachers and program youth, and by obtaining rapport with them. 
However, I was aware these study participants tended to see myself as a knowledgeable 
academic from a Western country. To downplay this title, I aimed to solicit expert 
opinions about their community and the experiences they have as a community member. 
Advocate and Constructivist. Through thick descriptions and rich informant 
quotes (McGehee & Andereck, 2008), I advocate new knowledge is best generated 
between individuals or groups (Pernecky, 2011) because of multiple subjective realities 
of a phenomenon. While I agree with McGehee & Santos’ (2004) stance on the 
importance of establishing social networks and consciousness-raising steps before 
proceeding with social activism within a volunteer tourism study, it can be argued, “all 
scholarship is inherently activist” (Allen, 2012, p. 417). Because I was newly familiar 
with the work of DMI when selecting this study, and at the same time was unfamiliar to 
Tanzanian community members, I chose the constructivist paradigm to qualitative 
research rather than a social activist position for this study.  
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Tourist. I love to travel and meet new people particularly within an international 
context. This was my first time traveling to any African country, and I was excited to join 
Daraja Music Initiative as they conducted work in the Moshi, Tanzania area. Given this 
area is a popular tourism destination due to safari adventures and Mt. Kilimanjaro climbs 
(Tembo Tamu, 2018), I decided to play the role of tourist by joining a group of DMI 
volunteer tourist teachers on a three-day safari experience. I also participated in 
numerous day trips in and around Moshi while conducting field work. I believe taking the 
role of tourist was an asset for me in this study because I could begin to understand the 
impacts tourism has on the Tanzanian people. Many informants, for example, either are 
employed by the tourism industry, or are working towards participating in this line of 
work. This concurs with tourism studies that indicate tourism is a major employer, 
especially for global South community residents who can find limited employment due to 
the local economy (Mbaiwa, 2003).    
Insider and Outsider. I was uniquely positioned in this study as both insider and 
outsider (Dwyer & Buckle, 2009). I was an insider due to my training and background as 
music educator and musician, therefore I could speak “musician” to many study 
participants. The title of outsider was apparent because I was not a member of DMI or the 
local community. Being an outsider was an asset when speaking with informants who 
knew I was not a representative of DMI, therefore they could speak more freely with me. 
However, this title was not as apparent to other study informants due to the process of 
selective disclosure of researcher presence in a study observation (Hancock & Algozzine, 
2011). Some program youth interviewed, for example, thought I was the owner of this 
nonprofit. Another potential benefit of being an outsider is I had the ability to observe 
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potential cultural behavior misinterpretations otherwise considered to be the norm 
(Kawulich, 2005) that may have gone unnoticed if I was considered an insider (Laurier, 
2010). 
Sincere Reflexive Thinker. Leavy (2015) describes the core concept of 
reflexivity in qualitative research as the attention one gives to “how power and bias come 
to bear during all phases of the research” (p.5). It means being transparent about the 
politics of our positionality and “acknowledging our power, privileges, and biases 
throughout the research process” (p. 5). As a qualitative researcher who conducted 
research in a global South community, I was reflexive (Cho & Trent, 2015) about my 
position as a Westerner, and the privileges associated with this title. I was acutely 
sensitive to participant reactions to me as white Westerner and made necessary 
adjustments to research protocol in order to make community participants comfortable 
with the research process. This was to ensure I did not unintentionally perpetuate effects 
of “hegemony” (McGloin & Georgeou, 2016). 
To address the effects of hegemony or researcher-informant power dynamics 
(Packard, 2008), most likely present when conversing with marginalized adults or youth 
(Graham, Powell & Taylor, 2015; Punch, 2002), I used personal diaries and note taking 
to reflect on these dynamics. I was particularly cognizant of Swahili to English language 
barrier challenges between Swahili speaking participants and the English-speaking 
researcher, therefore a documents translator and interview/focus group interpreter were 
hired to assist with translation issues (Nomlomo & Vuzo, 2014; Shimpuku & Norr, 
2012). The Tanzanian translator, a graduate from a prominent American university, 
provided translation support during the formulation of English to Swahili interviewee and 
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focus group questions. DMI obtained an interpreter, for myself to hire, to interpret 
interviewing and focus group questions in English to Swahili and Swahili to English for 
appropriate adult residents, program youth, and myself.  
Data Collection Procedures 
Participants  
For this instrumental case study, both purposive and snowball sampling methods 
were used (Babbie, 2008). Purposive methods are useful when a research study needs to 
“select a sample on the basis of knowledge of a population, its elements and the purpose 
of the study” (Babbie, 2008, p. 204). Snowball sampling can be understood as the process 
in which expert informants seek to find other experts who may be interested in 
participating in the research project (Creswell, 2013). For individual semi-structured 
interviews or for participation in one of four focus groups, the researcher, core volunteer 
tourist teachers, and interpreter used both sampling methods where appropriate (See 
Table 1). 
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Table 1 
 
Participant types, methods, and demographics 
No. Type of Participants Method #/Letter designate of 
individuals, Female (F), 
Male (M), Title, Years 
with DMI or Outsider 
1. Core Volunteer Tourist 
Teachers  
 
Interviews 
 
Core Volunteer Tourist Teacher 
1 
  
 
 
Core Volunteer Tourist Teacher 
2 
2 individuals 
  
Music educator & 
professional, multi-yr. 
(6 yrs. DMI) 
 
Professional musician, 
multi-yr. (8 yrs. DMI) 
 
2. Core and Collegiate 
Volunteer Tourist Teachers  
 
Participant Generated Photo 
Elicitation (PGPE) Focus Groups  
 
Group 1: 4 members (1 Core and 
3 Collegiate) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Group 2: 4 members (2 Core and 
2 Collegiate) 
 
8 members in 2 focus 
groups 
 
A: (Core) F, Music 
educator & professional 
(multi-yr), 4 yr DMI  
B: F, Grad music 
student, 1st year DMI 
C: F, Undergrad music 
student, 1st yr DMI 
D: F, Undergrad 
psychology student, 1st 
yr DMI (taught 
conservation lessons) 
 
A: F, Grad music 
student, 1st yr DMI 
B: (Core), M, PhD 
music student & 
professional, 4 yr DMI 
C: (Core) M, Music 
professional, 4 yr DMI 
D: F, Grad music 
student & professional, 
2nd year DMI 
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Core Volunteer Tourist Teachers. Using purposive sampling, the researcher 
emailed three core volunteer tourist teachers (CRVTT) to set up an appropriate time to 
conduct an individual semi-structured interview. The term core is used for this study 
participants because one upper management interviewee shared the titles for these 
management volunteers. Two of the three CRVTTs may be considered DMI upper 
management because of they either founded the nonprofit or is the current executive 
director. The first upper management CRVTT was interviewed in person in Phoenix, 
Arizona prior to researcher and interviewee leaving for Tanzania. The second upper 
management member was interviewed through Skype after researcher returned home 
from Tanzania, and an eliminated third CRVTT was reassigned to a volunteer tourist 
teacher (VTT) focus group in country. The reassignment occurred because of limited 
number of VTTs available to participate in a focus group while researcher and VTTs 
were in country at the same time. The first CRVTT pilot tested potential interview and 
focus group questions with the researcher. The second CRVTT lived out of state, and 
because of difficulty associated with interviewing in person, the Skype method was 
chosen (Deakin & Wakefield, 2014). Skype may be considered “the most feasible 
alternative to face-to-face interviews...[and benefits may include]...both the researcher 
and the researched are able to remain in a ‘safe location’ without imposing on each 
other’s personal space” (Hanna, 2012, p. 241).  
For VTTs focus groups, the remaining three CRVTTs (including reassigned 
CRVTT) were randomly placed in the two focus groups according to availability in 
country. These participants were purposively selected for the study. Prior to the 
researcher’s arrival, one CRVTT had been volunteering in country and their availability 
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briefly overlapped with the researcher for a brief period of time. Therefore, due to 
availability constraints this CRVTT was assigned to VTT focus group 1. The remaining 
two CRVTTs were placed in VTT focus group #2 because they were in country for a 
similar time period as the researcher. All CRVTTs are seasoned music educators and 
professionals. At time of study, all five CRVTTs had volunteered with DMI between 4-8 
years. 
Collegiate Volunteer Tourist Teachers. Purposive sampling was used to obtain 
the five collegiate volunteer teacher tourists (CGVTT) for the two VTTs focus groups. 
All CGVTT focus group members were female, a mixture of undergraduate and graduate 
students, and with the exception of one, music specialists. The one non-music specialist 
CGVTT volunteered as a conservation educator but was not considered an expert in this 
field of study. Four CGVTTs were volunteering for their first time, with one designated 
as a second-time returnee. The CGVTTs were randomly placed in the two focus groups 
according to availability in country. Prior to the researcher’s arrival, two CGVTTs had 
been volunteering in country and overlapped with the researcher for a brief period of 
time. These CGVTTs were assigned to VTT focus group one. The remaining three 
CRVTTs were placed in VTT focus group 2 because they were in country for a similar 
period of time as the researcher. 
Adult Residents. The CRVTTs, researcher, and interpreter used purposive and 
snowball sampling techniques to find nine available adult residents to be individually 
interviewed for the study. Four adult resident interviewees were female and five were 
males. Of these nine, there were three schoolteachers, one coffee shop manager, one 
NGO manager, one Safari operator, one tree nursery manager, one B&B host, and one 
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missionary. Most of the adult residents were parents, and one had a child registered with 
DMI. Seven interviewed were DMI program participants or partners, who had been part 
of DMI between 1-8 years. The remaining two interviewed were considered non-DMI 
affiliated residents (“outsiders”). The researcher purposely sought out “outsiders” for the 
study to bring a different perspective and credibility to the study. An attempt was made 
by the researcher to arrange for three additional adult resident interviews (one restaurant 
manager “outsider”, one police academy representative, and one school master), but due 
to scheduling conflicts, these did not happen.  
Program Youth. Purposive and snowball sampling was used by CRVTTs, the 
researcher, and the interpreter, to find twenty-one program youth to be individually 
interviewed, or to participate in one of two focus groups for the study. For summer 2017, 
DMI taught eighty-six program youth from two schools (Majengo primary and 
Korongoni secondary). Only focus group participants from Korongoni secondary were 
chosen because the interpreter was not available when Majengo primary students were in 
session.  
Of the twenty-one youth study participants, fifteen were male and six were 
female. This gender representation fits the male to female ratio as evident in genders 
enrolled in DMI, which represents this community’s culture (males outnumber females in 
Korongoni secondary school club participation). The twenty-one interviewees and focus 
group participants were between the ages of 13-20, and enrolled program length was 
between two weeks to seven years. The interpreter for the study was one of two students 
interviewed and had been with DMI for seven years. The other interviewee was the result 
of snowball sampling from the interpreter. One more interview was scheduled but 
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unfortunately a scheduling conflict arose, therefore this potential program youth 
interviewee was added to a later youth focus group. All Korongoni DMI students had an 
equal opportunity to participate in the study, and informants under the age of eighteen 
were granted written parental or guardian permission.  
Forms of Data Collection 
Traditional case study methods used in this study were participant observations, 
interviews, and focus groups (Simons, 2015; Yin, 2014). The participant-generated photo 
elicitation (PGPE) technique was employed to elicit responses from eight participants 
appearing in two VTT PGPE focus groups.  
Participant Observation  
Participant observation is a qualitative method having its foundation in traditional 
ethnographic research (Brinkmann et al., 2015; Delamont, 2007). Qualitative researchers 
use participant observation as a case study method when they are concerned about 
multiple perspectives of a given community and interested in exploring and 
understanding the interplay amongst those perspectives (Mack et al. 2005). This method 
is often used in qualitative case studies to provide further objective information related to 
the research topic (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). One definition of participation 
observation is: process of “enabling researchers to learn about the activities of the people 
under study, in the natural setting, through observing and participating in those activities” 
(Kawulich, 2005, p. 2). There are several forms of participant observation depending if 
the researcher is seen or not, and what their activity is onsite (full observer, observer not 
seen; observer-participant, observer seen but not participating; participant-observer, 
observer seen and participating; and full participant, observer fully participates with 
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participants) (Creswell, 2014). Participant observations should be conducted as 
unobtrusively as possible or people may change their behavior that is known as the 
“observer effect” (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011).  
The researcher, playing the role of “participant-observer,” made some 
considerations before being immersed in DMI activity in Tanzania. The first 
consideration was because the researcher was an outsider (Laurier, 2010) and not a DMI 
member, nor a Moshi resident. The potential benefit of being an outsider is the researcher 
had the ability to observe potential cultural behavior misinterpretations otherwise 
considered to be the norm (Kawulich, 2005), and things seen, heard, smelt, or touched 
(Delamont, 2007) that may have gone unnoticed if the researcher was considered an 
insider (Laurier, 2010). Another consideration was the potential weakness of participant 
observation called “subjectivity bias” (Adler & Adler, 2008; Barbieri et al., 2012; 
Flyvjerg, 2006). This is because it is based almost exclusively on the observer’s own 
interpretations (Barbieri et al., 2012). To reduce subjectivity bias, the researcher entered 
each study site with a reflexive awareness of being an outsider (Leavy, 2015), by using 
email correspondence feedback about data collection updates from the researcher’s 
committee chair and discussing observed cultural behaviors with the hired Moshi 
Swahili-English interpreter for the study.  
With respect to participant observation being a time-consuming method, and a 
potential difficulty associated with data documentation (Mack et al., 2005), the researcher 
referenced the Observation Guidebook (See Appendix C) and Participant Observations 
table (see Table 2), and used notebooks/computer for written documentation, a camera 
for visual documentation, and a recording device to capture area sounds. While in the 
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field, the researcher made notes using a notebook to record appropriate information 
where needed and entered study information after an observation was made into a 
logbook on the computer. Other documentation included photographs and audio-visual 
recordings, and frequently updating information on a Facebook group page with pictures 
and words to describe the appropriate collection day’s experiences.  
Noted earlier in this chapter, the researcher also opted for selective disclosure in 
order to avoid the observer effect (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). During the first school 
site visit (see Table 2, Site 1a, June 28), for example, the researcher was introduced to 
one classroom of program students as a friend of DMI who was there to watch their class 
that day. During all other site visits the researcher was not formally introduced to 
collective groups at all. Finally, because the researcher was in the field for a limited 
period of time, the researcher considered the importance of observing the same 
population, in several locations at various times of the morning, afternoon and evening 
(Mack et. al., 2005). This method is called “time sampling” mentioned in Chapter 1, as 
one indicator of trustworthiness of a research study.  
Observation Participants. The researcher selectively observed six varied 
participant observation groups (VTTs, adult residents, program youth, program youth 
parents, community youth, community residents) situated in seven diverse participant 
observation groupings, at eight distinct sites for a total 24.5 hours of observations (see 
Table 2). For a discussion on the participant groups of VTTs, adult residents and program 
youth, refer to the section “Participants” presented earlier in this chapter. Some 
observations included a sampling of program youth parents, and non-DMI community 
youth and community residents. These participants were not aware of the researcher 
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taking notes, were in a public setting, and are not in any way identifiable through written 
records. 
Table 2 
 
Participant Observations 
Steps Guidelines DMI study descriptions Total description 
1. Purpose of participant 
observation  
 
Observed participant 
engagement (See Appendix C). 
  
N/A 
2. Population observed 
 
VTTs, adult residents, program 
youth, program youth parents, 
community youth, community 
residents 
 
6 different participant 
observation groups 
3. Venues and population 
observed 
 
Site 1a (Majengo primary): 
VTTs and program youth  
Site 1b (Majengo primary): 
VTTs, adult residents, program 
youth, program youth parents  
Site 2 (Korongoni secondary): 
VTTs and program youth  
Site 3 (Union Cafe): VTTs, 
adult residents, program youth, 
program youth parents 
Site 4 (Rau forest): VTTs, local 
teachers, program youth  
Site 5 (Karanga primary): VTTs, 
local teachers, adult resident, 
program youth 
Site 6 (Kiviwama Indigenous 
Trees), adult resident 
Site 7 (Childreach Tanzania 
event): Community youth, adult 
resident, community residents 
Site 8 (Roots and Shoots event): 
Community youth, community 
residents 
 
8 distinct sites, 7 
participant observation 
groupings 
 
 
4. Site observations, Date, 
Time of day, and Length 
of time  
 
Site 1a: June 28, 2017, 12:00 – 
2:00 pm (2 hrs.) 
Site 2: June 28, 2017, 3:00 – 
5:00 pm (2 hrs.)  
Site 3: June 28, 2017, 6:00 – 
7:30 pm (1.5 hrs.) 
Site 4: June 30, 2017, 9:00 am –
12:00 pm (3 hrs.)  
Site observations (13), 
Dates (8), 
Time of day (4 
morning, 5 afternoons, 
and 4 evening), 
Length of time 
(24.5 hours) 
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Site 2: June 30, 2017, 3:00 – 
5:00 pm (2 hrs.) 
Site 1a: July 3, 2017, 2:20 – 
4:00 pm (1.5 hrs.) 
Site 5: July 4, 2017, 10:30–
11:30 am (1 hr.) 
Site 1b: July 4, 2017, 4:00-5:00 
pm (1 hr.)  
Site 6: July 10, 2017, 10:00–
11:30 am (1.5 hrs.)  
Site 3: July 12, 2017, 6:00–7:30 
pm (1.5 hrs.) 
Site 7: July 19, 2017, 9:00 am – 
12:00 pm (3 hrs.) 
Site 3: July 19, 2017, 6:00-7:30 
pm (1.5 hrs.) 
Site 8: July 21, 2017, 2:00 – 
4:00 pm (2 hrs.) 
 
5. Self-presentation and 
explanation 
 
No formal introduction, casual,  
(Selective discloser) 
Site 7: Researcher identified as 
ASU representative  
Site 8: Community observation, 
link to conservation “Roots and 
Shoots” club 
 
N/A 
6. Materials Observation Guide (see 
Appendix 1), Table 2, camera, 
recording device, black folder, 
pencils, field notes, reflexive 
journal 
 
N/A 
7. After observation protocol 
 
Notes typed into computer 
within 12 hours of observing, 
filed original sheet in folder, 
wrote in reflexive journal 
 
N/A 
Note: Adapted from Mack et al. (2005) 
 
Observation Sites. Activities at each site were observed due to their connection 
with DMI. In the case of observations made at locations that do not formally house 
activities associated with DMI, the special events observed were connected to DMI in 
some form. The following list contains a brief description of each observation site. 
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Site 1 (Majengo Primary school).  This primary school with over 900 students is 
located in the heart of Moshi town and easy walking distance from VTT living quarters. 
It has been a location site for DMI tree planting since 2013, and DMI teaching site since 
2015. At the time of study (summer 2017), two music programs were being held at 
Majengo: Clarinets for Conservation (founded in 2010) and Daraja Strings (founded in 
2015). Both groups at Majengo primary had a total enrollment of 45 DMI students, ages 
5-12. 
 Site 2 (Korongoni Secondary school). This secondary school consisting of 300 
students is situated on the outer edge of Moshi town and is approximately a 15-minute 
car ride from VTT living quarters. It has been a location site for DMI tree planting and 
teaching since 2010. At the time of study (summer 2017), two music programs were also 
being held at Korongoni: Clarinets for Conservation (founded in 2010) and Daraja 
Strings (founded in 2015). Both forms of music groups meeting at Korongoni had a total 
enrollment of 41 DMI students ages 13-20. 
Site 3 (Union Café). According to Trip Advisor (Union Café, 2018), this coffee 
infused café located downtown features a vegetarian and Western friendly menu and is 
rated #3 out of 56 places to eat in Moshi, Tanzania. Its historical roots are linked to 
Kilimanjaro Native Co-Operative Union (KNCU) that has been in existence to support 
over 70,000 small producers of coffee in the northern part of Tanzania mainland (KNCU, 
2018). Since 1984, Union Café (formally known as KNCU Union Café) has served 
mountain fresh coffee to area residents and tourists visiting Moshi. In partnership with 
DMI since 2010, and host site for weekly Wednesday “Open Mic. Nights” for DMI 
program youth, VTTs, and other musical artists since 2016. 
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Site 4 (Rau Forest). Rau Forest is a 570-hectare sized forest area just 3.6 km south 
of Moshi town. It is home to two major species of primates (black and white Colobus 
monkeys, and the blue monkeys), and a variety of flora and fauna (Rau Forest, 2018). 
This was the location for one field trip for DMI Majengo program youth during summer 
2017 but has been a field trip location for DMI program youth since 2013. 
Site 5 (Karanga Primary school). This primary school is located in Moshi and has 
been a planting site for DMI since 2013.  
Site 6 (Kiviwama Indigenous Trees). According to Kiviwama (2018), Kiviwama 
Indigenous Trees is a community-based conservation organization, originally founded in 
1999 to conserve the “Njoro Juu Spring, a vital water source for twelve villages in 
Moshi's rural district.” Since then, it has worked with community organizations and 
international volunteers to achieve its goal to reforest the areas in and around Moshi. 
DMI has partnered with Kiviwama since 2010 by enlisting Kiviwama conservation 
presenters and purchasing Mpingo tree saplings used for DMI tree plantings at various 
locations around the area. In 2017, DMI planted 170 Mpingo and 270 fruit trees 
purchased from Kiviwama Indigenous Tree nursery (DMI, 2018).  
Site 7 (Childreach Tanzania event). Childreach Tanzania is a locally registered 
charity based in Moshi, Tanzania (Childreach Tanzania, 2018). In 2014, it partnered with 
Deaf Child Worldwide to start the Deaf Education and Development Programme that was 
scheduled to end in 2017. Through an interview with a DMI adult resident who works for 
Childreach Tanzania, the researcher was made aware of the July 19, 2017 end of project 
meeting of Deaf Education and Development Programme.  
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Site 7 (Roots & Shoots event). Dr. Jane Goodall’s Roots & Shoots youth service 
program, for people of all ages, has been in existence since 1991 when it was founded Dr. 
Goodall (Roots and Shoots, 2018). Its purpose is to foster individual respect for all living 
things and people of all cultures and beliefs, in order to make the world a better place for 
people, animals, and the environment. The researcher was made aware of the July 21, 
2017 local Roots and Shoots event featuring Dr. Goodall, through one youth focus group, 
and by invitation to attend from a local adult resident. 
Interviews 
The interview can be described as “the interchange of views between two (or 
more) persons” (Brinkmann, 2015, p. 278) where the interviewer asks informants about 
their perspectives on topics typically in a face-to-face situation (Kayrooz & Trevitt, 
2006b). The interview is the main road to multiple realities (Stake, 1995) through key 
informants (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011) about issues related to the research question(s), 
and aims of the research project (Creswell, 2013). There are various forms of interviews 
primarily known as “structured,” “semi-structured,” or “unstructured,” and each format 
can be thought of on a continuum ranging from quite structured to relatively unstructured 
(Brinkman, 2015). For this study the semi-structured interview format was used because 
it is particularly well suited for case study research (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). 
The advantages of an interview include, but are not limited to, the relationship 
between interviewee and interviewer that encourage depth in which topics are explored. 
Semi-structured qualitative interviews may be flexible, unlike the order of questions 
necessitated by a quantitative interview (Kayrooz & Trevitt, 2006b). Another advantage 
to qualitative interviewing is the matter of objectivity, because researchers are able to 
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grasp the features of human experience, talk, and interaction (Brinkmann, 2015). Some 
disadvantages might encompass the potential travel costs associated with interviewing 
informants, and the amount of time needed to collect and analyze data (Hancock & 
Algozzine, 2011). Interviewing participants may bring ethical implications in terms of 
power structures (Traianou, 2015) and imbalances related to interviewing vulnerable 
populations such as youth (Canosa et al., 2016; Punch, 2002) or post-colonial 
communities (Briggs & Sharp, 2004; Caton & Santos, 2009; Palacios, 2010). If properly 
managed, interviews are notably appropriate when information is complex or when there 
is a need to clarify extant information (Kayvooz & Trevitt, 2006a). 
To alleviate disadvantages with the interview method used in this case study 
several measures were taken. The researcher had the time and resources to conduct 
interviews therefore no difficulties occurred with this potential barrier to research. Semi-
structured interviews (as with all methods used in this study) used reflexive measures 
(Leavy, 2015; Westoby & Kaplan, 2013), such as memoing or jotting of notes (Saldaña, 
2015), to address concerns related to interviewing vulnerable populations, particularly 
within an international context. Measures were taken during the literature review by 
reading materials pertaining to “colonialism”, “post-colonialism”, “neo-colonialism” and 
“decolonialism”, to help familiarize the researcher with potential international 
development historical impacts on Moshi indigenous study participants.  
Noted earlier in this chapter, particular attention was given to prepare for 
“translation issues” (Nomlomo & Vuzo, 2014, p. 73) due to the language barrier between 
the English-speaking researcher and Swahili-speaking interviewees. During formulation 
of interview questions, a Swahili-speaking translator was hired to translate English 
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question to Swahili for use in appropriate interviews. This translator is originally from 
the Moshi, Tanzania area in which the study took place. Prior to arriving in Tanzania, a 
Swahili-speaking interpreter who at the time was a current seven-year program youth 
participant and resident of Moshi, was hired as interpreter to translate English to Swahili 
and Swahili to English when needed. 
Volunteer Tourist Teacher Interviews 
 There were two VTT (CRVTT) interviews that took place for this study (See 
Table 3). As indicated earlier in this chapter, these volunteer tourist teachers are 
considered “core” volunteers for the program due to the managerial positions they hold 
for DMI (see Table 2). They were interviewed in the USA due to their time, location, and 
availability. The first CRVTT lives in Phoenix, and therefore the interview took place at 
a convenient Phoenix location on June 1, 2017 with the subsequent interview lasting just 
over two hours. The second CRVTT lives out of state, therefore it was determined the 
interview would be held using Skype as the medium of choice. Subsequently this 
interview took place on August 29, 2017 after the researcher was back home from 
Tanzania and lasted 1.5 hours. Both interviewees were interviewed again for the purposes 
of member checking which is one method to satisfy trustworthiness of a qualitative 
research study. Member checking was conducted on January 15, 2018 for CRVTT1 and 
for CRVTT2, on January 29, 2018. Both member-checking discussions used the cell 
phone as a medium of choice due to distance and availability constraints and lasted 
between 30 – 90 minutes each. CRVTT2 requested a copy of her/his transcript prior to 
discussing elements of their interview with them on the phone, and therefore the 
researcher sent a copy prior to the member checking session (See Table 3). 
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Table 3 
 
Interviews 
Steps Guidelines taken DMI study descriptions Total/ 
descriptions 
1. Purpose of interviews as 
related to research 
objectives 
 (See Appendix E). N/A 
2. Population interviewed 
 
Adult residents 
Program youth 
Core Volunteer Teacher Tourist 
(CRVTT) 
9 
2 
2 
3. Sites and population 
interviewed 
 
Site 1 (Majengo primary): Adult 
residents 5 and 9 
Site 2 (Korongoni secondary): Adult 
resident 7 
Site 3 (Union Cafe): Adult residents 3 
and 6; Program youth 1 and 2 
Site 6 (Kiviwama Indigenous Trees): 
Adult resident 4 
Site 9 (Private home) Adult resident 8 
Site 10 (Restaurant): Adult resident 2 
 
Site 11 (Phoenix), Site 13a (phone): 
CRVTT 1  
 
 
Site 12 (Skype), Site 13b (phone): 
CRVTT 2 
 
 
2 
 
1 
 
3 
2 
1 
 
1 
1 
 
2 (Site 11: 
interview), (Site 
13a: member 
checking) 
2 (Site 12: 
interview), Site 
13b: member 
checking) 
4. Site, Date, Time of day, 
and Length of time  
 
Site 11: June 1, 2017, 4:30–6:30 pm 
(2 hrs.), CRVTT 1 
Site 3: July 2, 2017, 2:00-3:00 pm (1 
hr.), Program youth 1 
Site 3: July 9, 2017, 2:30-3:15 pm 
(45 min), Program youth 2 
Site 6: July 11, 2017, 10:00-11:00 am 
(1 hr.), Adult resident 4 
Site 1: July 12, 2017, 10:00-11:15 am 
(1.25 hrs.), Adult resident 5 
Site 2: July 13, 2017, 10:00-11:00 am 
(45 min), Adult resident 7 
Site 1: July 13, 2017, 2:00–2:45 pm 
(45 min), Adult resident 9 
Site 3: July 15, 2017, 10:15 – 11:30 
am (1.25 hrs.), Adult resident 3 
Site 3: July 17, 2017, 12:00 – 1:15 
(1.25 hrs.), Adult resident 
Site 9: July 20, 2017, 10:00 am – 
N/A 
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12:00 pm (2 hrs.), Adult resident 8 
Site 10: July 21, 2017, 10:00– 11:30 
am (1.5 hrs.), Adult resident 2 
Site 3: July 23, 2017, 2:00 – 3:00 pm 
(1 hr.), Adult resident 1 
Site 12: August 29, 2017, 5:00 – 6:30 
pm (1.5 hrs.), CRVTT 2 
Site 13b: January 15, 2018, 10:00 – 
11:00 am (1 hr.), CRVTT 2  
Site 13a: January 29, 2018, 2:00 – 
2:30 pm (30 min), CRVTT 1 
5. Resources Translator and interpreter, consent 
forms, Interview protocol (see 
Appendix BLANK), black folder, 
pencils, recording device, reflexive 
journal 
N/A 
6. After interview protocol 
 
Notes typed into computer within 12 
hours of interviewing, filed original 
sheet, wrote in reflexive journal  
 
N/A 
Note: Adapted from Mack et al. (2005) 
 
Focus Groups  
Focus groups obtain information that cannot be obtained in any other way. 
According to Kayrooz and Trevitt (2006), “they bring about a more diverse array of 
responses on account of the interactions developed…as a way of gathering perspectives 
on the outcomes of a program” (p. 207). Focus groups have been applied for use within 
many fields of study (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2015), such as health care, counseling, 
and education (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2015; Macnaghten & Myers, 2007) that go 
beyond its’ beginning in marketing research (Brinkmann, 2015; Malhotra, 2012). The 
focus group is characterized by “homogeneity” (Krueger & Casey, 2015, p. 81), which 
means the participants in the group have something in common that the researcher is 
interested in pursuing. 
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Krueger and Casey (2015) note that the purpose of conducting a focus group is to 
“better understand how people feel or think about an issue, idea, product, or 
service…(the) participants are selected because they have certain characteristics in 
common that relate to the topic of the focus group” (p. 2). The originators of focus group 
work “were not particularly concerned with the advantages of studying ‘the group.’ 
Rather, they were concerned with the role of the interviewer and the “focus” of the 
interview – the ability to define a situation objectively and gather the responses of many 
individuals to that situation” (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2015, p. 317). 
Literature indicates there are other purposes of a focus group. Brinkmann (20015) 
suggests a focus group is appropriate “when the researcher is not so much interested in 
people’s descriptions of their experiences as in how participants discuss, argue, and 
justify their opinions and attitudes” (Brinkmann, 2015, p. 289). Focus groups can be used 
to “diagnose the potential or actual problems involved in a new program or 
intervention...to generate questions or concepts that can undergo further research and 
testing...to evaluate a program of intervention in a formative or summative way” 
(Kayrooz & Trevitt, 2006, p. 207), or in the service of radical political work “designed 
with social justice agendas” (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2015, p. 320). The key emphasis 
to social justice focus groups is to garner participant “voice” (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 
2015, p. 321), such as featuring youth voice. When working with youth, there should be 
consideration for “effects of group dynamics, peer pressure, gender dynamics and 
development stages with the groups” ... and the incorporation of age-appropriate 
activities that...“provides both variety and interest for the children and to stimulate their 
thinking and discussion” (Darbyshire, MacDougall, & Schiller, 2005, p. 421).  
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As with any research method focus groups have their disadvantages. Some may 
argue the focus group moderator might interfere with participant information (McGehee 
& Santos, 2005), or there are ethical issues related to confidentiality (held during the 
group) and anonymity (through reporting of results) (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2015). 
Additional personal contact and “incentives (may be) needed because it takes effort to 
participate in a focus group” (Krueger & Casey, 2015, p. 93). Other disadvantages may 
occur during group discussion, such as, the researcher may not cover all topics to help 
answer the research question or have “less control over the information tendered than in 
one-to-one interviewing” (Kayvooz & Trevitt, 2006a, p. 208). 
However, the advantages of focus groups include the collective process it 
facilitates, in that “focus groups are thought to encourage interaction, revealing salience 
and significance” (McGehee & Santos, 2005, p. 765). Specific applications of the focus 
group method may include “assisting with planning for the future of an organization or 
community; identifying and defining problems, …(and) obtaining perceptions of project 
outcomes and impacts” (Kayrooz & Trevitt, 2006, p. 207). Conducting a focus group 
may be an effective way to yield an abundance of information and receive a variety of 
topic-specific opinions over a relatively short period of time (Mack et al., 2005). To 
collect effective data, literature indicates three to four focus groups should be used 
(Kayrooz & Trevitt, 2006a), thereby noting this, four focus groups were employed to 
retrieve data for this case study (See Table 4). 
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Table 4 
 
Focus Groups 
Steps Guidelines DMI study descriptions Total/descriptions 
1. Purpose of focus groups 
as related to research 
objectives 
 
(See Appendix F). 
  
N/A 
2. Population in a focus 
group 
 
Volunteer Teacher Tourist (VTT) 
Program youth 
8 
19 
3. Sites and population in 
focus group 
 
Site 14a (Jacaranda): VTT Focus 
group 1 
Site 14b (Jacaranda): VTT Focus 
group 2 
Site 2a (Korongoni secondary): 
Program youth Focus group 1 
Site 2b (Korongoni secondary): 
Program youth Focus group 2 
 
4 
4 
9 
 
10 
4. Site, Date, Time of day, 
and Length of time  
 
Site 14a: July 4, 2017, 10:00–11:15 
am (1.25 hrs.)  
Site 14b: July 16, 2017, 4:00-5:30 
pm (1.5 hrs.)  
Site 2a: July 18, 2017, 4:30-5:45 pm 
(1.25 hrs.)  
Site 2b: July 19, 2017, 4:30-5:45 pm 
(1.25 hrs.)  
 
2 sites, 4 dates, 
Time of day (1 
morning, 3 
afternoon), 
Length of time 
(5.25 hrs.) 
 
5. Resources Swahili interpreter (Program Youth 
focus groups), consent forms, focus 
group protocol (see Appendix G), 
black folder, pencils, recording 
device, reflexive journal, VTT 
photos (VTT focus group) 
 
N/A 
6. After focus group 
protocol 
 
Notes typed into computer within 12 
hours of each focus group, file 
original sheet in folder, write in 
reflexive journal  
 
N/A 
Note: Adapted from Mack et al. (2005) 
 
Volunteer Tourist Teacher PGPE Focus Groups. For the DMI study, two 
PGPE volunteer teacher tourist focus groups were held to elicit responses from 
purposively selected VTTs on the impacts of participant in a volunteer tourism youth 
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education program (See Table 4). Sampling was accomplished through prior email 
correspondence, and through direct contact while in the field. In order for equal 
participation opportunities, all VTTs who were in country for a similar length of time as 
the researcher were asked to participate. Subsequently all asked took part and were 
dispersed according to there in-country availability. 
Procedures for PGPE included a researcher introductory email sent on April 20, 
2017 from one CRVTT that highlighted aspects related to researcher purpose for being in 
Tanzania, and to solicit VTTs interest in participating in a PGPE focus group (see 
Appendix D). The purpose for taking the photos was conveyed, through written and 
verbal measures, “to capture through photography what they (VTTs) think best represents 
benefits for program youth of participant (VTTs, adult residents, and program youth) 
engagement in Daraja Music Initiative” (See Appendix D). In country procedures 
included one 30-minute VTT debriefing meeting on June 27, 2017 to revisit the purpose 
of VTTs taking photos, and to answer any questions they may have had. The VTTs were 
asked to take as many photos as they wished to satisfy the purpose of study through 
photography and were given between one to two weeks to take them depending on length 
of time before their focus group session. Prior to their focus group, each VTT was asked 
to choose from their total study photographs a sample of six to eight photographs as a 
recommended sample size by Kyle and Chick (2007).  
A total eight VTTs (three CRVTT and five CGVTT) participated in both PGPE 
focus groups (see Table 1). Each focus group contained a mixture of CRVTT and 
CGVTT with varying lengths of service to DMI. The researcher’s intent was to balance 
music specialist and conservation-related VTTs in each focus group, but for the 2017 
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DMI summer program only one conservation-related VTT joined. However, while only 
one in number, this volunteer readily participated in a focus group due to availability in 
country. Both VTT focus groups featured individual photos taken for the PGPE and other 
questions according to focus group protocol (See Appendix G).  
The first VTT PGPE was held on July 4, 2017 at the Jacaranda house and lasted 
for 1.15 hours (See Table 4). The Jacaranda house is a rented communal housing facility 
VTTs have used for several years while doing DMI work in Moshi. It is located in the 
center of Moshi and is easy walking distance to some DMI teaching and planting sites. 
After ethical protocols related to participant confidentially, anonymity, and informed 
consent had been reviewed, questions were posed by the researcher using focus group 
protocol (See Appendix G). For the photo elicitation component of the focus group, 
participants shared one photo each. Due to lack of time, a total of four photographs for 
focus group one were discussed in depth in person. However, the researcher extended an 
invitation for all participants to send their portion of the 32 remaining photos to the 
researcher for a future discussion. At a later date, two of four participants discussed some 
of their remaining photos through email correspondence with the researcher.  
On July 16, 2017 the second PGPE was held at Jacaranda house, with discussion 
lasting 1.5 hours (See Table 4). The same protocol as VTT focus group one was 
established. Due to lack of time, focus group members discussed one photo each. All 
VTT focus group two participants had sent their photos to the researcher before the focus 
group for a total of 25 photographs taken by this group. Two participants included titles 
indicating engagement aspects. Follow up emails were sent out at a later date to both 
VTT focus groups to verify the photos taken by each focus group member, and some 
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responded with further information about each photo they took.  
Program Youth Focus Groups. Prior to the researcher leaving for Tanzania, the 
researcher hired a documents translator to translate English questions and consent forms 
to Swahili, and an interpreter to assist with English to Swahili and Swahili to English 
translation during appropriate adult resident and program youth interviews/focus groups. 
Procedures for youth focus groups included pre-focus group researcher and program 
youth conservations during field trips and observations. These situations were purposely 
conducted to help familiarize the researcher with program youth and for the program 
youth to get to know the researcher. Purposive sampling was accomplished while in the 
field. In order for equal participation opportunities, all program youth in Korongoni 
secondary school were asked to participate.  
A total 19 of 39 eligible Korongoni program youth asked took part (two program 
youth had been interviewed and were not part of a focus group). They were placed in two 
groups according to their orchestral designation (one group Strings, one group 
Woodwinds) (See Table 3). Both contained a balance of female versus male ratio 
representative of DMI Korongoni program youth population. Each focus group had the 
interpreter and researcher present, along with one guest to assist with the recording 
device. The first youth focus group was held on July 18, 2017 at Korongoni secondary 
school and lasted for 1.5 hours (See Table 4). After ethical protocols related to participant 
confidentially, anonymity, and informed consent had been reviewed, questions were 
posed by the researcher and/or through the interpreter using focus group protocol (See 
Appendix D). On July 19, 2017 the second PGPE was also held at Korongoni secondary 
school, with discussion lasting 1.5 hours (see Table 4). The same protocol as VTT focus 
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group was established. Both focus groups had a snack break provided and a supply of 
pencils given to each participant as a thank you for participating. 
Participant-Generated Photo Elicitation (PGPE) 
Techniques have been used to evoke emotion or responses from audiences of, for 
example, film and motion picture (Cohen, 2001), or music (Bolden, 2017; Juslin & 
Västfjäll, 2008). The idea of soliciting feedback through audio-visual materials is not 
foreign to researchers in marketing either. For example, focus groups may actively use 
advertising and other stimuli within professional focus group settings (e.g., Malhotra, 
2012). Additional elicitation techniques in elicitation-based research include graphic 
elicitation (diagrams and relational maps) (Copeland & Agosto, 2012) and the use of 
other arts-based techniques such as artifacts or images (Liebenberg, 2016). This study 
incorporated the photo elicitation technique (Balomenou & Garrod, 2015; Cooper & 
Yarbrough, 2010; Harper, 2002; Jorgenson & Sullivan, 2009; Kyle & Chick, 2007; 
Nyaupane, Morais, & Dowler, 2006; Rose, 2014) for both VTT focus groups. To prompt 
and guide in-depth interviews or focus group discussions, photo elicitation is a qualitative 
research technique (Harper, 2002; Rose, 2014) that may use researcher (Nyaupane et al., 
2006), or participant generated images (Jorgenson & Sullivan, 2009; Kyle, 2007; 
Stedman, Beckley, Wallace & Ambard, 2004). The technique includes inserting a 
photograph into a focus group or interview situation in order to more effectively simulate 
the retrieval of information (Harper, 2002). With respect to participant-generated photo 
elicitation, informants take a participatory role in generating photographs for the research 
study.  
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There are different applications of participant-generated photo elicitation (Aitken 
& Wingate, 1993; Dennis, Gaulocher, Carpiano & Brown, 2009; Heisley & Levy, 1991). 
Some researchers have used the technique to solicit narrative responses (Balomenou & 
Garrod, 2016; Cooper & Yarbrough, 2010; Jorgenson & Sulliva, 2009), or added 
elements of technology (Dennis, et. al, 2009; Van House, 2008). Others have used 
participant-generated photo elicitation methods to facilitate participant empowerment 
(Berbés-Blázquez, 2012; Castleden & Guillemin & Drew, 2010; Pauwels, 2015) or to 
generate information for community development initiatives (Pierce & McKay, Van 
Auken, Frisvoll & Stewart, 2010). 
Names associated with participant-generated photo elicitation include, but are not 
limited to, auto-photography or“self-directed” photography (Aitken & Wingate, 1993), 
auto-ethnography (Scarles, 2010), visitor-employed photography (Fung & Jim, 2013), 
participatory photography, participant-employed photography (Balomenou & Garrod, 
2015; Casteleden, et al., 2008), participant-driven photo-elicitation (Van Auken et al., 
2010), participant-generated visual methodologies (Guillimen & Drew, 2010), and 
volunteer or resident employed photography (Garrod, 2008). For the purposes of this 
study, the term “participant-generated photo elicitation” will be generalized and referred 
to as “participant-generated photo elicitation” or its’ abbreviation “PGPE.”  
PGPE elicitation interviews or focus groups have been effective in providing 
some participation guidelines for study participants (Rose, 2014), reducing interview or 
focus group anxiety (Harper, 2002), and as a tool to document social issues to foster 
community change (Berbés-Blázquez, 2012; Castleden & Garvin, 2008; Catalani & 
Minkler, 2010; Cooper & Yarbrough, 2010; Guillemin & Drew, 2010). Other advantages 
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of PGPE include knowledge acquisition for researcher and participant (Van Auken et al., 
2010), and the exploration of multiple perspectives and interpretations of data generated 
from the investigation (Mateucci, 2013; Pauwels, 2015). Some disadvantages of PGPE 
include no standard procedures for data collection or analysis, such as following an 
understood sample size or sample method (these are usually unique to the specific study). 
Because of this, overall sample quality may be affected (Balomenou & Garrod, 2015). 
Additionally, there are discrepancies between how many photographs should be taken or 
used in a study (Kyle & Chick, 2007; Rose, 2014). This lack of uniformity in 
photographic generation for data analysis creates an issue of “qualitative reliability” 
(Creswell, 2014, p. 201).  
Data Analysis 
A combination of deductive and inductive approaches to code development 
(Bernard, Wutich, & Ryan, 2017) was used for this study through the data analysis 
method called thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Thematic analysis may be 
defined as “a method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns (themes) within 
data. It minimally organizes and describes your data set in (rich) detail” (Braun & Clarke, 
2006, p. 6). Braun and Clarke (2006) defines a theme as capturing “something important 
about the data in relation to the research question and represents some level of patterned 
response or meaning within the data set” (p. 10). Saldaña (2015) describes coding as a 
heuristic method of discovery through assigning “truncated, symbolic meaning to each 
datum for purposes of qualitative analysis” (p.584).  
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The deductive (theory-driven) approach was used because this qualitative case 
study was confined within the researcher-developed Engagement Theoretical Framework. 
Before data collection commenced, a preliminary codebook was organized within this 
framework while a more inductive approach was applied during and after collection of 
data. Information from observations, interviews, focus groups, and documents were 
sorted and thematic chunks (including direct quotes) placed into emerging categories 
while the researcher referred to memos written during the collection stage (Creswell, 
2013). Bracketing techniques of memo writing and “jotting” (Saldaña, 2015) were 
utilized until data saturation was reached (Bowen, 2003). The researcher knew data 
saturation was reached when nothing new was being added from informant data (Bowen, 
2003: Orcher, 2014; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  
After data collection, data was identified, classified, and coded from themes 
emerging from observations, interviews, and focus groups using the inductive approach 
(Bernard et al., 2017). Researcher memos were actively re-examined to understand 
relationships evident through categories and themes developed during data collection, 
and during the initial stages of data analysis (Orcher, 2014). Use of diagramming was 
employed to convey the results of the analysis in visual form (Orcher, 2014) and to assist 
with identification of overarching categories and sub-categories found during the final 
stages of data analysis.  
Reliability and Validity 
There are many terms associated with keeping the researcher accountable to 
accuracy and credibility of data such as reliability (accuracy) (Golfshani, 2003; Kayvooz 
& Trevitt (2006a), validity (credibility) (Cho & Trent, 2015; Creswell, 2014), 
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trustworthiness (encompasses both) (Kayvooze & Trevitt, 2006a) and the production of 
rich rigorous data (Cho & Trent, 2015; Flyvbjerg, 2006;  Tufford & Newman, 2012). For 
the purposes of this study, the term “trustworthiness” was used to describe reliability and 
validity.  
To increase trustworthiness in this study during data collection and data analysis, 
an interpreter was hired to assist with transcribing and translating Swahili to English 
interview and focus group data, and to consult with the researcher about themes emerging 
from Swahili informant data. The researcher committed to ethical standards such as 
participant anonymity or confidentiality (Leavy, 2015; Traianou, 2013) by not referring 
to informant names and other personal identifiers. This was achieved at the beginning of 
each interview or focus group, with the researcher verbally describing and reading 
together the consent form containing information on anonymity or confidentiality and 
participant permission to participate. Permission was sought from all research 
participants, and for program youth under 18 years, parent or guardian permission 
granted before focus group commencing (See Appendix E).  
Three additional methods used during data collection and analysis that increased 
trustworthiness in this study was, triangulation of sources (Creswell, 2013), thick 
descriptions (McGehee & Andereck, 2008), time sampling (Orcher, 2014; McGehee & 
Andereck), inter-coder agreement (Creswell, 2014), and member checking (Orcher, 
2014).  
Triangulation of Sources 
 Triangulating sources for this research study included document analysis 
(Creswell, 2013), participant observations (Kawulich, 2005), semi-structured interviews 
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(Hancock & Algozzine, 2011), and focus groups (Krueger & Casey, 2015). The two VTT 
focus groups used participant-generated photo elicitation technique. During data analysis, 
themes from the data retrieved from research participants were verified and compared to 
observations, interviews, and focus group themes with DMI documents and websites. 
Thick Descriptions 
According to McGehee and Andereck (2008), thick descriptions (transferability) 
is one-way trustworthiness in qualitative research can be addressed. This study used 
direct participant quotes to help validate the data generated from the informants and deep 
descriptions while conducting observations.  
Time Sampling  
Orcher (2014) describes time sampling as “when resources do not permit 
prolonged engagement, credibility can be enhanced by time sampling. For instance, 
making four two-hour observations on different days of the week during a month (for a 
total of 8 hours) should provide more credible data than a single observation of eight 
hours on only one day” (p. 69). For this case study, time sampling was used as one 
measurement of validity because the researcher was not in the field over the course of 
many months, but over the course of many weeks. The way this measurement of 
“credibility” is used (McGehee & Andereck, 2008, p. 14) helped with trustworthiness in 
this study. 
Inter Coder Agreement   
An inter-coder agreement (cross-checking) was followed between the researcher 
and the researcher’s committee chair for coding consistency (Creswell, 2014). 
Throughout data analysis interview transcripts were examined by the committee chair, 
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and feedback given on themes emerging from study data. The researcher also conversed 
with the interpreter about emerging themes while in country, and during the data 
transcription stage through email and Facebook correspondence. 
Member Checking  
Member checking is when “members” (research participants) are “asked to meet 
the researcher to review the data and results” (Orcher, 2014, p. 88). For this study, two 
interviewed VTTs met with the researcher during the data analysis stage to check if they 
agree how the researcher interpreted their interview data (See Table 3).  
Ethical Concerns 
The ethical compass of a research study (which combines philosophical and 
praxis dimensions) includes three main elements: “ethics, values, and reflexivity” (Leavy, 
2015, p. 2). Research ethics have become more central to the research process in recent 
years regardless of a study’s research approach (Traianou, 2013). According to Traianou, 
(2013), there are three main ethical principles for qualitative researchers to use prior to 
and during a research study: minimizing harm to participants, respecting autonomy of 
participants and participant privacy. 
Minimizing Harm to Participants 
In terms of minimizing harm to participants, a qualitative researcher should 
consider the ethics involved when personal questions are asked in interviews or focus 
groups that may produce trauma-triggering emotions in participants of a vulnerable 
population (Leavy, 2015) such as minor children (Hart, 2013; Punch, 2002) from an 
indigenous community. Given this study features 10 to 17 years youth from a community 
in the global South, the researcher used tools such as “reflexivity” (Brinkmann et al., 
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2015; Russell-Mundine, 2012; Tufford & Newman, 2012) in determining “how power 
and bias come to bear during all phases of research” (Leavy, 2015, p. 5). This ethical 
process is particularly important for the qualitative researcher considering the close 
contact the researcher had with research participants.  
The researcher also needed to consider how to balance the two kinds of 
“moralism” - practical values versus epistemic values in avoiding harmful effects on 
participants in the research study. Practical values may be understood as meaning “the 
highest ethical values” the researcher will always have to abide by, versus epistemic 
values in which the voice of the participants is heard (Traianou, 2013, p.70).  For this 
case study, the research was ethically constrained through the use of practical values, 
such as standing up for universal human rights during field work in Tanzania (e.g., 
understanding women and children may be marginalized and lack voice in community 
development participatory processes). On the other hand, in reference to epistemic 
values, the researcher needed to consider how to tolerate cultural norms of the 
community (Kayvooz & Trevitt, 2006a) (such as women and children who may be 
marginalized), when retrieving information from Tanzanian community residents and 
youth. Having said this, ethics is central to this research study. Consideration of what the 
concept of “ethics” means to the researcher was a reflexive process for the researcher 
while in the field. 
Respecting Autonomy 
Another aspect of ethical considerations for a research study includes respecting 
the autonomy of the research study participants. This includes giving participants the 
right to choose between participation or not when asked for their consent. It should be 
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noted that an indigenous person consenting to a research study maybe seen “as subtle and 
manipulative forms of colonial practice” (González y González & Lincoln, 2006, p. 1). 
Gaining consent may also be ethically challenging if research participants do not 
understand the research study due to a language barrier (Nomlomo & Vuzo, 2014). To 
assist in remedying the language barrier issue, this case study used a Swahili speaking 
interpreter to aid in the translation of questions during the community interviews and 
focus groups (Murray & Wynne, 2001). It should be noted, respect was given to any 
participant who wished to drop out of the study due to difficulties they may have with the 
historical association to Western research process, or a reaction to any of the research 
questions. 
Participant Privacy 
To increase trustworthiness in this qualitative study, researcher commitments to 
ethical standards such as participant anonymity or confidentiality (Leavy, 2015; 
Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2015; Traianou, 2013) were given. For all research 
informants, participant privacy was respected by the omission of participant identifiers, 
such as participant names, when writing up the research findings. Although difficult to 
ensure during a focus group situation, the objective of keeping participant information 
confidential to focus group members was asked at the beginning of each session. Ethical 
standards related to participant privacy also include, but are not limited to, “whose 
research is it?” (Smith, 2012a, p. 10) in relation to indigenous concerns about how 
information will be stored or shared.   
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CHAPTER 4  
 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The concept of engagement and engagement theory has not been clearly described 
nor comprehensively theorized. Research was needed to explore the concept and theory 
of engagement in general, as well as applied to the study of volunteer tourism more 
specifically. Additional research was also necessary to incorporate youth perspectives of 
a volunteer tourism program, along with the consideration of impacts of engagement on 
program youth. The purpose of this case study was to explore participant engagement in a 
volunteer tourism youth education program, and resulting youth impacts as perceived by 
program participants.  
This chapter presents themes retrieved from data compiled from over 24 hours of 
researcher observations and interviews with 40 study participants (13 individual semi-
structured interviews; and 27 participants in four focus groups, two of which used 
participant generated photo elicitation to solicit information). First a summary of the 
findings will be presented to orient the reader to elements related to study themes. Then a 
detailed discussion about the three major themes (connection, communication, and hope) 
and subthemes relating to participant engagement in this volunteer tourism youth 
education program will be next. Finally, a discussion on impacts of engagement on 
program youth will conclude the chapter. 
Summary 
The three major themes related to participant engagement in a volunteer tourism 
music-conservation youth education program (connection, communication, and hope), 
and resulting program youth impacts were evident in document, participant observation, 
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interview, focus group, and PGPE data that either concurred or differed from literature 
themes. Regardless of study participant, each individual is engaged with DMI through 
factors related to connection. All adult residents, program youth, and volunteer 
representatives are connected to each other through relationships formed prior to, and/or 
because of, joining the program. All program youth did not initially know what DMI was 
about but agreed, or when given permission, to participate when chosen for the program. 
Several participants’ reasons for wanting to be connected to DMI relate to previous 
research on motivation, volunteer tourist motives to volunteer, or residents’ reasons to 
participate in a development project. A few study participants, primarily adult residents, 
implied the Mzungu influence of foreign representatives might be a community member 
motive to become engaged with DMI. This relates to previous literature on Western 
“white person” influences on a global South community in international volunteer 
tourism literature. 
Communication also engages participants with this nonprofit program. One strong 
component of communication is collaboration, which is one of the basic elements of 
engagement, and a focus of many community development, tourism, and volunteer 
tourism studies. More than half of the adults interviewed suggested DMI communicates 
with the community, collaborates between VTTs, and encourages cooperation between 
community members. While it seems DMI encourages communication with the 
community, this tends to be a short-lived when collaborating with local schoolteachers on 
environmental education. Misunderstandings related to language barrier and DMI not 
fully explaining the program to community residents occasionally occurs. These 
translation issues are aspects related to literature on translation between foreign 
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languages of people participating in a research study. Impacts of participant engagement 
in DMI on program youth, which include the feeling of pride of accomplishment, 
development of self-confidence, and a deep commitment to the program, are factors of 
engagement evidenced in literature. Program youth become experts in the community on 
music skills and knowledge about their instruments, as well as more knowledgeable 
about environmental conservation. Community participants particularly program youth, 
who identity as musicians, dream of a better future because of their engagement with 
DMI.  
Other connection and communication factors, however, differed. The nonprofit 
consists of programming content (music and conservation) primarily connecting skilled 
volunteer tourist teachers to a program that matches their skills. This is a unique type of 
program and is different from many academic studies featuring other volunteer tourism 
community programs. More than half of program youth and adult residents interviewed 
indicated they are engaged with the nonprofit program because of skilled volunteer 
tourist music teachers and the musical component of the education program. Some 
program youth are connected with the conservation education component, whereas most 
community residents are engaged with DMI because of perceived environmental or 
economic benefits for themselves and/or their community. Research findings also differ 
slightly from engagement literature on the indicators of sense of belonging or sense of 
community because of the cohesive nature of this unique music-conservation group or 
club. Program youth strongly identify with being a musician and want to be a part of the 
music world.  
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Although the need for pre-departure volunteer tourist training is a theme in 
volunteer tourism literature, study findings on the topic of training are different because 
this nonprofit’s volunteer tourist teacher training primarily focuses on musician 
preparation versus cultural norms training. Adult residents strongly suggested all 
volunteer tourists should be prepared for Tanzanian culture. In addition, training 
preparedness does not include adult residents (host community members) who are 
typically not informed about the nonprofit before engaging with them or given additional 
information after they have agreed to participate.  
The major theme of hope in this study is different from previous literature 
because it was revealed within the context of an international community development 
program. Although desiring a better future is the basis of programming for volunteer 
tourism-led community development programs indicated in previous literature, for some 
DMI participants, it is something more than motivation for future dreams. For program 
youth in particular, the information provided, tools given, and relationships formed 
through this nonprofit program gives them confidence to take on the world, and the hope 
for a career, educational opportunity, and subsequently a better life. 
Participant Engagement in Daraja Music Initiative 
There are three major themes (connection, communication, and hope), related to this 
study’s research questions: What is participant engagement in a volunteer tourism music-
conservation youth education program? In what ways are program participants (volunteer 
tourist teachers, adult residents, and program youth) engaged in the program? What are 
impacts of participant engagement in a volunteer tourism youth education program for 
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program youth? These themes were compiled out of data generated from participant 
observations, interviews, focus groups, and participant generated photos.  
For the remainder of this chapter, each study theme will be compared and 
contrasted with themes expanded from the literature review. Although study themes are 
listed independently, many, if not all, overlap with each other. Elements of the 
engagement framework are referenced as well as informant data from each participant 
group, and perceived aspects related to the program. Where applicable, the expression 
“community members” is the umbrella term used for similar themes developed from both 
adult resident and program youth respondent data. In a final section, perceived program 
youth impacts will be discussed. 
Connection  
 One overarching theme appearing through data retrieved from all study 
participants relates to connection between participants and through the program. This 
section will first discuss themes related to participant connection followed by a 
discussion on themes associated with DMI’s program.  
Participant. Regardless of participant, data reveals each individual is engaged in 
this program because of four themes related to participant connection (relationships, 
motives, commitment, and group cohesion). 
Relationships. All adult residents, program youth, and VTTs interviewed are 
connected to the program because of a type of relationship (friendship, student-teacher 
bond, leadership, acquaintance, and self-serving) they had prior to the program, and/or 
now have because of the experience. Relationships tend to fall under the dimensions of 
emotional and cognitive engagement (Croom, 2015; Klem & Connell, 2004), as well as 
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appearing in volunteer tourism research studies (Gray et al, 2017; Hammersley, 2014; 
Lyons et al., 2012).   
Friendship. There are two friendship categories in this program: friendships that 
were in existence prior to engaging with DMI, and friendships created through the 
program itself. Four adult residents did not know what DMI was about but agreed to 
participate when asked to join because of their “friendship with (a DMI member)” (CI-5). 
One program youth representative said he/she joined because “other students who started 
the clarinet before me...one of them who were my friends, told me they (DMI) were 
choosing [students]” (YI-1). Three volunteer tourist teachers (VTT) joined because they 
knew about the program having been friends with long-term VTT members (VFG1-1; 
VFG2-2; VFG2-3). For example, 1 of these 3 VTTs had been classmates with the 
founder (VFG2-2). An adult resident had an opinion on how future engagements with 
DMI could be achieved through “available systems...If I have a friend in the US, then he 
comes to TZ volunteering, I know how to go about [getting him connected with the 
program]” (CI-10). 
Some participants were engaged with the program due to friendships created as a 
result of choosing, or have been chosen, to participate. An adult resident, for example, 
said because he/she “met (the founder) many years ago...I will do what they will want me 
to do...we are good friends” (CI-5). It was clear to VTT that emotional friendships had 
been formed in-country when “it was time for us to say goodbye and one by one the kids 
broke down in tears...then (DMI) members, they started crying. Everyone was crying” 
(V1-6). Friendships established through the program may also lead to a repeat volunteer 
experience, evident in one adult resident interviewee who said, “If you are welcomed 
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somewhere there is no need to move this way or this way, they say I have to stay here 
because I am already welcomed” (CI-9). Or through a VTT who simply stated that 
“relationships have been built over the number of years we’ve been in country” (VI-1). 
With respect to program youth, several program youth study participants when asked 
“What are characteristics of a perfect volunteer?” suggested “friendship with the 
students” (YFG1-1) as a number one quality.  
Student-teacher bond. Study data revealed a VTT-program youth bond may 
develop as a result of the student and teacher feeling supported by one another. This 
concurs with emotional engagement literature on the contextual factor of support that 
may lead to engagement (Klem & Connell, 2004; Skinner & Belmont, 1993). Having a 
student and teacher bond tends to engage students to a deeper level of connection to the 
program (See Figure 5). This photo taken by a volunteer tourist teacher depicts deep 
engagement between teacher and students: 
The kids are completely engaged. They love it. She’ll sing songs in Spanish and 
by the second time she sings it, they know the words...They are focused. And also 
...she’ll kneel down and get on their level. And I know that (a VTT name) said the 
other night in the car that the energy you give out is the energy you’ll get back. 
And this is pretty representative of that because you can see she is smiling and 
gives it 100% when she is in the classroom and they give a lot of feedback in 
return” (VFG1-4).  
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Figure 5 Bonding through music 
 
The bonds created by students and teachers, and the energy of the students, also 
emotionally supports the volunteer tourist teacher who may not feel as supported at 
home. According to one VTT focus group member, “the students energy is my favorite 
part. And it’s kind of a nice reminder as to why we teach music. It can be such a 
thankless task to teach music in the States, just with students and parents and admin” 
(VFG1-1). Another VTT focus group member agreed with this sentiment but added a 
managerial segment to it by saying “I think that the energy that the kids have, at least half 
of it, come from the foundation that [specific management] and all the founders have 
truly exemplified and made sure the students understand that this is really a special thing” 
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(VFG1-3). One definition of engagement “energy in action, the connection between 
person and activity” appeared previously in the literature review (Russell at al., 2005). 
A PGPE volunteer tourist teacher focus group member shared a photo that shows 
bonds are not only created between DMI volunteer tourist teachers and program youth, 
but a connection may be formed between local adult resident teachers and younger 
program youth as well (See Figure 6). This picture according to the photographer 
showcases engagement because,  
[The adult resident] is kneeling down and he is looking at them straight in the eye, 
which is a natural response to children. Because people who are good with 
children get down to their level, they don’t just speak to them by hovering over 
them to speak with them and they are all looking at him and they seem pretty 
happy with him too” (VFG1-1). 
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Figure 6 Bonding through conservation 
Leadership. This facet of relationships may connect potential program members 
to the program, and in terms of in country leadership, bring about some challenges 
according to three program members interviewed. Potential program engagement, for 
example, may be achieved through program youth leadership (VI-6; VFG2-3) when 
conducting a “peer-led planting, where the students will present and talk about Mpingo, 
and always these kids are like we want this program. Why won’t you bring this program 
here?” (V1-4). The type of engagement through program youth leadership was also 
presented in a photo taken by a PGPE focus group member (See Figure 5). According to 
the VTT, these student leaders lead a presentation about the clarinet to a group of school 
children that were “enthralled” with the presentation (VFG2-3). Program youth 
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leadership is an example of the achievement indicator of cognitive engagement (Sinatra 
et al., 2015).  
Figure 7 Program youth leadership 
In country leadership both at the community level and the VTT level may be 
challenging at times. One volunteer tourist teacher said although there had been 
challenges associated with a community partner’s leadership “our answer to that is we are 
committed to the students” (V1-4). After being asked for an example of what 
disengagement looked like to them, another volunteer tourist teacher voiced,  
A lot of the students there were not engaged with what we were doing. They were 
older students. It was kind of like pulling teeth to get them to help plant the trees. 
I think eventually they all ran away from us...There weren’t any teachers helping 
us either at one point and when you see your teachers step away, it gives students 
permission to step away from us too” (VFG1-1).  
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When probed further as to why he/she thought the students were disengaged, this VTT 
continued by saying “I think they just recently went through a leadership change, and that 
kind of enthusiasm lessened and just wasn’t there” (VFG1-1). In terms of leading VTTs 
in country, one VTT said “It’s a different kind of leadership opportunity because it’s 24 
hours, it’s not just a standard workday for 8 hours. It’s not just a leader of one meeting, 
it’s a leader for the entire time” (VFG1-1).  
Acquaintance. Almost all program youth initially did not know what DMI was 
about but agreed to be part of the program when an acquaintance or teacher “tell you to 
join, and we just join but we didn’t know what it is” (YFG1-1). Five program members, 
or program partners, are now engaged with DMI because they were initially connected 
through an acquaintance. One VTT said he/she joined because he/she heard about the 
program through a friend of a volunteer teacher’s professor (VFG2-4). An adult resident 
said, “due to my interest in working with people, (I was) asked...to join with them” (C1-
9). This same adult resident further suggested he/she said yes because he/she felt a 
connection with VTTs due to their friendly disposition. He/she was impressed with DMI 
because “they are trying to make sure that every child knows what to do, on how they 
instruct, and they are lovely with the children” (C1-9). Another adult resident said yes, 
after being asked through an acquaintance, because it would be good advertising for 
his/her business (CI-2). Data from a VTT interview suggests it is through a community 
partner’s acquaintance with another organization that a collective group may engage with 
DMI: 
If we were to create a hierarchy of things that we look for, the first one would be a 
community partner that has some connection with the school or the institution.  
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That community partner, it may be that we’ve been to the school, or know a 
teacher there, or it may be one of our community partners knows that it’s a good 
place based on reputation, and we should pursue it (VI-4). 
Self-serving. A couple of relationships are built on expectations of relationship 
benefits, demonstrated in the response by a VTT who voiced his/her frustrations when 
“working with Tanzanians who don’t see me from where I am (coming) from. The 
possible pay they could get out of me” (VI-6). This self-serving idea was echoed by an 
adult resident outsider who declared “I am always a potential bridge to something” (CI-
3). In answering the question on negative effects of a volunteer tourist coming Moshi, 
this same outsider said: “I don’t think in the United States we would allow a stranger to 
come in and hug and play and tickle with our kids if they have only known them for a 
day. That would be inappropriate, so I think we need to somehow remember that as 
volunteers” (CI-3). This aspect of a self-serving relationship for a volunteer tourist 
appears in volunteer tourism studies on affection and compassion between the 
community resident and volunteer tourist (Conran, 2011; Guttentag, 2009; 
Mostafanezhad, 2013). 
Motives. Several volunteer tourism studies have looked at volunteer tourist 
motives to volunteer (Olsen et al., 2018). These both concur and differ from motives 
appearing in this study. According to informant data on volunteering motives for VTTs 
or youth speculating about VTT motives to volunteer, volunteering motives were related 
to altruism, travel and music, and destination attractiveness. Community member 
motives to participate, or volunteers speculating about community member motives to 
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participate, were more closely associated with: Mzungu influence, skilled music teachers, 
and self-benefits. 
Altruism. Several VTTs said they were motivated to volunteer because of wanting 
to help others in need (VFG1-2; VFG1-4). Volunteering motives for altruistic reasons is 
one common theme in volunteer tourism literature (Andereck et al., 2012; Gray et al, 
2017; Lyons et al., 2012). One VTT voiced he/she was motivated to connect with the 
opportunity because it is “an obligation of people who have more to help those who have 
less” (VFG1-4). Another VTT interviewee said, “I feel very strongly that as I progress in 
my career I also need to give back in a sense. I have been the recipient of many faithful 
teachers and helping hands and friends and family that have aided me in achieving my 
goals. If I can help others do that, that is my honor” (VI-4).   
Travel and music. According to one VTT focus group member, volunteers were 
motived to join DMI because “music for all our volunteers is a passion if not a career 
choice and also there is an interest in international travel” (VFG1-1). Other VTT focus 
group members personalized this sentiment by saying he/she volunteers because it 
combines his/her love of travel and music (VFG1-2; VFG1-3). This differs slightly from 
most volunteer tourism literature (Fredricks et al., 2004; Olsen et al., 2017) in that these 
skilled volunteer tourists are engaged with a volunteering program that is within the 
realm of their career choice.  
Destination attractiveness. When adult residents and program youth were asked 
why they think (all) volunteers choose to travel to Tanzania, many shared volunteer 
tourist motives were associated with destination attractiveness. This concurs with 
previous studies that have found destination attractiveness motivates volunteer tourists 
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(Olsen et al., 2018). Some adult residents and program youth suggested volunteer tourists 
come to Moshi because of the “tourist attractions” (CI-9; CI-10), or “weather conditions” 
(YFG1-5).  Others said many volunteers are drawn to Tanzania because Tanzania is a 
“famous country” (YFG1-1), known for “peace” (YI-7; YFG1-3) and “cooperation” (CI-
13) with other countries, particularly the “good relationship between America and 
Tanzania” (YI-7). Several community residents shared their opinion that DMI volunteer 
tourist teachers specifically come to Tanzania because the Mpingo tree is only found 
growing in their country (CI-8; YFG1-1; YFG2-9). Although the Mpingo may grow in 
other areas in the world, this concurs with previous research on how valuable the tree is 
to instrument players (Jenkins, Oldfield, & Aylett, 2002) because the slow-growing 
Mpingo’s ebony colored wood used to make professional clarinets predominantly grows 
in Tanzania.  
Mzungu influence. Some study participant data revealed there may be a 
connection to DMI because the Mzungu (foreign white person) influence on community 
members. This theme of Western “white person” influences on a global South 
community concurs with several studies in international volunteer tourism literature 
(Bandyopadhyay & Patil, 2017; Canton & Santos, 2009; Chambers & Buzinde, 2015; 
Palacios, 2010). One adult resident voiced he/she was connected with DMI because they 
are “coming from America” (CI-9). This same adult resident continued by sharing, “If 
you come from America and plant the tree there [at the planting site] and come and see 
there is no tree, shame on us” (CI-9). Another adult resident interviewee said he/she was 
“not sure why [DMI] ask me [to host an event] but once they come to me I said yah, I 
have the space here, so you can do it if you like” (CI-2).  
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The theme of foreign white person influence was evident in an interview with an 
adult resident outsider who shared, “Tanzanians will in general believe an international 
over a national” (CI-3). This same adult resident outsider, adding an interesting 
perspective to this conversation continued, 
And the same is true in our Western culture. If someone has come from Africa we 
want to hear their stories about the animals in Africa because they must know 
more than the guy who has studied zoology for 4 years in a local school (CI-3). 
A program youth representative after being asked what subjects classmates are interested 
in, vocalized, “I think they would choose music if the teacher is not like...African” (YI-
1). When probed further by the researcher asking would he/she listen to the researcher if 
she taught a subject at their school, this respondent continued by saying,  
[They] would listen to you like [sigh] (he/she made a sound effect like they were 
“in awe”). Because three years ago, DMI told me continue teaching the music 
after they go home. And I was kind of trying because I was telling the students at 
Korongoni, like after class, we have one hour to practice...and I am telling 
everyone to come. 4:30 pm we have class for music everyone should be there. 
They don’t come, only a few of them” (YI-1). 
Two VTTs appeared to suggest how influential their relationship was with program 
youth. The first said, “They just play their hearts out, and see how happy we are, and they 
realize this is what makes us happy” (VFG1-3), and the second concurred by saying 
students in the program are “wanting to do anything to make you happy” (VFG1-2). 
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Skilled music teachers. When asked why volunteer tourists travel to Tanzania, 
some program youth said they come to “share something [they know] to give to someone 
else” (YI-1). In reference to DMI volunteer tourist teachers, they come “to teach music” 
(YFG1-2; YFG2-6) because “Tanzania has few (or no) teachers” (YFG2-8; YI-7).  A 
number of program youth study participants indicated they were engaged with the 
nonprofit because of VTT musical “skills” (YFG2-7), or “qualifications” (YFG2-8). As 
one youth focus group member shared, a desirable trait of a VTT is he/she “should be 
professional on the instrument that he/she is teaching” (YFG1-2). One adult resident 
added a caveat to volunteer tourist activity in the community by saying all volunteer 
tourists “need [a] proper document to share [with] someone that they have the knowledge 
that this is what he is coming to do” (CI-2). Some volunteers tend to take on the role of 
expert in a global South community project (Arce, 2003; Brocklesby & Fisher, 2003; 
Escobar, 2011), when in fact they are not trained to do so (Guttentag, 2009; Palacios, 
2010; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Wearing, Benson & McGehee, 2016). 
Self-benefit. A community member’s connection to DMI may be through self-
benefit motives such as enjoyment, educational, or economic reasons. Several study 
participants said they thought program youth were motivated to join because they got to 
do this “cool” (YI-1; VI-4), “skill-set thing where they go on trips” (VI-4).  A program 
youth interviewee said one motive he/she had for connecting with DMI was because they 
could “play this {instrument] in band” (Y1-1). A program youth study participant was 
“happy because I get knowledge that I can play any song I like” (YFG2-8).  
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One adult resident said he/she was motivated to join DMI because “I have learned 
a lot of things like how to conserve the environment because they don’t just teach music, 
they sometimes teach environmental conservation. I like that because of that” (CI-11). 
This supports literature on volunteer tourist educational fulfillment motives for 
volunteering (Olsen et al, 2018). An adult resident outsider, pondering as to what the 
motives of a local conservationist would be to get involved with DMI questioned, are 
they “interested in the music, or is that just a nice bonus on the side because it opens up a 
new market? Money, support, everything, it’s quite strategic” (CI-12). 
Commitment. The theme of commitment, one indicator of emotional engagement 
(Brodie et al., 2013), appeared in all study participant data in the form of dedication and 
passion. Uncommitted program participants may appear under the theme of lack of 
seriousness. The frustration with uncommitted program youth, who may not be serious 
about their playing, appeared in both VTT responses and data from program youth focus 
groups.  
Dedication, passion, and persistence. Adult resident and program youth 
interviewees were invited to reply to the question: What constitutes the best volunteer for 
this community or what qualities a volunteer tourist teacher should possess? Some 
answers relate to the theme of dedication and passion and appears as the dedication 
indicator in emotional engagement literature (Seppala et al., 2009; Schaufeli et al., 2006). 
One adult resident interviewee said volunteer tourists “must be passionate about a 
community project or their project” (CI-11). A second adult resident and one program 
youth participant pointed out they should have “love” (CI-13; YFG2-5), while a third 
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adult resident interviewee said a perfect volunteer is “serious with what they have come 
[to do]” (CI-9).  
With respect to DMI teachers more specifically, a program youth responded by 
saying, “I think one who listens to the student’s needs” (YI-7). When probed further as to 
what he/she meant by student’s needs, he/she replied “for example, if I have a certain 
song [I’d like to learn], I want to have the teacher play that certain song for me. They 
recommend [it], and I can try and do that” (YI-7). The program youth’s example might 
also be a type of commitment considered as an investment in learning indicator of 
cognitive engagement (Greene, 2015).  
A VTT focus group participant echoed ideals put forth by adult residents and 
program youth, based on dedication and passion they see in their fellow volunteer tourist 
teachers by sharing, 
I know students here play the clarinet and they want to go to university for it and I 
know [two volunteer teachers] help them with the process as much as they can. 
[One] has a meeting with a student to help them set up an email account to apply 
to university for music, so I that’s something really awesome that we do because 
it’s not like “here’s this instrument, I hope you like it, bye”...you know what I 
mean, it’s like “I’m so glad you love it, I love it too”, “Do you want to pursue 
this, I will help you in any way that I can (VFG1-4).  
A VTT personalized their dedication to the students by suggesting, “we are here to be a 
mentor and to help them” (VFG1-2).  
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 In terms of passion and dedication relating to program youth commitment, there 
appeared numerous examples in study data relating to this theme. When questioned if 
he/she was supported by parents or guardians to participate in DMI a program youth 
responded by laughing and saying, 
Ha-ha, this is funny. The first time I joined DMI, my mom, she didn’t completely 
agree with me. She was fighting with me every time I was going to class. After 
school class you have to be home. Ah man (this was not good). How can I 
convince her to let me go? So, I started to sneak out ... I am going to town 
mom...So I did that for one year. Then the next year, I convince her this is good 
(YI-1).  
Probed further as to his/her mom’s reason the youth replied, “Nothing. But that’s why I 
did not stay home. If she had a reason, but if she had no reason, there was no reason to 
stay home” (YI-1). For some program youth, who are chosen but may not have access to 
instrument yet, one VTT interviewed suggested, “if [program youth] just persist and keep 
showing up, maybe there will be an instrument for you” (VI-4). These two examples 
indicate individual dedication and passion to the program, and an example of the 
cognitive engagement indicator of effort or persistence (Greene, 2015).  
One VTT shared a photo he/she took for the PGPE focus group saying he/she 
admired students who “are [at the school] early and....stay late, and they are still playing 
their instruments [after we leave] and that is the coolest thing” (VTFG2-1). He/she 
indicated many program youth not only dedicate their time to practice before VTTs arrive 
for class and stay after they leave but are found rehearsing during classroom breaks too 
(See Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 Dedicated to practicing 
Another pictorial example came from the researcher during the final moments of 
observation at Majengo primary school (See: Table 2: Site 1a). This photo shows 
program youth lingering to take self-initiated notes after the class was over (See Figure 
9). Study data revealed the theme of dedication and passion appears to be related to the 
behavioral engagement indicator of time on task (Appleton et al., 2008). 
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Figure 9 Note taking 
Lack of seriousness. A few program youth voiced it was “lack of seriousness of 
some students” that frustrated them during the process of participating with DMI (YFG1-
4: YFG1-7; YFG1-2). One program youth expanded his/her frustration with lack of 
committed program youth classmates by saying,    
The thing that disappointed me are the students in school for example, now that I 
am out of school, I am asking other students to come and help me...to dig some 
holes (when we are planting trees)...to cooperate...to see that I am not the only 
person from DMI, but there are other students. We can come there and we can 
play the music. So, they are not participating like that. So, this is disappointing 
(Y1-1). 
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Group Cohesion. Several study participants suggested a connection to DMI was 
through a cohesive bond developed between music-focused program members. One adult 
resident observed “for those who want to be in [the group], they like [to] because they 
saw you guys playing” (CI-12), while another adult resident said they “see that [DMI] 
gives [the students] pride in being part of a group, a club if you will” (CI-6). Volunteer 
tourist teachers tend to like the connective aspect of being “with people on a musical 
level” (VFG1-1), who, in terms of VTTs, are “required...to be really strong team players” 
(VI-6). One VTT said that VTT background checks is somewhat made easier because “I 
always have a connection with [volunteer teachers] somehow. It’s the clarinet world, I 
know their teacher...there’s always a connection” (V1-4).  
Musician identity. Two VTTs shared a theme related musician identity, one 
indication a program member is engaged in the program due to the phenomenon of group 
cohesion. One VTT shared, “I think our students find some kind of identity in being a 
musician” (VFG1-1), after being asked why they thought program youth are engaged 
with the program. The idea of identifying as a musician was captured through a photo 
taken by another volunteer teacher at the beginning of the summer (See Figure 10). This 
VTT instructed students to stand with their instruments and smile at the camera. When it 
was this student's turn she posed in the position in which the photograph highlights: arms 
raised, ready to play her viola. When asked why she chose to stand this way, she stated, 
"I am a musician." This is a different connection to a group than the “sense of belonging” 
indicator appearing in emotional engagement literature (Appleton et al., 2008). This 
student, as well as the students the earlier VTT suggested, are identifying as members of 
a close-knit music group (group cohesion) within the larger musician world. 
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Figure 10 I am a musician 
Program. Along with relationships, personal motives, and group cohesion 
connections related to engagement, participants are connected to DMI due to program 
curriculum, and tangible benefits. Some possible disengagement may occur due to the 
distance between program youth and location of instruction.  
Curriculum. This nonprofit’s educational program contains a particular 
pedagogical approach, content material, and sensory experiences that tend to engage 
program participants. The curriculum components have a strong connection to place-
based education as indicated in literature (Gallay, Marckini-Polk, Schroeder, & Flanagan, 
2016; Hart, 2013; Stauffer, 2009).  
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Pedagogical approach. When asked what type of curriculum DMI uses, one VTT 
said, “it is student-centered” (VTI-6). The DMI student-centered curriculum focus was 
highlighted in the literature review on pedagogical approaches to learning (Lee & 
Hannafin, 2016). 
Content material. More than half adult residents interviewed, as well as some 
program youth are engaged with DMI because of the conservation and environmental 
component of the education program (CI-8; CI-9; CI-10; CI-11; CI-12; CI-13; Y1-1; YI-
7; VFG1-5; VFG2-2; VFG2-9). One adult resident’s passion for the environment was 
evident during the researcher’s observational visit with them at the densely forested tree 
nursery DMI purchases Mpingo and fruit tree saplings from (See Table 2: Site 6; Figure 
11). Hidden from public view down a small hill and behind a row of houses, is the 
reforested area tenderly managed and maintained by this adult resident and other 
environmental conservationists of the Kiviwama Indigenous Tree nursery. On a partly 
cloudy July 10, 2017 morning, with air still crisp and ground damp from overnight rains, 
the researcher, a guest, and the adult resident met at Kiviwama to understand the tree 
business the adult resident manages. 
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Figure 11 Mpingo tree saplings 
Over the course of 1.5 hours, the adult resident patiently provided examples of 
aspects related to Kiviwama water table management (See Figure 10), educational 
practices, and the historical beginnings of conservation on that site (See Figure 11). The 
adult resident was very excited to share his/her four large poster sized photo boards and 
propped them up in the middle of small dirt filled path for the researcher and guest to 
view. It should be noted, during the observational visit Figures 11-13 were taken by the 
researcher. 
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Figure 12 Water management site 
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Figure 13 Historical photos 
During a one-on-one interview with this adult resident, he/she stated one of 
his/her goals for conservation is to “tell the government to find a place where [DMI] can 
plant [DMI] trees because these trees are gone now. Most of the people they cut them, 
but they don’t plant them” (CI-8). It was evident through visual observations of this adult 
resident’s care of Kiviwama, and voiced passion about tree management and business 
practices through interviewing data, that this adult resident is behaviorally and 
emotionally engaged with DMI due to the conservation component of the program. 
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Many other adult resident comments centered on the environmental component of 
DMI as an engagement point for them (CI-9; CI-11; CI-13) evident in the following 
quotes: “Through DMI I have learned a lot of things like how to conserve the 
environment” (C1-11); and “[I joined] so I can get to know the environment” (C1-13). 
An adult resident shared their thoughts on DMI conservation curriculum and Tanzanian 
government educational priorities by saying, 
There are priorities within the Education systems. Right, the Kilimanjaro 
education system has been doing fine in terms of environmental care, but there 
might be more priorities, like planting more trees, teaching students about how to 
take care of the environment, there might be some priorities within the regions, so 
in the Kilimanjaro region, that would be a very good project (DMI), teaching 
students how to plant trees and taking care of the environment (CI-10). 
It was apparent through conversing with program youth that many are connected to DMI 
because of DMI’s focus on environmental education (YFG1-4; YFG1-5; YFG2-2; 
YFG2-7). One program youth voiced DMI “teaches the environment that’s why I am in” 
(YFG1-4) where two other program youth focus group members said they like “to 
conserve the environment” (YFG2-7), and “learn about environment education” (YFG1-
5). One VTT shared “in order to teach environmental principles” they use “Project 
Learning Tree curriculum” because local environmental connections “don’t really tell us 
what to do” (VI-4).  
More than half of program youth respondents, and almost all VTTs interviewed, 
are engaged with DMI due to its’ curriculum focus on music. Program youth are 
connected with DMI because they like music (YFG1-10; YFG1-7; YFG1-1; YFG1-2; 
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YFG2-4; YFG2-1; YFG2-6; YFG2-2) in terms of knowledge or skill development 
(YFG1-1; YFG1-9), and the act of physically playing instruments (YFG1-1; YFG1-2; 
YFG2-7; YFG1-8). One program youth shared “music expresses the feelings” (YFG2-8), 
while another program youth indicated “music is a part of my life so I joined so I can 
learn it” (YFG1-9). VTTs specified aspects related to music genres, music content, and 
instrumental skill development that might be engaging program youth. One VTT said a 
focus on “Western music, or pop music, approved by [the] teacher” (VFG2-4) has been 
featured in DMI music curriculum, as well as the “Tanzanian National Anthem” (VFG2-
1), a variety of “Suzuki piece(s)” (VFG2-4), and simply “taking things that they 
know...and mixing genres” (VFG2-2). Almost all VTT musicians have been able to 
transpose and create new versions of favorite instrumental pieces for the students to play 
(VI-4; VI-6). A photo taken by one VTT that was shared in the PGPE focus group shows 
program youth engaged with a teacher through a demonstration on how to play the 
clarinet (See Figure 14). This VTT goes on to explain, 
This is my favorite photo! Here I am guiding a student who is working on 
embouchure and is engaged in the lesson through watching and listening to how 
to create the proper fundamentals. The second tier of engagement involves the 
students who were surrounding the lesson and actively listening to the student 
play. They even joined along and participated in some of the vocal activities I was 
having the student perform (VFG1-2). 
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Figure 14 Clarinet skill development 
Sensory experience. The nonprofit curriculum primarily uses senses of sound, 
touch, and sight to engage youth with the program. One VTT shared a photo he/she took 
that highlighted teacher and student engagement with each other through the touch 
sensory experience of tree planting (See Figure 15).  
I have this one from a tree planting...at Makumira university and that’s (student 
name). I don’t know (he) really melts your heart. I think at that time I was asking 
him, what kind of tree is this? What are we doing? Making sure he understood 
everything because he’s a little younger, I think he’s 4 or 5, it was just a candid 
moment that (another volunteer teacher) happened to capture [of engagement] 
(VFG1-3).  
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Figure 15 Tree planting with young program child  
Another VTT focus group member chose a photo based on the sensory experience of 
tree planting, which depicts teacher and student engagement through DMI conservation 
education curriculum. He/she said he/she chose the photo because “the student seems to 
be interested in the [science material] that is being taught by the teacher. Both [student 
and teacher] are absorbed in the lesson” (VFG1-4) (See Figure 16). 
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Figure 16 Tree planting discussion 
The music curriculum component of DMI tends to include many sensory 
experiences as well. According to one VTT study participant, DMI curriculum 
encourages the use of program youth voices to “sing songs, or (physical movement to) 
play games” (VFG2-2). Another volunteer tourist teacher said, “music is like imitation” 
(VFG1-3). Two program youth specifically mentioned how they “liked the sound” (Y1-
1) or “the music tone” (YFG1-3) of the instruments in terms of favorite aspects of DMI 
curriculum. One PGPE VTT focus group member shared a pictorial representative of 
engagement through the sensory experience of sound made through the instrument, and 
student attentiveness to imitating their teacher (See Figure 17). This VTT explained what 
was occurring in the photo by saying, “Here I am engaging students through call and 
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response. After listening to me perform, the students are invited to join [in]. They are 
engaged by listening to the sound they should be creating and then responding to what 
they heard” (VFG1-2). 
 
Figure 17 Clarinet call and response 
A photo taken by another VTT showcases a novel technique they used to visually show 
the presence of air made when blowing through the clarinet (See Figure 16). This picture 
highlights active program youth engagement with the lesson due to the teacher using a 
balloon to visually demonstrate air the instrument can produce (VFG2-1).  
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Figure 18 Clarinet balloons! 
A third VTT photo elicitation focus group member shared three photos representing a 
community child engaged in DMI music curriculum through sensory experience of the 
sound of violins being played by program youth in a classroom. It caused her stop and 
draw closer and closer, and almost into the classroom in which she could hear the 
instruments being played (VFG2-1) (See Figures 19, 20, and 21). 
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Figure 19 Listen 
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Figure 20 Listen and look 
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Figure 21 Look and want to come in 
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Tangible Benefits. According to international community development literature, 
community residents or organizations may connect with volunteer tourists or volunteer 
tourism organizations because of perceived benefits from hosting Western representatives 
in that community, such as environmental care (Beh et al, 2013) or education or training 
(Butcher & Smith, 2010). In terms of perceived community benefits of DMI they tend to 
be associated with economic and other benefits according to respondent data. Several 
participant motives to engage with DMI center on self-benefits could also be placed 
under this theme of DMI tangible benefits. With this in mind, the following examples are 
in an addition to what has already been discussed. 
Economic. One adult resident outsider said local organizations “like volunteers 
because they charge to have volunteers...the government said you are taking all these 
volunteers, why aren’t you taking medical students for their practical training? They had 
to honestly say they don’t bring us any money” (CI-12). A DMI adult resident said some 
community residents “don’t like volunteers because they might think that ah, if...we are 
here together...[interviewee] has been given some money...they (a jealous community 
resident) want to see it benefit themselves” (CI-9). One VTT said point blank “in terms 
of goals of the school, it looks good to having people come in ...when they are a White 
NGO because to a certain extent, there is money attached to that” (VI-4). 
Specifically referring to DMI, one adult resident interviewee indicated they are 
engaged with DMI because DMI VTTs “buy my goods and my product. They help me 
sell more things, they make people to make friends here...it’s something like an 
advertisement...[but] part of the income goes back into the community” (CI-2).  Another 
adult resident said, “I am benefiting [due to business reasons]” (C1-5). A volunteer 
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tourist teacher made a point that DMI is “not here to give you money, if you want money, 
go somewhere else” (VI-6).  
Other benefits. Some additional concrete benefits of DMI curriculum program for 
program youth are the field trips (YI-1; YFG1-7) and food (YI-1; YFG2-1). One program 
youth shared, due to DMI programming “I’ve had the chance to visit some tourist 
attractions” (Y1-7). An adult resident echoed this program youth’s statement by saying “I 
think the field trips [engage the students]” (CI-7). For two VTTs, they perceive a 
program benefit for program youth is that it “gives the students something to do” (VI-4; 
VI-6; VFG2-3).  
Distance. Although there some strong connection made to DMI due to curriculum 
components and perceived tangible benefits, some disengagement may occur due to long 
commute to the location in which DMI conducts the program (YI-7; YFG2-2; YFG2-6; 
YFG2-7; YFG2-9), or if the students move away (YFG2-1; YFG2-4). One program 
youth pointed out it is difficult to practice with other program youth because “we are too 
scattered, we live really far apart” (YI-7). Another program youth shared a safety aspect 
related to distance when stating “my problem is about transport because DMI pay for our 
transport but some people they don’t drop off to their home...if other people know what is 
in that box they might steal it” (YFG2-9). 
Communication 
The second major theme coming out of participant data is related to concept of 
communication. This next section will discuss aspects related to communication through 
themes related to various participants and then through the program itself. 
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Participant. Study participants tend to be engaged in DMI because of themes 
generated from data that are associated with participant communication (personality, 
collaboration, and cultural norms). Although these individual and/or collective themes 
might be considered jointly, for ease of understanding they are discussed separately.  
Personality. Some study participants shared communication factors related to 
personality (externally motivated, favoritism, and forgetfulness) that might engage, or 
disengage, program members.  
Externally motivated. A personality related example of externally motivated 
program youth was mentioned by one program youth when answering the interview 
question why students don’t practice. They reflected and shared, “it’s like most of the 
students like to be coached everything...it’s like they don’t do anything until someone 
tells them to do” (YI-1). The personality theme of externally motivated may be linked 
with the engagement contextual factor of motivation (Appleton et al., 2008; Fredricks et 
al., 2004; Greene, 2015; Ryan & Patrick, 2001; Skinner & Belmont, 1993).  
Favoritism. The theme of favoritism appeared in adult resident and program 
youth data. One youth focus group member shared that his/her frustration with the 
program is at times related to some teachers being “fair, if someone knows better than 
others, teachers being favored with him more than the other” (YFG2-6). Another 
program youth echoed his/her focus group colleague’s responses by stating, “some 
teachers they only communicate with only one person more than they communicate with 
other [students]” (YFG2-1). When asked by the researcher how are DMI children and 
youth chosen, an adult resident responded, “whoever has relatives or favorites, those ones 
who want to learn clarinet, they get picked” (CI-3).  
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Forgetfulness. One personality trait that may disengage program members relates 
to forgetfulness. When responding to a frustration they’ve experienced with the program, 
one program youth shared that “some of my friends said that the teacher would do this, 
and this and this...and they might not know something and they would say they would tell 
them later, but then they would forget” (YI-1). 
Collaboration. According to the earlier engagement definition one of the basic 
elements of engagement is collaboration (Alexander and Bakir, 2011), and collaboration 
is also an indicator of the behavioral dimension of engagement (Järvelä et al., 2016). A 
discussion or focus on collaboration with community members appears in community 
development, tourism, and volunteer tourism literature (Eversole, 2010; Hustedde, 2009; 
Jamal & Getz, 1995; McGehee & Andereck, 2009; Vogt et al, 2016; Westoby & Kaplan, 
2013), and is one key concept of sustainability (Albrecht, 2013; Devereux, 2008; 
Sharpley, 2000). This study’s participant data indicate program participants are engaged 
with DMI because of collaborative efforts between VTT and VTT, DMI and community, 
and Community with community. Collaboration can lead to community togetherness.  
VTT with VTT. Collaboration between volunteer tourist teachers occurs before 
departing for Tanzania, during the time teachers are in country, and after everyone arrives 
home according to interviewee and focus group data. One VTT focus group member 
shared that their VTT colleague had, before arriving in Tanzania, “personally invested a 
lot of time into her students (collegiate volunteer tourist teachers) and Suzuki training and 
workshops throughout the school year” (VTFG1-1). Half of VTTs interviewed indicated 
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sharing of program elements between volunteer tourist teachers resulting in, where 
appropriate, the adjustment of teaching techniques (VFG1-1; VFG2-2; VFG2-3; VI-4).  
DMI with community. The nonprofit collaborates, or seeks to collaborate, with 
community members (Moshi and USA) to create a working relationship with them. 
According to one VTT focus group member, “We’ve partnered indirectly with some 
[musicians]. Some we have paid, some have just showed up...We partner with the Police 
Academy Band and that is still a very good relationship” (VI-4). This same interviewee 
shared that collaborative efforts have not only been the result of DMI working in the 
community, but “our kids have gone out and met people and invited them in to 
collaborate with us” (VI-4). However, an adult resident outsider who was interviewed 
said he/she hadn’t heard about DMI “and I’ve been here 16 years...They are not reaching 
the expat community...I happen to know a tree-planting guy who is planting a million 
trees next February to save Kilimanjaro” (CI-3).  
Two adult residents interviewed gave examples of impacts of DMI collaborating 
with community teachers. One adult resident interviewee thought it “would be very good 
[for DMI] to involve Tanzanian teachers in the planning of lessons” because it would 
valuable when “seeking approval [from the government]” (CI-10). The other interviewed 
adult resident said, “It’s good for the supervisor to know what is going on...[and] 
Korongoni teacher knows what DMI is teaching in Science” (CI-11).  
Community partnerships may not only be considered with DMI community 
members but sought out with USA groups as well. One VTT focus group member 
suggested he/she thought “it would be cool if DMI could do some kind of mentoring or 
partnership with universities where we could send students to workshops or training or 
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Orff/Kodaly, something along those lines to learn more modeling or imitation skills” 
(VTFG1-1).  
Community with community. According to one adult resident interviewed, local 
teachers do collaborate with each other by saying, “I think they talk because they are in 
their office, they...talk to each other, so they plan their lesson” (CI-2). However there 
appears to be limited collaborative spirit between DMI partners, as noted by another adult 
resident, because  “there is...competition. Who does the best work in the Region? And 
you will probably get credits from the government and having credits from the 
government you can get directly from the donors...credit [is defined as] people will 
recognize your project...[through] information and testimonies” (CI-10).  
Community togetherness. Due to DMI’s cooperation or communication between 
students, or other people, and the community (CI-2; CI-13), many adult residents notice 
community togetherness as a result. Two interviewees shared “I think [DMI] opens 
[students] eyes to see...[DMI] working collaboratively” (CI-12), and that “music can 
foster a sense of community” (VI-4). An adult resident noticed when DMI holds concerts 
in public venues, it encourages community togetherness: “people are coming to listen to 
DMI...to know each other...so that is influence [of DMI]” (CI-2). A VTT interviewed, 
after being asked what is one of the most rewarding or enjoyable parts of being a 
participant with DMI so far, added to the importance of venue as a contributor of 
community togetherness, expressed,   
One rewarding moment was when...we held the first ever Open Mic. Night at 
Union (Café), this was when Union was very much a Mzungu place, and you 
would never see the students or their parents in the place...We made flyers, we put 
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them all over town, and one by one people who we never expected came in the 
door. This Christian rock band came and said can we sign up, from like 
Tennessee. Then Maasai warriors came in fully dressed and they said through 
Maasai, speaking to a Swahili person who then said to us in English they would 
like to perform. Our minds were blown. Maasai were just walking down the street 
and heard music and came up to the steps and said what is this? We want to 
perform, so they performed. Then we have this young, very White southern 
Christian performance group performing. Then we have this other church group 
from Moshi performing. It was the ultimate community event. It was so, here we 
are, we heard music happening. Just mind blown (VI-6). 
One VTT shared a photo depicting engagement of VTTs and program youth playing 
together after collaboratively preparing a song in a public performance venue (See Figure 
22). 
 
Figure 22 Collaboration 
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Cultural norms. The importance of understanding cultural norms as an aid to 
communication between program participants and as a contributor to engagement 
appeared in informant data. The cultural norms themes are preparedness training, cross-
cultural understanding, appreciation, translation, and time management.  
Preparedness training. All adult residents and VTTs program interviewed or who 
participated in a focus group indicated whether they had been prepared for their 
engagement with DMI with respect cultural awareness. Volunteer tourist music teachers 
are musically prepared to teach youth in any context, with a limited focus on cultural 
preparation. There was a volunteer information guidebook created for all volunteers in 
2017 (See: Appendix B), but the wording is primarily geared towards volunteer tourist 
music teachers. The need for pre-departure cultural awareness volunteer tourist training is 
a theme in some volunteer tourism literature (Hammersley, 2014: Tomazos & Butler, 
2009).  
As indicated earlier in this chapter under the theme “collaboration,” several 
volunteer tourist teachers suggested collaboration between DMI program music teachers 
occurs in some form prior to, during, or after their stay in Moshi. This collaboration 
prepares them to teach area students music. According to one VTT informant, there are 
“preemptive meetings before [VTTs] go, on Skype, on how we will teach, how do we 
teach, and what does that look like, and how can we build lesson plans. What curriculum 
is in place and what can we use?” (V1-4). Another VTT said preparation for Tanzania 
includes “debriefing in country and when we get home, [and] music planning for next 
year” (V1-6). Several volunteer teachers said they were prepared to teach due to their 
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individual musical training and experience, but as one volunteer noted “the language 
barrier honestly shocked me that I had such a hard time adjusting to it” (VFG1-3). 
Several adult residents strongly suggested all volunteer tourists should be 
prepared for local culture. According to one adult resident, “it’s really offensive to have 
short, shorts [in Moshi]” (CI-2). Another adult resident shared an instance where a tourist 
had limited “cultural information...One lady came from Europe...she put on the sandals, 
and simple clothes where the other guys had like boots. It’s like they were cheated like 
Africa is” (CI-10). In other words, this lady had not been informed as to the physical 
conditions she was going to encounter and as a result, was not properly clothed for her 
experience. This adult resident continued and provided a solution that there should be a 
local “designed orientation program before they come” (CI-10). In response to the 
question: How are volunteer teachers prepared to teach in your community? A third adult 
resident said volunteer tourists should learn Swahili because “some students may not 
know much about English” (CI-11). An adult resident outsider suggested local cultural 
preparedness training should include “a book or two on cross-cultural communications... 
(and)...every person who is going to teach with children should have a background check 
before they come” (C1-3).  
Many adult residents on the other hand, have not been given information about 
DMI before engaging with them. This may have to do with the fact, as discussed under 
the “relationships” theme earlier on in this chapter, that most adult residents joined DMI 
because of a relationship with an adult resident. When asked how he/she was prepared for 
his/her experience with DMI, one adult resident simply said, “They did not train me.” 
(CI5). Another adult resident in response to the same question voiced, “I did not know 
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what is the meaning, why they are going on here” (CI-2). This lead to personal 
embarrassment when asked by community members what the program is all about when 
they “actually don’t know” (CI-2). 
Cross-cultural understanding. Several program participants interviewed said 
communication between cultures has led to cross-cultural understanding. This appeared 
in the literature as one volunteer tourist motive to volunteer in the literature review 
(Hammersley, 2014; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Wearing & McGehee, 2013). An adult 
resident voiced he/she has liked volunteer tourists coming to Tanzania “because that is a 
way of sharing experience from America to Tanzania from Europe to Tanzania” (CI-9). 
A VTT focus group member on the other hand indicated although “We should be 
respectful of their culture, but I think the whole thing about us coming is teaching them 
about our culture” (VFG1-3). This comment suggests one benefit for community 
members has been VTTs share American culture with them.  
Two adult residents indicated it has not been just foreigners who share their 
experiences, but “sometimes when I am talking with the children...[VTTs] have to look at 
what I am doing and [VTTs] have to learn from [the adult resident] what they are doing” 
(CI-9). For one interviewed adult resident who not only “learn a lot from [VTTs]...but 
give them their own car and maybe in the future they will buy a car. So, they will have to 
know how to drive in Tanzania ...I am trying to let them explore the country and [do] 
some other things they can do [for] themselves” (CI-5). 
Appreciation. Cultural norms of the community should be a consideration when 
local residents communicate appreciation for gifts and services. Appreciation is one 
indicator of emotional engagement (Croom, 2014; Fredricks & McColskey, 2012). When 
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asked what the community does to show appreciation or gratitude for a gift they’ve been 
given, this program youth respondent replied, “culturally, we do thank you by words, but 
if you want to show someone you are very thankful, you buy something. Or you do like a 
small party. So, thank you like that, and we eat and drink” (YI-1). When asked has 
anyone thought about doing that for DMI, the respondent said “no, nobody” (YI-1). 
However, this same interviewee said, “I say thank you through words. But after the 
program, we always write a thank you letter for everyone” (YI-1). This was first initiated 
through the founder of DMI who “told us you have to write a thank you letter” (YI-1).  
 Some student-led effort by program youth was evident according to a VTT focus 
group member, when these youth “put on a concert with 3 or 4 songs for [some volunteer 
tourist teachers] before they left” (VFG1-1). Adding to this information by another VTT 
focus group member, the songs “were all in English and they don’t speak English. So, 
you can see the dedication and hard work” (VFG1-4) that went into it. The appreciation 
indicator appears to be linked to the behavioral engagement indicator of dedication 
(Seppala et al., 2009; Schaufeli et al., 2006). 
Translation. Several community members indicated there have been 
communication challenges due to language translation between Swahili and English. 
Even though DMI has “good communication” with several entities (CI-9), there might 
be, for example, “some misunderstandings” related to scheduling issues (CI-8). It appears 
some translation issues have occurred between DMI and parents of program youth (CI-5; 
CI-13: YI-1), concurring with literature on the issues related to translation between 
languages (Nomlomo & Vuzo, 2014; Shimpuku & Norr, 2012).  
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According to one program youth, a parent of this youth was hesitant to agree to 
his/her participation in DMI program because of miscommunication of sponsorship 
guidelines. The program youth continued, “They pay for my school fees only. That’s 
sponsorship. She didn’t understand this. At the end of the day she thought I would go to 
the United States and stay there” (Y1-1). Some of the communication issues might be 
more closely associated with cultural translation issues, rather than verbal translation 
issues. This seemed apparent during one adult resident conversation when they said “I 
was advising [DMI]...not to leave because they were thinking about leaving to another 
school. I advise them not to leave, to be patient” (CI-11). Other miscommunication issues 
are dealt with volunteer teacher tourists due to community and youth “time management” 
challenges as highlighted earlier in this chapter.  
Time management. On a negative note, community “time management” (VFG1-1) 
issues were a frustration for many interviewed volunteer tourist teachers. On the other 
hand, VTT “scheduling” issues (CI-8) was a source of frustration with one adult resident 
interviewee. According to a VTT, a steady stream of “people just walking in” (VFG1-2) 
was recognized as a cultural norm, but as another volunteer tourist teacher voiced, 
“chances are you (the student) are going to work in the tourism industry at some point of 
your life here, and if you are not on Mzungu time, you are not going to have happy 
clients, and then you are not going to last very long” (VFG1-1). Grabowski, Wearing and 
Small (2016) noted “when a volunteer tourist engages with a host community in another 
culture he/she experiences time differently...a tourist who is more rigid in terms of time 
function may find this to a be a negative experience, viewing the host society as 
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inefficient and unreliable” (p. 27). This appears to be consistent with VTT informant 
data. 
Program. In addition to participant communication elements of individual 
personalities, collaboration, and cultural norms, participants are engaged through 
communication of the program’s purpose, musical language, and if community 
knowledge is sought. Due to their excitement about DMI, many program youth 
participate in advertising the program to the community as well. 
Purpose. Communication through a clearly defined purpose is an engagement 
factor according to informant data. They should contain clear objectives that may also 
assist DMI with Tanzanian government approval. 
Clear objectives. An adult resident outsider, with years of experience as an 
international volunteer and affected by volunteer tourism activity in the Moshi 
community, indicated there was no problem with an international community 
development program if it has “a special project and objectives, and it’s clear what they 
are trying to do” (CI-12). He/she passionately continued by saying objectives must be 
“discrete, it’s definable what they are going to do. But it’s part of handover objectives at 
the end...you are coming to do this but you must finish what you started” (CI-12). 
According to a DMI adult resident participant, clearly defined program objectives were 
necessary for “customers and staff...[because] some are coming... to see their playing at 
Open Mic. Night but they don’t know why they do this” (CI-2). For another adult 
resident, “I know benefits of DMI is they want to teach the kids, to understand the 
music...I do not know what are the benefits (for the teachers)” (C1-5). 
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Government approval. A DMI adult resident member shared, “when I was 
seeking an approval letter, a recognition letter from the Regional office, the other guy had 
asked me, could you show me the lesson plan for the clarinet or how are you teaching 
classes...I said I am not sure, we have curriculum, and [DMI] must have curriculum. So, I 
asked [DMI], at some point could you share the curriculum with the Regional? (CI-10). 
When probed further on who is the “Regional”, this respondent said, “he is the Regional 
Community Development Officer, he is the one who is giving recognition letters for 
community organizations when they want to be recognized.” (CI-10). Clear program 
objectives according to this interviewed adult resident would assist DMI in obtaining 
approval for Tanzanian nonprofit status in the country. 
Music and Language.  Due to DMI music curriculum centered on imitation and 
movement, indicated under the sensory experience section earlier in this chapter, music 
also appears to assist program youth with English acquisition. One adult resident shared 
in astonishment the linkage he/she found between DMI music classes and English 
language acquisition. He/she expounded by revealing, “I go to this (music) class, I go to 
that [music] class and I come back and asked [VTTs] if there was any problem with 
communication. They say no. I recognized with our children they understand the 
[English] language [because of music] more than we were teaching English lesson in our 
classes” (CI-9). Later on, this participant continued, students “understand [VTTs], 
[VTTs] are talking and just showing the action and [program youth] have to take it.  So, 
the communication is not a problem for this year even for those who are playing those 
clarinets” (CI-9).  This observation was echoed by two VTTs who said students are given 
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an “exposure to English” (VFG2-3), “which is a barrier to education, their ability to 
speak and write improves by being around us” (VI-4). 
Community Knowledge. Volunteer tourism research looking at the negative 
effects of volunteer tourism, has revealed one problematic assumption volunteer tourists 
may have, in that “they know better than [the community]” (Palacios, 2010, p. 863). In 
this case study, participants voiced how respect for community knowledge and using 
program elements to encourage program youth to program youth teaching may engage 
community members with the DMI. 
Respect. Several adult residents and VTTs shared how respect for local 
knowledge should be, and is, considered when planning for a volunteer tourism program. 
One adult resident, when interviewed on what constitutes a good volunteer, indicated 
international community development programs “have to be very, very sensitive with 
what they are coming to do” (CI-2). This same interviewee went on to add, “Why 
somebody (a foreign organization) comes from so far away with the same idea [as us]? 
(CI-2). A second adult resident echoed this by suggesting, “It matters how the teachers, 
they acquire Tanzanian curriculum. Like you come and teach us Science, but that we tell 
you this is our curriculum. How would you acquire that, how would you implement that 
in our schools? Teachers can teach anywhere, but what matters is the knowledge that you 
are delivering to them” (CI-10). In their interview, a third adult resident simply pointed 
out that “respect...for the people in the community” (CI-13) is important when 
considering program development.  
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Two VTTs shared ways in which DMI integrates local culture into the music 
component of program curriculum, providing an indication that there is respect for the 
cultural music context in which this program is taking place. There appears to be linkages 
to place-based education mentioned earlier in this chapter under the theme “Curriculum 
Content Material.” The first VTT representative indicated, when creating music element 
of DMI programming, “to me soundscapes are really important...the soundscape of 
Tanzania is based on American Hip Hop sometimes, but also the sound called 
Bongoflava, which is like this version of Hip Hop merged with Swahili” (VI-4). Another 
VTT shared how frustrating it had been to deal with music critiques of DMI curriculum 
by expressing, “I can’t tell you how much crap I got from people in the States for forcing 
my Western music on them. I’m sorry, but I walked into Moshi and I hear J Lo and P 
Diddy, so I’m pretty sure the West got here before I did” (VI-6).  
Communicating with local conservation experts has been the basis of the 
conservation component of DMI since it was formed, according to several community 
members and VTTs interviewed (VI-4; VI-6; VFG1-1; YI-1; CI-5, CI-8; CI-9). There has 
been a concentrated effort to solicit local conservationist advice even if their assistance, 
at times, wavers (VI-4; VI-6). However, when questioned why DMI brings in VTTs, who 
are not skilled conservationists, one volunteer teacher replied, the tree nursery manager 
“is a busy man” (VFG2-1). Another volunteer teacher said DMI conservationists bring in 
knowledge that locals would not know about (VFG2-4). After being asked who 
contributes to planning DMI curriculum, an adult resident shared their interpretation of 
what this question meant to them by saying,  
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The teachers help. For example, when we go to the school, we have to 
communicate with the teachers. Normally what they do is teach the music after 
classes. The school compound, there is a guard. There are teachers who have to 
close the gate and whatever. So, we have to communicate and ask them, for 
example, for holidays, we ask teachers to ask kids if it will be possible for field 
trip. So, the kids ask their parents, and we give them number, we ask teacher, how 
many will be allowed from their parents to come to the field trip? So, they ask 
their parents, and they came and teacher writes the note (CI-5).  
When the researcher sought clarification by stating, “schoolteachers manage the students 
for DMI but DMI makes the music lessons,” this adult resident replied “yes” (CI-5).   
Program youth to program youth teaching. On June 28, 2017 I walked onto the 
Majengo primary school campus for the first time to observe program youth and 
volunteer tourist teachers participating in the program (See Table 2: Site 1a). The front 
brush and tree-surrounded courtyard was filled with young to older children in varying 
degrees of school uniforms consisting of white head coverings matched with white or 
blue tops and blue or beige-bottoms. Some children were in plain street clothes. They 
laughed as they played self-led games of soccer or jump rope, or running games led by 
white-skinned adults. Several older children appeared to be reading under trees and on 
the grassy lawn either individually or in small groups. It was still considered summer 
vacation according to local calendars (See Figure 23, taken by researcher). 
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Figure 23 School court yard 
Inside the first observation classroom were a few program youth casually putting 
clarinets together and softly blowing into them. The classroom had three large meshed 
screened windows facing the count yard and three opened to the back of the school. The 
air was filled with soft smoke wafting from regular trash and debris burns around Moshi. 
Class began with one VTT telling the students “once your stand is put together...can you 
get together to [tune our instruments].” After a short period of class time, a young black-
skinned man entered the classroom and quietly took his place amongst the students. 
Without saying a word, this young man later understood to be an older more experienced 
program youth, assisted VTTs by modeling clarinet techniques for his younger 
colleagues. Although possibly subtle in terms of impacts of an experienced program 
youth assisting younger DMI children with class lessons, this type of interaction appeared 
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to deepen engagement of both the older and younger program youth participants due to 
the action of peer (program youth to program youth) teaching. 
Two VTTs shared information based on DMI’s curriculum that includes program 
youth to program youth teaching. The first one said, “We also do a lot of peer to peer 
teaching. So, once I know one student has it, I can send those two students off...to get 
things done” (VI-4). The other VTT purposely shared a photo during a PGPE focus group 
that depicted student engagement through the act of program youth to program youth or 
in their words “peer teaching” (VFG2-4). This teacher selected this day’s lesson activity 
featuring experienced program youth teaching new program youth instrumental 
techniques on the clarinet (See Figure 24). 
Figure 24 Program youth to program youth teaching 
Advertising. A VTT shared insights on how DMI communicates their nonprofit’s 
existence to the Moshi community, by stating, “people have heard about us, we’ve been 
around long enough. There are kind of two different sides to the Moshi community. One 
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would be the local side and the other is this Mzungu (White people, expats) community. 
We know [Mzungu] community because we’ve been there long enough” (VI-4). For a 
program youth interviewee, a rewarding aspect of DMI for him/her is because he/she is 
“communicating with other students...[He/she] go to other schools, playing music, 
planting trees. Make DMI expanding for others. We are here. We existed” (YI-1). 
Another program youth suggested a form of advertising occurs “when we play at union 
(Café) we advertise ourselves that we exist in we have this program of music so people 
get to know us” (YFG1-5). One adult resident shared some ideas related to advertising, 
when asked what suggestions they have for DMI by stating: 
They could have a Facebook page and go in and post things they have done like 
field trips. Media. I work with media a lot. This is how to rise to the top. Because 
people read magazines, people watch TV and documentaries. But we have to pay 
you on that. So, in any work that I do, or any activities, I have to put a media cost. 
For example, DMI took students, and DMI is doing a very good job I tell you, but 
we are not publishing their work. We have very nice writers that write magazines. 
They could write we know of a music organization in Kilimanjaro who plants 
trees, and they do a great job. Or TV, people see you planting Mpingo trees. Very 
interesting and it only costs US $50. Calling for the three of them: one for TV, 
one for magazine ... people write very nice things. They could have something 
like that in their budget when they come. Like the performance they are doing 
here [at the Café] (CI-10). 
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Hope 
Hope was the third major theme emerging from informant data contained within 
the engagement framework. Although linked to research on desiring for a better future 
(Majno, 2012) and the cognitive engagement indicator future aspirations (Appleton et al., 
2006), the concept of hope is a different from what materialized in the literature review. 
This section will discuss the theme hope through the participant and program components 
of DMI while remembering they tend to overlap one another. 
Participant. The theme of hope occurred in program study data compiled under 
the participant subthemes of student selection, belief structure, responsibility, and 
community support.   
Student selection. Elements of the hope theme were found in community member 
informant data, through answers to the question how students are chosen to participate in 
DMI. One adult resident said, “They choose those particular students who can understand 
fast...[because]...they can be an [DMI] ambassador to other people as well” (CI-2). 
Students who are selected but there may not be enough instruments, “take any 
opportunity that is given” (CI-12) because “there is a good chance for that offer to be the 
center of the chance for the students to play music” (CI-9), according to another. An adult 
resident outsider thought DMI is going to “find that child who has that voice that’s 
exceptional...they become a little famous going through the years as the singing leader 
because they got it in them” (CI-3). A program youth summed up the feelings of several 
of their program youth’s reason for being in DMI by stating, “Most of us joined because 
we started school [and the head master] choose students to join in...we just join but we 
didn’t know what it is” (YFG1-1). Even though some students at the time did not know 
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what DMI was all about, adults chose students for DMI because they saw hope, not only 
for students but for through DMI program. 
Belief structure. Hope may be generated from an individual’s inner belief 
structure that will indicate their course of action. Individual belief structures seem to 
signify hope in three adult residents and one volunteer tourist teacher who were 
interviewed. One adult resident shared a story when replying to a question if there was 
parent jealousy if his/her child is not chosen to be part of the DMI program, 
If it is not us, you cannot force to be us...you can say in Swahili ‘Bahati’ 
(luck)...my child is not lucky to be that part...my child was not given [a 
chance]...don’t worry, that was not our lucky. Something good is coming to our 
lives...my child studied well, and she now [studies] in university (CI-2).  
After being asked his/her goal for his/her business a second adult resident declared, “I 
told [the government] my goal is to produce 10,000 trees” (CI-8). Young children may 
hope that a volunteer tourist will return, an adult resident outsider said, “They can be 
thinking their teachers will come because they are not thinking they left and they don’t 
remember” (CI-2). One VTT interviewed has an altruistic motive to volunteer that is 
related to the theme of hope: “I have been the recipient of many faithful teachers and 
helping hands and friends and family that have aided me in achieving my goals. If I can 
help others do that, that is my honor” (VI-4). 
Responsibility. Through informant data, it appears one aspect of hope is linked to 
VTT and program youth taking responsibility for program youth’s future wellbeing. 
Volunteer tourist teachers job, according to one VTT interviewed, “is not only in the 
moment, but for the future to be successful. So, if we didn’t help them with their future 
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goals, we wouldn’t be doing our job” (VFG1-2). Another VTT focus group member 
shared,  
We might look like the bad guys saying, ‘you have to be right on time, you have 
to be early to be right on time’ but I think it is good training for them to see before 
they get off into the real world so to speak” (VFG1-1).  
One program youth shared when asked why DMI comes to Tanzania said, “I heard some 
teachers say our goal is to build an orchestra in Tanzania. Because [there is an] orchestra 
in Kenya, so my focus here is to make an orchestra, to make music, to teach music” (YI-
1). It might seem according to this interviewee, that DMI management goals are linked to 
their responsibility of creating a Tanzanian orchestra with the hope of providing an 
opportunity for DMI program youth to play in it. Other aspects of responsibility lay with 
DMI teachers, according to an adult resident, who should encourage older experienced 
program youth to “teach the little kids there, and also in Korongoni too, they have one 
day teaching music class for themselves” (CI-5).  
Community support. DMI supports the community by giving adult residents and 
program youth hope through program activities in the community. According to a 
program youth, the choice of performance venue, for example, “can help us pursue our 
dreams and give us opportunities...because people come (to this venue). The community 
sees what we are doing” (YI-7). The act of giving trees for free to community members 
encourages community engagement with DMI “because they’ve taken the trees and they 
go to the environment surrounding and plant it at home and given an education on how to 
preserve them, how to plant, how to take care of it. And the use of it after 80 (years) 
comes this instrument” (CI-9). Gratitude for a child from their community chosen to 
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engage with DMI is evidenced in two adult residents responses who said, “if my 
neighbor’s child has chosen to do that, then I can be happy as well” (CI-2), because “they 
are so thankful that one child [from the community] got the opportunity” (CI-3).  
Program. Hope for a better future tends to be associated with program 
sustainability, program youth attainment of employment, a career and for future 
educational opportunities as a result of engagement with the DMI program. 
Sustainability. Sustainability of programming is an important aspect of 
community development appearing in a substantial amount of literature reviewed 
(Albrecht, 2013; Devereux, 2008; Sharpley, 2000), and also noted under the theme of 
“Collaboration” earlier in this chapter. The issue of sustainability of DMI programming 
was revealed in data from several study participants interviewed and may be linked to the 
concept of hope. One program youth participant who replied to the question what 
happens to your program when DMI goes home, said, “everything stops...what I would 
like after DMI goes home is to make a program to continue for the rest of the year” (YI-
1). An adult resident offered further insight due to their job experience, by indicating 
sustainable programs have “permanent employees who do it throughout...because the 
people who do it live here all the time. They do follow up...you don’t need a foreigner to 
do that” (CI-12). A direct statement from one adult resident outsider, however, cautioned, 
“DMI has to be careful. Do not do this (program) and then suddenly withdraw” (CI-12). 
Three additional adult residents offered solutions to encourage program 
sustainability that have linkages to hope for the community. The first of these said it 
could be achieved through “the frequency of presence of DMI in TZ...because [when] 
DMI is not here, who organizes the classes?” (CI-10). The second adult resident 
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suggested DMI should train local teachers because “when [DMI] go back home, then the 
Tanzanian teacher be standing there, and would probably continue” (CI-11), whereas a 
third adult resident suggested DMI should include “follow up” procedures (CI-12). 
However, DMI has been making efforts to sustain the program through follow up 
procedures according to one VTT, but “none in which are super successful” (VI-4). 
Comments made from two other VTT focus group members suggest they “monitor the 
students” (VFG2-2) when not in country through electronic means such as “Email via 
Facebook: do you have this music, are you practicing?” (VFG2-3). 
Employment, Career, and Education. Almost all program youth interviewed, as 
well as numerous community residents and some VTTs, said many program youth are 
engaged in DMI because they see beyond the momentary benefits this organization 
brings to their lives. Program youth have hope in obtaining DMI employment, a career as 
a musician or environmentalist or hope for further educational opportunities because of 
their engagement with the DMI program. 
DMI employment. One VTT said they found many instances of Korongoni 
program youth writing sentiments on classroom chalkboards indicating they hope to be 
employed as DMI teachers in the future (VI-4). This concurs with an adult resident who 
said students hope “they will be part of DMI forever because they see this help me 
much...“They can give me some employment” (CI-11). Several program youth voiced 
they want to “be part of DMI forever” (YFG2-8) because they can see their “future 
through DMI” (YFG2-3; VFG2-1; YFG1-3) because they may give me an “opportunity 
of a job” (YFG2-6). In response to what does the engagement mean to you, for example, 
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one adult resident outsider replied, “Does that mean they are going to...for the rest of 
your life, are they going to give you a job?” (CI-12). 
Musician. Several interviewees said hope for program youth tends to be 
associated with employment as a musician due to their musical training through DMI. 
According to two adults residents, program youth may be engaged with DMI because “it 
might help me in the future [to] maybe be a musician” (CI-11) or hope that “even those 
music stars they can be like other people who start like DMI” (CI-2). Two program youth 
simply said, DMI “gives hope if you want to be a musician” (YFG1-7), and “I like music 
and in my future; I want to be a musician” (YFG2-6). Finally, two VTTs provided 
examples on student hope, by sharing, “We have three or four students who are interested 
in joining the Police Academy Band” (VFG1-1) or would like to become a “cello 
teacher” (VFG2-4). 
Environment. Three community members have been given hope through the 
conservation component of DMI programming. An adult resident said, “Trees will be 
[harvestable] after some years” (CI-9) so there will be an economic benefit for the 
community due to the DMI activity of planting trees. For a program youth, knowledge 
gained through DMI conservation education has “encouraged me to continue learn and 
protect the environment” (YFG1-2). Another program youth elaborated on his/her 
classmate’s answer by stating, 
The good thing about conservation, it teaches us about keeping the environment 
clean. So, we practice, on a field trip, they teach us you don’t have to throw the 
trash on the ground, or the plastic trash on the ground because they do not 
decompose. So not only the tree (or planting) but also for the trash for the 
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environment because you have to keep the environment clean. So, for a bottle of 
water, after I finish it, I have to keep it. It’s in my life, it is changing me. So DMI 
come, and the teacher teaches, you have to keep the environment clean. Then it is 
in your life (YI-1). 
Education. Through their engagement with the DMI program, many program 
youth hope to pursue further education by attending university. Some program youth, 
according to a VTT focus group member, may become interested in pursuing an 
environmental concentration such as “forestry major” (VFG2-4). Several students hope to 
be given a chance to be enrolled in the music program at Tumaini University Makumira 
due to partnerships DMI has with them (VI-4; VI-6; VFG1-4; VFG2-3). And even if they 
are not enrolled in Makumira, they “can join a school band when I am in university” 
according to one program youth interviewed. One program youth has gone onto 
university because of the hope they were given to further their education through DMI, 
according to one VTT who said, “right now she is going to university for journalism and 
she’s written blog posts for us and um, she’s totally on board” (VFG1-1). 
Youth Impacts of Engagement 
This final section applies previous themes of engagement to answer the central 
research question: What are impacts of participant engagement in a volunteer tourism 
youth education program for program youth? They are organized to specifically reflect 
youth impacts (emotional benefits, expertise, musician identity, and hope) of participant 
engagement in DMI.  
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Emotional Benefits.  One of the biggest impacts on program youth due to 
participant engagement in the program relates to emotional benefits for the student. 
Emotional growth in program youth is shown through a feeling of pride, self-confidence, 
and commitment.  
Pride. One program youth pointed out that participating in DMI has made him/her 
feel proud “when I play to someone and he is happy to hear that makes me happy too” 
(YFG2-9). Another program student specifically said he/she feels proud because “I can 
say in Tanzania is only here who teach to play this instrument so I proud to be one of 
them. Some places they have it but they have no teacher” (YFG1-1). In terms of 
volunteer tourist teachers, one VTT recognized younger program youth “are so proud and 
strong and suddenly they can take on the world because they just played ‘Twinkle, 
Twinkle Little Star in front of a crowd” (VI-6). While two other VTT interviewees 
simply said the DMI program gives program youth a “sense of pride” (VFG2-1) in being 
“part of a group” (VI-6). In terms of environmental education, one adult resident said, 
program youth “get knowledge about the trees and to love our country...because they will 
like from their heart especially for the little one, so it’s good” (CI-8). A feeling of pride is 
one indicator of emotional engagement found in literature (Skinner et al., 2008). 
Self-confidence.  A large number of study respondents indicated one impact of 
participant engagement in DMI for program youth is the development of youth 
confidence (YI-1; YFG1-4; YFG1-7; YFG1-9; YFG2-1; CI-12 VI-6; VFG1-2). Several 
program youth responses included: “[DMI] gives me the confidence to speak in front of 
people” (YI-1) or “yeah, we have confidence even to stand in front of others and express 
yourself” (YFG1-7). Others said, “now I have confidence [due to DMI influence]” 
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(YFG1-4), it “gives me confidence to perform in front of many people just like [former 
VTT] performed in Kenya” (YFG2-2), and “it’s built up my own confidence. It’s 
different [for] me from others who haven’t seen [the] clarinet” (YFG2-1). Confidence is 
also built during the formal final concert “when we perform in front of others, and then 
some students are picked to talk about Mpingo and environment. It builds the 
confidence” (YFG1-9). One adult resident and one VTT were also in agreement that one 
influence of engagement in DMI on program youth is “it’s great for self-confidence for 
the kid” (CI-12), when “they have to perform in front of each other and they have the 
option to perform in front of audiences” (VI-6).  
A photo taken by a volunteer tourist teacher “demonstrates the engagement 
between the teacher and student” (VFG1-2) relating to self-confidence due to teacher 
support (See Figure 23). They continue by providing the photo’s background story, 
This was at Open Mic. She tapped me on my shoulder and said “[teacher] I want 
to do a trio with you” and it caught me by surprise. She was like I really want to 
perform with you. It was like the barrier was broken and since then she has been 
more open and susceptible to listening to me and, I don’t know, it was like a 
defining moment for myself and I felt like I was getting across to those students in 
that moment because it had opened up and instead of like performing a duet or 
something, she wanted me to be a part of that and I don’t know, that was really 
special to me (VFG1-2).  
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Figure 25 Self-confidence and teacher support 
This volunteer tourist teacher ended the discussion about their photo by stating “I feel 
that this represents engagement in regard to creating an environment that welcomes all to 
participate” (VFG1-2). 
Commitment. A level of commitment to the program is evidenced in a program 
youth response to their parent when the program youth were on “summer break and his 
parents wanted to go on vacation and he was like “no, I want to stay and do the program” 
and his parents were like “okay”” (VTG1-4). This type of commitment is similar to 
persistence discussed earlier in this chapter and evident through one program youth 
comment who stated, “The first time I joined DMI, my mom, she didn’t completely agree 
with me...you are not allowed to go to class...so I started sneaking out” (Y1-1). However, 
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this might not occur for some program who can’t commit “if [their] parents don’t allow 
me to come to practice” (YFG1-7). 
Expertise. Program youth are given knowledge, skills and the opportunity to be 
creative due to their involvement in DMI. An end result of this is an opportunity for 
program youth to become a community ambassador for DMI as an organization, as well 
as for environment and the importance of music in society. 
Knowledge. DMI program youth have acquired “knowledge” (YFG2-4) about 
how to, for example, “conserve [the] environment” (YFG2-7). Environmental knowledge 
appears to encourage conservation behavior beyond the moment and into the future 
according to two program youth. The first shared, “For now because we didn't know 
about anything before like music and environment, and now we know, so it encourages 
me to continue learn and protect the environment” (YFG1-2). The second program youth 
interviewed relayed information much like their colleague by saying,  
DMI “teach us you don’t have to throw the trash on the ground because they do 
not decompose. So not only the tree [for planting] but also for the trash for the 
environment because you have to keep the environment clear, so for a bottle of 
water, after I finish it, I have to keep it. It’s in my life. It is changing me (YI-1).  
For two additional program youth, an impact of DMI knowledge instilled into their lives 
gives them the knowledge to perform the Tanzanian “national anthem” (YFG2-1; YFG2-
4) for other schools such as “Don Bosco (Catholic University and missions)” (YFG2-4), 
and “Bendel Memorial Secondary School” (YFG2-1). According to a VTT interviewed, 
the themes of DMI encourage English language acquisition and gives program youth 
something to do; these are program youth impacts that appeared earlier in this chapter.  
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Skill and creativity. One program youth shared the sentiment of a few program 
youth by saying DMI “gives you experience on that instrument and new thing to know 
different skills” (YFG1-1). DMI providing program youth with music skill development 
is depicted in one photo, generated from a volunteer tourist teacher through a PGPE focus 
group, showing students are engaged with their instrument due to physical skill building 
activities such as “working on air support” (VFG2-2) (See Figure 26). 
Figure 26 Working on air support 
Another program youth voiced, “DMI is like school and it teaches new things different 
from school that help us to know about different stuff” (YFG1-9). A program youth 
added he/she would drop out of the program “If I don’t get [skills] there is no reason to 
be there” (YI-1).  
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Community ambassador. The residual impact of program youth gaining 
confidence through knowledge and skill development is evident through program student 
leadership who convey information about DMI to the community as a community 
ambassador. Discussed earlier in this chapter, program youth have been given the 
opportunity to lead presentations through “planting trees and communicating with other 
schools” (Y1-1). Student leaders “help [with] communication with [other] students and 
the community. And it helps other people know what DMI is” (CI-2). 
Musician Identity. Indicated earlier through a photo of a program youth holding 
her viola in a particular way because she is a musician (See Figure 10), several program 
youth have also identified as being a musician as a result of them participating with DMI. 
During one VTT focus group, for example, a VTT shared a success story about a past 
program youth that relates to a program youth identifying as a musician: 
One of my favorite stories is...my first-time teaching...a beginning class. And the 
way they would pick the beginners at Korongoni use to be “hey we need 5 
beginners” and [the head master] would go, “you, you, you, you and you.” Just 
random, just go in there [and pick student]. So we’d say “hey, here is a clarinet” 
and most were so excited but [one student] looked so angry that [they] couldn’t 
go home after school, and she had to stay in the after school club, and we gave her 
this thing, and she didn’t know what it is...so we are building up to this moment 
of making your first sound and then we finally get to the moment where she made 
a sound and her whole face lit up and she was on board ever since... I think it’s 
really cool that just because you made a sound your whole like attitude 
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transformed into “oh, I am a musician now” and this is how I identify who I am” 
(VFG1-1).  
Hope. Similar to the theme of hope discussed earlier in this chapter, impacts of 
participant engagement on program youth relate to the concept of hope. Hope may be in 
terms of “DMI providing...a job...so I can support myself” according to one program 
youth (YI-1) or finding a career “because of music playing” (CI-11) suggested another. 
One program youth interviewee, after being asked how DMI works together with the 
community, replied, “They help work with the community conservation of the 
environment. For example, they help with planting of the trees inside schools. Through 
teaching students music, they help them, for example, keeping them off the streets 
without any work. And this knowledge of music can help them later” (YI-7). Two 
program youth simply voiced, “DMI gives hope if you want to be a musician” (YFG1-7) 
to “support life” (YFG2-8). According to a VTT interviewed, their hope for the future of 
DMI is that it has created, “year-round, a thriving arts community that supports 
performing arts specifically in that area while also paying attention and taking care of 
their environment” (VI-4). 
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CHAPTER 5  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The concept of engagement and engagement theory has been explored by 
scholars, but key elements have not been fully explored, and as such, work has not been 
comprehensive in nature. Research was needed to explore the concept and theory of 
engagement in general, as well its application to the study of volunteer tourism. 
Additional research was also needed to incorporate youth perspectives of a volunteer 
tourism program, along with exploration of engagement impacts on program youth. The 
purpose of this case study was to explore participant engagement in a volunteer tourism 
youth education program, and resulting youth impacts as perceived by program 
participants. Through data collected from program resources, participant observations, 
semi-structured interviews, focus groups, and participant generated photo elicitation all 
confined within the Engagement Theoretical Framework, this study aimed to answer the 
following research questions: What is participant engagement in a volunteer tourism 
program? In what ways are program participants (volunteer tourist teachers, adult 
residents, and program youth) engaged in the program? What are impacts of participant 
engagement in a volunteer tourism youth education program for program youth? This 
qualitative case study featured a specific group of participants from DMI and therefore 
caution should be observed in generalizing the findings to people, places, or sites outside 
of those in the study. This concluding chapter will discuss, 1) literature related to key 
research findings, 2) significance of the study, 3) implications of study findings, and, 4) 
future research recommendations.   
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Literature Related to Key Research Findings 
The literature review revealed a number of examples of engagement definitions. 
Engagement has been described as, but is not limited to, a physical, cognitive, and 
emotional expression of people during their role performances (Kahn, 1990); energized 
connection between the person and their activity (Russell, Ainley, & Frydenberg, 2005); 
meaningful engagement in learning activities through interaction with others and 
worthwhile tasks (Kearsley & Schneiderman, 1998); and connection with the “other” in a 
certain type of meaningful action (Alexander & Bakir, 2011). Although Alexander and 
Bakir (2011) discuss volunteer engagement in “voluntourism,” this is only based on 
student engagement theory. They related their findings to volunteer tourism but did not 
consider the diversity of participants involved in a volunteer tourism program. This 
research study included representatives of participants that are typically found in 
volunteer tourism literature (volunteer tourists, sending organizations, and host 
community members), and appeared as volunteer tourist teachers (volunteer tourists and 
sending organization), adult residents and program youth (host community members). 
The views and insights of these participants, in conjunction with observations, evaluation 
of program documents, and literature review, were articulated within the new 
engagement theoretical framework. As noted, the study was formed to answer a number 
of research questions, and the key issues arising from each of these are discussed next. 
Meaning of Participant Engagement  
Three engagement definitions presented in Chapter 2 may be compared with 
study findings related to themes of connection, communication, and hope, to understand 
what the meaning of participant engagement is in this volunteer tourism program.  
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Worthwhile Activities. Based on the work of Kearsley and Sneiderman (1998), 
student engagement was defined as meaningful engagement in learning activities through 
interaction with others and worthwhile tasks. Meaningful engagement for VTTs, for 
example, may be due to a program that matches with their skillsets as musicians. For 
DMI adult residents and program youth, meaningful engagement may relate to the hope 
of career, environmental or economic benefits they might receive from engaging with 
DMI. Due to the ambiguity of the term “worthwhile,” it may be hard to determine exactly 
what tasks are worthwhile for study participants. Moreover, it is necessary to recognize 
that different participants may have very different conceptions of what they consider to 
be worthwhile. For example, based on the research, worthwhile tasks for VTTs might be 
associated with volunteering motives for altruistic reasons, for example, which appears in 
volunteer tourism literature (Andereck et al., 2012; Gray et al, 2017; Lyons et al., 2012), 
to teach music knowledge and skills to program youth. However, for adult residents, 
worthwhile tasks might be associated with tree planting to conserve the environment, and 
for program youth, learning an instrument for future career and job-related opportunities. 
Energized Connections. It has also been suggested that engagement may be 
understood as an energized connection between the person and their activity (Russell et 
al., 2005). Energized connection for VTTs, adult residents, and program youth may be 
through relationships, for example, student-teacher bond and friendships. Relationships, 
in turn, tend to fall under the dimensions of emotional and cognitive engagement (Croom, 
2015; Klem & Connell, 2004), and has as appeared as a volunteer motive to volunteer in 
volunteer tourism research studies (Gray et al, 2017; Hammersley, 2014; Lyons et al., 
2012). Beyond relationships, the participatory activity of tree planting and instrumental 
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playing also falls under this study’s connection theme of the program’s focus on sensory 
experiences for program youth.  
Meaningful Action. The “voluntourism” engagement definition by Alexander 
and Bakir, (2011) implies a connection with the “other” in a certain type of meaningful 
action. For this study, a connection with the “other” may be through relationships, 
suggested earlier in this section, or possibly through collaboration with others. 
Collaboration is an indicator of the behavioral dimension of engagement (Järvelä et al., 
2016) and appears in community development, tourism, volunteer tourism and 
sustainability literature (Albrecht, 2013; Devereux, 2008; McGehee & Andereck, 2009; 
Sharpley, 2000; Vogt et al, 2016; Westoby & Kaplan, 2013). The meaningful action 
component of this definition may be related to music and language, in terms of skilled 
English volunteer tourist music teachers using music gestures and conversing in English 
that may assist with English language learning for program youth.  
Using these three engagement definitions and building on this, based on research 
conducted in this case study, a new meaning for engagement within the context of this 
volunteer tourism program using a variety of participants is: Skilled international 
volunteer tourists and global South community members bonded through friendships, and 
collaborating together in a participatory, volunteer skills matched program, with the aim 
to provide community hope for individual career opportunities and environmental or 
economic benefits.  
Engagement of Each Participant Group  
This study sought to explore ways in which program participant groups (volunteer 
tourist teachers, adult residents, and program youth) were individually engaged in this 
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nonprofit’s youth education program. Each of the participant groups were engaged in the 
program through themes of relationships, motives similar to typical volunteer tourism 
motives (such as altruism or destination attractiveness), and the concept of hope. Some of 
themes were manifested slightly differently in each participant group represented.  
Volunteer tourist music teachers were primarily engaged with DMI because their 
knowledge and skillsets as musicians matched with the music focused component of the 
youth education program. As a result, a form of group cohesion among teachers occurs. 
Adult residents were engaged with DMI because of skilled, knowledgeable volunteer 
tourist music teachers, but were primarily engaged because of the conservation 
component of the program. Adult residents also appeared to be engaged with DMI 
because the Mzungu run nonprofit may have environmental or economic benefits for 
themselves and/or their community. Program youth were engaged because of skilled 
volunteer tourist music teachers and the musical component of the education program. 
They also tend to identify themselves with being a musician and have a desire to join this 
cohesive group of musicians through career advancing opportunities.   
Program Youth Impacts 
The third research question explored the impacts of participants engaging in this 
volunteer tourism youth education program for program youth. Impacts of participant 
engagement for program youth include pride, self-confidence, and commitment. These 
factors relate to indicators of engagement evidenced in literature. Program youth become 
experts within the community due to acquisition of music skills, instrumental knowledge, 
and information about environmental conservation. For program youth in particular, the 
information provided, tools given, and relationships formed through this nonprofit 
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program gives them not only an educational opportunity, but also confidence to take on 
the world alongside a hope for a career, further educational opportunities and, by 
consequence, a better life. 
Hope 
Although linked to research on desire for a better future (Majno, 2012) and the 
cognitive engagement indicator future aspirations (Appleton, et al., 2006), the third 
major theme of hope revealed through study findings differed from the literature review. 
Academic researchers have explored this construct through the general concept of hope 
(Carifio & Rhodes, 2002; Ciarrochi, Parker, Kashdan, Heaven, & Barkus, 2015; Miceli & 
Castelfranchi, 2010), and elements of “hope theory” (Snyder, 2002; Snyder, Lopez, 
Shorey, Rand, & Feldman, 2003; Van Ryzin, 2011). It has also been debated if its 
structure is unidimensional or multidimensional (Cota, Evans, Dion, Kilik, & Longman, 
1995). For example, hope may be considered a “generic personality trait comprised of 
agency (the trait component) and pathway (one’s response repertoire and strategies, the 
state component)” (Carifio & Rhodes, 2002, p. 126), or understood as a positive 
psychological construct reflecting an individual’s self-belief in their ability to achieve 
important goals (Snyder, Harris, Anderson..., & Harney, 1991). Beyond expectations, 
forecasting, possibilities, and anticipation (Miceli & Castelfranchi, 2010), a person with 
high hope has the tendency to be more optimistic, happier, and less anxious or depressed 
compared to a person with lower hope (Magaletta & Oliver, 1999; Snyder, 2002; Snyder 
et al., 1991).  
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With respect to youth, hope is considered to be a transformable characteristic 
promoting positive youth development (Ciarrochi, et al., 2015). There are various forms 
of hope such as false hope or true hope (Duncan-Andrade, 2009; Flennaugh, Cooper-
Stein & Andrews, 2018). False hope may be revealed as “hokey hope” (i.e., hope 
ignoring inequities impacting marginalized youth before they attend school) or “mythical 
hope” (i.e., a false narrative of equal opportunity not recognizing historical and political 
impacts on the student). On the other hand, there are three types of critical hope (material 
hope, Socratic hope, and audacious hope) that has the tendency to reject false hopes and 
can lead toward true hope (Duncan-Andrade, 2009; Flennaugh, Cooper-Stein & 
Andrews, 2018). In order to build hope for youth, researchers suggest teachers should 
understand quality teaching (impacting specific test scores, overall grades, social 
development, quality of the curriculum, and student engagement) is the most important 
“material” resource they can offer youth (Duncan-Andrade, 2009; Flennaugh, Cooper-
Stein & Andrews, 2018). Hope has shown to help students achieve educational goals and 
aids in youth perseverance on those occasions where they do not obtain immediate 
success (Snyder et al., 1991). Having said all this, Duncan-Andrade (2009) points out, 
“effective teaching depends most heavily on one thing: deep and caring relationships” (p. 
191).  
Group Cohesion 
For this study, the cohesive DMI musician group relates to sense of community 
(McMillan & Chavis, 1986) indicated earlier in the literature review, but it is more than 
this. The behavior of groups can be understood through the construct of group cohesion 
(Cota, Evans, Dion, Kilik, & Longman, 1995). Derived from the discipline of psychology 
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and the field of organizational research, researchers have focused on social and 
motivational forces existing between group members identified as “group cohesion” 
(Beal, Cohen, Burke, & McLendon, 2003). Pioneers in the group cohesion field of study, 
Festinger, Schachter, and Back (1950), defined group cohesion as the “total field of 
forces which act on members to remain in the group” (p. 164). Further work on the 
meaning of group cohesion revealed it to mean the “dynamic process [reflected] in the 
tendency for a group to stick together and remain united in the pursuit of its goals and 
objectives” (Carron, 1982, p. 124). Cohesion, from a small groups perspective, may be 
defined as a “basic bond or uniting force” (Piper, Marrache, Lacroix, Richardsen, & 
Jones, 1983, p. 95).  
Culturally Relevant Symbol  
The biggest difference between academic literature and interviewee responses is 
that engagement in a volunteer tourism program (connection, communication and hope) 
appears to be achieved through participant connection with a culturally relevant symbolic 
representation of the program. The culturally relevant symbol, the Mpingo tree (national 
tree of Tanzania and the wood from which the clarinet is manufactured), appears to have 
linkages to the study of signs or symbols called “semiotics” (Mick, 1986; Plowright, 
2016), or the study of tangible symbols (Rowland & Schweigert, 2000) or things 
(Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981). A sign may stand for or represent 
something else (Plowright, 2016). For example, semiotics with respect to culture may 
consist of symbolic meanings such as beliefs, ceremonies, language, stories, and rituals 
of daily life. It may be the means through which "social processes of sharing modes of 
behavior and outlook within [a] community take place” (Swindler, 1986, p. 273). Current 
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study of semiotics has been examining a new type of interdisciplinary practice that 
includes both western and nonwestern academic worlds called “cross-cultural semiotics” 
(Li, 2011, p. 233). 
Understanding that different cultures ascribe deep meaning to specific culturally 
relevant symbols, underscores the importance of key elements within this research 
context. The common nexus for engagement of program youth, volunteer tourist teachers, 
and adult residents in this volunteer tourist youth education program is the Mpingo (tree), 
the symbolic bridge between community members (program youth and adult residents) 
and DMI volunteer tourist teachers. Study participants suggested it was either the 
instrument that engaged them with the tree, or what the tree represents that engaged them 
to the music and its instruments. For music VTTs and community residents, this 
culturally relevant symbol helps to connect, communicate, and give hope to all 
participants in the program. One program youth said active engagement of students and 
the community with the power of music (DMI, 2018) is “conservation and the connection 
between music and the Mpingo tree” or, as indicated by an adult resident, it is “like a 
system [the tree] that connects the both of them.” Community members tend to relate to 
this program because of what this symbol, the national tree of Tanzania, means to them: 
environmental conservation and a hope for future possibilities for them and/or their 
community. Almost all volunteer tourist teachers engage in DMI because of their passion 
for music, and desire to sustain a community in which the wood for the clarinet is grown. 
The power of music is achieved through the symbolic representation of the tree. As one 
volunteer teacher said, whose response may sum up what the culturally relevant symbol 
of the Mpingo means to him/her, “this connecting my instrument with the tree in which it 
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grows, and to try and grow a respect through these educational outreach programs 
through direct contact with the communities where this product comes from, is just one 
small way in trying to make a bigger difference.”   
Significance of the Study 
The findings of this study contribute to the literature by considering how volunteer tourist 
and community member engagement play an important role in the planning, and the 
sustaining, of volunteer tourism community development programs today. Perspectives 
of program youth about life impacts resulting from engagement in the program have 
significant inferences for both the nonprofit, as well as societal benefits of prospective 
youth leadership and future adult civic engagement. With respect to volunteer tourism, 
this study significantly contributes to research on program skill matched volunteers in 
that they are likely to be repeat volunteers. This, in turn, leads to group cohesion and 
program sustainability. The major theme of hope derived from this study also contributes 
to volunteer tourism research in that hope appears to be a significant motive for program 
participation in a community development project. In terms of deep meaning ascribed to 
culturally relevant symbols, this unique finding contributes to engagement research by 
understanding there are multiple dimensions involved in a diverse group of participants 
engaged in specific community program. 
Implications of Study Findings  
Further to the significance of study findings, are specific implications that may be 
thought of in terms of Academic, Practitioner, Daraja Music Initiative, and Host 
community/Tanzanian government implications.  
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Academic  
1.   Expanded the understanding of engagement within the context of volunteer 
tourism (Alexander & Bakir, 2011) to include a greater diversity of participants 
such as adult residents, program youth, and volunteer tourist teachers who, as 
participants, are likely to be engaged in a youth-focused volunteer tourism 
project. 
2.   Developing theory within the field of volunteer tourism. It is important to explore 
the use of theories from other fields of study or disciplines to further expand “the 
theoretical foundations of volunteer tourism” (Wearing & McGehee, 2013, p. 
127). The theory of engagement in the field of volunteer tourism was further 
developed due to exploration of engagement within the engagement theoretical 
framework.  
3.   Program youth perspectives/voice about perceived impacts of participant 
engagement in a volunteer tourism youth education program. There is a lack of 
research featuring the voice of “80% of the world’s children (youth)” (Glewwe & 
Kremer, 2006, p. 947) who live in the global South and are recipients of these 
volunteer-lead community development programs. 
4.   Understand potential benefits of participatory methods to encourage a 
community-centered-volunteer tourism development program. This study 
potentially adds to research on the “new paradigm in tourism that places the 
community at the center” (Wearing & McGehee, 2013, p. 127). 
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Practitioner (Volunteer Tourism Industry)  
1.   Educate sending organizations and volunteers about the historical prevalence of 
colonialism (Bandyopadhyay & Patil, 2017; Ibhawoh & Dibua, 2003; Osagie & 
Buzinde, 2011) and the “Mzungu” influence on community/youth engagement in 
education programs in the global South. Create cultural preparedness curriculum 
and training to address these issues for volunteer tourists preparing for a global 
South experience. 
2.   Inform volunteer tourism sending organizations about the benefits of creating 
programs that are matched with skill-specific volunteers. Several studies suggest 
an exploration of the benefits of skilled volunteer tourists in an international 
community development program have been needed (Burrai et al., 2014; 
McGehee, 2014; McGehee & Andereck, 2008; Sherraden et al., 2008); Zahra & 
McGehee, 2013).  
3.   Produce practical research “for educational program coordinators and other 
cultural and heritage tourism brokers who are concerned with providing socially 
responsible interpretations of the place and people they represent” (Caton & 
Santos, 2009, p. 193). 
4.   Understand how a program may create hope for future career or job-related 
opportunities in a community member as a result of him/her being part of a 
community development initiative. Therefore, understand the negative 
consequences of instilling false hope in community members by actively 
addressing program objectives, and purposefully discussing desired outcomes 
with the community. 
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Daraja Music Initiative  
1.   Continue to include local Indigenous music in DMI programming. 
2.   Understand potential benefits of engaging local community members (which 
includes youth) in DMI curriculum development (Eversole, 2010). 
3.   Partnering and collaborating with local (and international) agencies working in 
the area to sustain programming. Collaborate with local science schoolteachers on 
aspects related to environmental education. Collaboration generates knowledge 
through the process of group interaction and shared problem solving. It is one key 
concept of sustainability (Albrecht, 2013; Devereux, 2008; Sharpley, 2000).   
4.   Consideration of the effects of musician group cohesion. How engaged at they 
with DMI when this organization is run by musicians? 
5.   Continue establishing “deep and caring relationships” (Duncan-Andrade, 2009) 
with program students because it is an important factor of effective teaching. 
Quality teaching, such as youth grades, social development, test scores, 
curriculum, and engagement, is the most important “material” resource they have 
to offer youth (Duncan-Andrade, 2009; Flennaugh, Cooper-Stein & Andrews, 
2018). 
Host Community/Tanzanian Government 
1.   Data to support Moshi education, and (volunteer) tourism development goals, as 
outlined by the Tanzanian government Tanzanian community development goals 
and research priorities (COSTECH, 2017; Tanzania 2025 Development Vision, 
2000).  
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2.   Linkages between international volunteer tourism programs (DMI one case 
example) and the Kilimanjaro region tourism industry.  
3.   Utilizing youth perspectives to create curriculum to benefit program youth 
participants, and other youth. 
4.   All levels of governmental organizations may find the results of this study useful 
when reporting social indicators of community member involvement (particularly 
youth) in, and perspectives about, volunteer tourism community development 
programs. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
One way to extend this study’s findings is to partner with the same nonprofit but 
reframe it as a narrative inquiry (Brinkmann et al., 2015) with one or two program youth 
over an extended period of time. Exploring in-depth development of a select few program 
youth, from start in the program to years into the future, may reveal linkages between 
volunteer tourism program youth participation and eventual life choices. A possible 
longer- term study based on this topic can also add to longitudinal research on impacts of 
global South program development on program individuals.  
Another way to further extend this study is to test engagement indicators from the 
engagement theoretical framework by using a survey based quantitative approach to 
research. A survey administered to multiple participants in a variety of volunteer tourism 
organizations would extend the definition of participant engagement in volunteer tourism. 
A third research recommendation might be to look at purposely exploring the concept of 
hope and/or hope theory, and religious beliefs within the field of volunteer tourism. 
Questions to explore might be: How do volunteer tourist religious beliefs affect their 
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motives to participate in a volunteer tourism project? Or are there linkages between the 
religious culture of a global South community, concept of hope, and motives for 
individual engagement in a volunteer tourism community project? An inquiry could be 
based on the hope subtheme of belief structure revealed in this study to extend research 
on individual religiosity (Joshanloo & Weijers, 2016), and the religious dimensions of 
believing, bonding, behaving, and belonging (Saroglou, 2011) within the context of 
volunteer tourism research.  
Finally, extending the theme of religion within volunteer tourism could include 
exploring “culturally constructed religious symbols” (Weisbuch-Remington, Mendes, 
Seery, & Blascovich, 2005, p. 1214) as an expansion on the culturally relevant symbol 
interpretation revealed in this study. It would be interesting to examine the meaning of 
religiously relevant symbols within faith-based groups (Atia, 2012; Guttentag, 2006; 
McGehee, 2014; McGehee & Andereck, 2008; Stoddart & Rogerson, 2004) and examine 
how these meanings shape “the expectations and aspirations of those who participate in 
their programs” (Hopkins, Olson, Baillie Smith, & Laurie, 2015, p. 397). An 
investigation of global South community perceptions of faith-based groups volunteering 
in their community (McGehee & Andereck, 2009) based on “hand out” (McGehee & 
Andereck, 2008) or neocolonial community development models (Everingham, 2015; 
Fee & Mdee, 2011; Raymond & Hall, 2008) with their aim to convert global South 
Indigenous peoples to Western religions, would also be an area to research in the field of 
volunteer tourism.  
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DMI Study Limitations 
Noted earlier, there were several limitations that were projected to impact study 
findings and the ability for this study to address the primary research questions. However, 
of these limitations, there are primarily two that may have a stronger impact on this study 
findings, and a potential effect on study participant responses to research questions. 
These two limitations center on the language barrier present between the Swahili-
speaking participants and the English-speaking researcher, and some translation 
challenges that appeared during data collection and analysis. To alleviate these language 
barrier and interpretation challenges, a Swahili-speaking translator was hired to translate 
English research questions to Swahili for use in appropriate interviews. This translator is 
originally from the Moshi, Tanzania area in which the study took place. The research 
questions, written in both English and Swahili, was directly read by both the researcher 
and the Swahili-speaking informant during language-barrier interviews. Prior to arriving 
in Tanzania, a Swahili-speaking interpreter who at the time was a current seven-year 
program youth participant and resident of Moshi, was also hired as interpreter to translate 
English to Swahili and Swahili to English when needed. During data analysis, both in-
country and after the researcher was at home, the interpreter assisted with Swahili 
interpretations through email correspondence with the interpreter.  
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March 2017 
Greetings and 
Welcome! 
Dear Daraja Team, 
It is our pleasure to welcome you as a member of the volunteer staff of Daraja 
Music Initiative. The time for Tanzania is quickly approaching and you likely have 
a list of questions about the trip. This trip pack will answer most of your questions, 
but certainly not all of them. You are about to embark on an exciting journey that 
will challenge and stretch your strengths as a teacher and performer; it will be an 
experience like no other! The key to success in Tanzania is to let things happen 
organically; try to let go of all expectations. While we do our very best to organize 
a strict schedule and plan experiences in accordance with our limited time in 
country, we are guests where western time is a foreign concept. Our goal is 
certainly not to disrupt the culture that is in place, but to build and strengthen a 
bond of friendship through music between two vastly different cultures. 
This is the seventh year of the Clarinets for Conservation project and the second 
year under our new name Daraja Music Initiative. As we are still a budding 
organization, we are deeply honored of your willingness to jump in and become 
part of making this project blossom. Our mission in Tanzania is to plant the 
threatened African Blackwood and raise awareness of its value through musical 
performances. In addition, we will provide creative educational opportunities to 
groups of youth at different schools. 
“Tanzania is one of the poorest countries in the world” – you’ve likely heard or 
read this phrase, yet the words will mean almost nothing to you until you are 
immersed in the culture. There will be moments when you are overwhelmed and 
exhausted at the sheer lack of resources and infrastructure in Tanzania, but 
remember that you will make an impact on a small group of individuals whose 
lives will be changed forever because you took the time to share your life and 
experience with them. Your time spent with these students will spread hope, love, 
and mutual respect through music! 
Please don’t hesitate to call (772.349.1860) or email 
(darajamusicinitiative@gmail.com) us with any questions you have. Until we meet 
in Tanzania, be well! And, most importantly, safari njema! 
With respect and 
gratitude, Katie & 
Michele 
Katherine Palmer, Executive 
Director, Michele Von Haugg, 
Founder
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Volunteer Handbook 
Introduction  &  About  This  Handbook  
Welcome to the Daraja Music Initiative. Thank you for joining our cohort of teaching artists, 
community members, and partners. 
This handbook was prepared to give you some essential information about the policies and 
expectations of Daraja Music Initiative. The handbook has been organized by topic to help 
you find information easily. You are also encouraged to talk with any DMI board member if 
you have any questions about the content of this handbook. 
DMI reserves the right to modify the policies in this handbook without prior notice. The 
policies described in this handbook replace all prior policies, handbooks, or policy guidance 
provided. 
Thank you for giving your time and talents to help others. We hope that you find 
volunteering with DMI a positive and fulfilling experience. 
Daraja  Music  Initiative  Mission  
Daraja Music Initiative, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and NGO, provides music and 
conservation education to students in and around Moshi, Tanzania as a way to promote 
positive social change for a sustainable planet. Born of a desire to protect, preserve, and 
replenish the valuable mpingo trees in Tanzania, DMI brings assistance without 
discrimination to students and community partners throughout the region. It is our hope to 
repopulate the local mpingo tree population while enriching the community with the 
transformative power of music. 
Fundamental Principles of International Volunteering *adapted from the International Federation of 
Red Cross 
 
Volunteers are expected to adhere to these principles: impartiality, neutrality, voluntary 
service, unity, and universality. Brief descriptions of each are provided below. 
Impartiality – As an educational nonprofit, Daraja Music Initiative makes no discrimination 
as to nationality, race, religious beliefs, class, or political opinions. It endeavors to educate, 
and replenish valuable resources to the community. 
Neutrality – In order to continue to enjoy the confidence of all and to respect local culture(s), 
Daraja Music Initiative will not take sides in hostilities or engage at any time in controversies 
of a political, racial, religious, educational, or ideological nature. 
Voluntary Service – Daraja Music Initiative is a voluntary educational movement not 
prompted in any manner by desire for financial gain. 
Unity – Daraja Music Initiative Board of Directors' fundamental purpose is to ensure the 
organization's prosperity by collectively directing the organization's affairs while meeting the 
appropriate interests of its stakeholders (community members, students, volunteers, faculty, 
and partnering organizations). All board decisions are final. 
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Universality – Daraja Music Initiative’s commitment to these principles brings us together 
with a common purpose and inspires us to excel and behave in ways that inspire the trust of 
the people we work with and for. Each of us is responsible for upholding and living in 
accordance with these values every day and assuming positive intent in our team members 
Ethics Every Day *adapted from the International Federation of Red Cross 
All volunteers of Daraja Music Initiative are responsible, every day, for their behavior and 
decisions. We affect the people and community around us. We make a difference. 
In living out this mission, each of us is responsible for living up to the fundamental standards 
of our culture: 
•   Telling	  the	  truth	  
•   Doing	  our	  best	  
•   Respecting	  individuals	  
•   Being	  fair	  
 
Each of us is responsible for maintaining the highest standards of ethics every day. 
Harassment  Free  Workplace  
Daraja Music Initiative is committed to a work environment free from unlawful harassment in 
which everyone is treated with respect and dignity at all times. These guidelines extend to all 
Daraja Music Initiative volunteers, students, and community partners. Daraja Music Initiative 
has zero tolerance for unlawful harassment. 
Unlawful harassment is defined as harassment based on any characteristic protected by 
applicable federal, state or local law including race, religion, color, sex, national origin, age, 
veteran or disability status, which is sufficiently severe or pervasive as to alter the working 
conditions of a volunteer or employee. Examples of conduct prohibited by this policy include, 
but are not limited to: 
1.   Verbal	  or	  physical	  conduct	  that	  harasses	  a	  volunteer	  on	  the	  basis	  of	  a	  category	  protected	  by	  applicable	  federal,	  state	  or	  local	  law	  and	  that	  is	  sufficiently	  severe	  or	  pervasive	  as	  to	  create	  an	  intimidating,	  threatening,	  offensive	  or	  hostile	  environment.	  
2.   Sexual	  displays	  or	  publications,	  or	  other	  verbal	  or	  physical	  conduct,	  where	  a	  volunteer	  is	  told	  either	  explicitly	  or	  implicitly	  that	  he	  or	  she	  must	  submit	  to	  the	  conduct	  to	  remain	  involved	  as	  a	  volunteer	  or	  where	  his	  or	  her	  reaction	  to	  the	  conduct	  is	  used	  as	  a	  basis	  for	  a	  management	  decision,	  such	  as	  evaluation,	  assigned	  duties,	  disciplinary	  action,	  or	  any	  other	  condition	  of	  volunteer	  involvement	  or	  career	  development.	  Examples	  of	  prohibited	  verbal	  or	  physical	  conduct	  include:	  
o   Unwelcome	  sexual	  advances	  
o   Stalking,	  dating	  violence,	  date	  rape,	  or	  sexual	  assault;	  
o   Persisting	  with	  romantic	  advances	  despite	  the	  rejection	  of	  the	  advances;	  
o   Requests	  for	  sexual	  favors,	  whether	  or	  not	  accompanied	  by	  promises	  or	  threats	  with	  regard	  to	  the	  employment	  or	  volunteer	  relationship;	  
o   Sexual	  jokes	  and	  innuendo;	  verbal	  abuse	  of	  a	  sexual	  nature;	  comments	  about	  an	  individual's	  body,	  sexual	  prowess,	  sexual	  activity,	  or	  sexual	  attractiveness;	  
o   Leering,	  whistling,	  or	  touching;	  insulting	  or	  obscene	  comments,	  sounds,	  or	  gestures;	  displays	  of	  sexually	  suggestive	  objects,	  cartoons	  or	  pictures.	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3.   Verbal	  or	  physical	  conduct	  that	  harasses	  a	  volunteer	  on	  the	  basis	  of	  a	  category	  protected	  by	  applicable	  federal,	  state	  or	  local	  law	  and	  that	  is	  sufficiently	  severe	  or	  pervasive	  as	  to	  create	  an	  intimidating,	  threatening,	  offensive	  or	  hostile	  environment.	  
4.   Sexual	  displays	  or	  publications,	  or	  other	  verbal	  or	  physical	  conduct,	  where	  a	  volunteer	  is	  told	  either	  explicitly	  or	  implicitly	  that	  he	  or	  she	  must	  submit	  to	  the	  conduct	  to	  remain	  involved	  as	  a	  volunteer	  or	  where	  his	  or	  her	  reaction	  to	  the	  conduct	  is	  used	  as	  a	  basis	  for	  a	  management	  decision,	  such	  as	  evaluation,	  assigned	  duties,	  disciplinary	  action,	  or	  any	  other	  condition	  of	  volunteer	  involvement	  or	  career	  development.	  Examples	  of	  prohibited	  verbal	  or	  physical	  conduct	  include:	  
o   Unwelcome	  sexual	  advances	  
o   Stalking,	  dating	  violence,	  date	  rape,	  or	  sexual	  assault;	  
o   Persisting	  with	  romantic	  advances	  despite	  the	  rejection	  of	  the	  advances;	  
o   Requests	  for	  sexual	  favors,	  whether	  or	  not	  accompanied	  by	  promises	  or	  threats	  with	  regard	  to	  the	  employment	  or	  volunteer	  relationship;	  
o   Sexual	  jokes	  and	  innuendo;	  verbal	  abuse	  of	  a	  sexual	  nature;	  comments	  about	  an	  individual's	  body,	  sexual	  prowess,	  sexual	  activity,	  or	  sexual	  attractiveness;	  
o   Leering,	  whistling,	  or	  touching;	  insulting	  or	  obscene	  comments,	  sounds,	  or	  gestures;	  displays	  of	  sexually	  suggestive	  objects,	  cartoons	  or	  pictures.	  
o   Words,	  actions	  or	  visual	  matter	  that	  demean	  or	  show	  hostility	  toward	  an	  individual	  or	  group	  because	  of	  any	  characteristic	  protected	  by	  applicable	  federal,	  state	  or	  local	  law.
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Supervision  and  Feedback  
Role of Supervisors – Each volunteer has an In-Country Operations Director who is 
responsible for direct management of that volunteer. 
This director is responsible for the day-to-day management and guidance of the work of the 
volunteer and shall be available to the volunteer for consultation and assistance. 
The director has primary responsibility for developing suitable assignments for the volunteer, 
for involving the volunteer in the communication flow of Daraja Music Initiative, and for 
providing feedback to the volunteer regarding their work. 
A volunteer or employee who is assigned supervisory responsibility for volunteer(s) shall 
have this responsibility delineated in their position/job description. 
Performance Feedback – Volunteers and their supervisors are encouraged to have informal, 
open and honest discussion on an ongoing basis about work performance and goals of the 
volunteer. 
A more formal performance review may be requested at any time at the discretion of the 
volunteer or supervisor. Performance reviews are intended to reflect the volunteer's 
effectiveness on the job and continuing professional development. 
Rules  and  Policies  
In country, we live in close proximity. For this reason, we have general house rules that 
volunteers must follow: 
1.   Quiet	  hours	  between	  11:00	  p.m.	  –	  6:00	  a.m.	  
2.   Curfew	  is	  at	  10:00	  p.m.	  Doors	  lock	  at	  10:30	  p.m.	  
3.   After	  dark,	  you	  must	  take	  an	  organization	  pre-­‐‑approved	  taxi.	  Faculty	  will	  help	  to	  arrange	  rides,	  but	  please	  do	  not	  walk	  at	  night.	  
4.   No	  smoking	  inside	  the	  house.	  Smoking	  outside	  is	  allowed	  away	  from	  open	  windows.	  All	  cigarette	  butts	  must	  be	  disposed	  of	  properly.	  
5.   For	  safety	  and	  insurance	  reasons,	  please	  lock	  up	  all	  valuables.	  
6.   Do	  not	  drink	  in	  excess	  or	  participate	  in	  recreational	  drug	  use.	  
7.   Clean	  up	  after	  yourself.	  We	  strongly	  suggest	  that	  you	  do	  not	  leave	  shoes	  or	  other	  belongings	  outside.	  They	  may	  disappear.	  
8.   Participate	  in	  cooking,	  cleaning,	  and	  house	  duties	  as	  assigned.	  
9.   Be	  prepared	  and	  on	  time.	  
10.  Be	  courteous	  of	  your	  house	  mates,	  team	  members,	  and	  Tanzanian	  staff.	  	  
Dismissal  Policy:  
  
If you do not adhere to the house rules and fundamental principles (outlined above), you will be 
promptly dismissed. Returning flights will be at your expense.
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•   Locate	  your	  passport	  and	  make	  sure	  it	  is	  up	  to	  date!	  
•   Scan	  your	  health	  insurance,	  passport,	  yellow	  fever	  immunization	  record	  (if	  you	  are	  going	  to	  Kenya)	  and	  e-­‐‑mail	  these	  records	  to	  yourself.	  If	  anything	  goes	  wrong,	  you’ll	  have	  access	  to	  your	  information.	  
•   Make	  two	  physical	  copies	  of	  all	  of	  the	  above-­‐‑mentioned	  records	  as	  well	  as	  your	  flight	  itinerary	  and	  emergency	  phone	  numbers	  to	  keep	  in	  your	  carry-­‐‑on	  luggage.	  
•   Get	  your	  shots/vaccinations	  (see	  below).	  
•   Give	  your	  flight	  and	  contact	  information	  to	  friends/	  family.	  
•   Let	  your	  bank	  and	  credit	  card	  companies	  know	  that	  you	  will	  be	  out	  of	  the	  country	  so	  they	  don’t	  put	  a	  hold	  on	  your	  cards.	  Find	  out	  the	  fees	  for	  using	  your	  credit/debit	  card	  overseas	  
– in Moshi, Barclays Bank and Exim Bank are the two most common ATMs. Note: 
the new microchip technology in some bank cards has proven to be problematic in 
the past with Tanzanian ATMs. You may want to bring cash to exchange, just in 
case. There will be somewhere to lock up your cash at the house. Your bank may be 
able to issue a card without a microchip. During the summer of 2016, cards with 
chips functioned fine. 
Vaccinations  
Make sure you are up-to-date on routine vaccines before every trip. These vaccines include measles-
mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine, diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine, varicella (chickenpox) 
vaccine, polio vaccine, and your yearly flu shot. The following information was taken from the 
CDC website: https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/clinician/none/tanzania 
 
Hepatitis  
A  
CDC  recommends  this  vaccine  because  you  can  get  hepatitis  A  through  
contaminated  food  or  water  in  Tanzania,  regardless  of  where  you  are  eating  or  
staying.  
Typhoid   You  can  get  typhoid  through  contaminated  food  or  water  in  Tanzania.  CDC  
recommends  this  vaccine  for  most  travelers,  especially  if  you  are  staying  with  
friends  or  relatives,  visiting  smaller  cities  or  rural  areas,  or  if  you  are  an  adventurous  
eater.  
Hepatitis  
B  
You  can  get  hepatitis  B  through  sexual  contact,  contaminated  needles,  and  blood  
products,  so  CDC  recommends  this  vaccine  if  you  might  have  sex  with  a  new  
partner,  get  a  tattoo  or  piercing,  or  have  any  medical  procedures.  
Malaria   Talk  to  your  doctor  about  how  to  prevent  malaria  while  traveling.  Malaria  is  common  
in  low  altitude  areas,  you  will  be  in  a  high  altitude  area  where  malaria  is  not  a  
problem.  See  more  detailed  information  about  malaria  in  Tanzania.  
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Rabies   Rabies  can  be  found  in  dogs,  bats,  and  other  mammals  in  Tanzania,  so  CDC  
recommends  this  vaccine  for  the  following  groups:  
•  Travelers  involved  in  outdoor  and  other  activities  (such  as  camping,  hiking,  biking,  
adventure  travel,  and  caving)  that  put  them  at  risk  for  animal  bites  
•  People  who  will  be  working  with  or  around  animals  (such  as  veterinarians,  wildlife  
professionals,  and  researchers).  
•  People  who  are  taking  long  trips  or  moving  to  Tanzania  
•  Children,  because  they  tend  to  play  with  animals,  might  not  report  bites,  and  are  
more  likely  to  have  animal  bites  on  their  head  and  neck.  
Cholera   Vaccine  recommended  for  adults  (18–64  years  old)  traveling  to  an  area  of  active  
transmission.  Most  people  do  not  travel  to  areas  of  active  cholera  transmission.  
Avoiding  unsafe  food  and  water  can  also  prevent  many  cholera  infections.  Cholera  
is  rare  in  travelers  but  can  be  severe.  Certain  factors  may  increase  the  risk  of  
getting  cholera  or  having  severe  disease  (more  information).  OPTIONAL.  THIS  IS  
VERY  RARE.  
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What  to  do  when  you  land  at  the  Kilimanjaro  Airport  (JRO)  
Bring $250 USD CASH for your visa. You’ll likely receive a card on the plane that asks 
your reason for visit and the address where you are staying. If you don’t get it on the plane, 
they will be at the airport. The airport is easy to manage, just remember two things when 
filling out your form: You are visiting as a volunteer. Your address is: 
The Jacaranda Bustani Alley PO Box 7403, Moshi, Tanzania 
 
Fill out the card with all your information and go directly to the line for obtaining a visa, 
not the “I have a visa” line. Tell the person in charge you are there to volunteer with an 
NGO. Give them the form you filled out on the plane as well as the letter of invitation 
(you will receive this in a later e-mail) and $250 USD CASH. Bring exact change and 
bills from 2009-current to prevent any potential trouble. 
 
 
There  will  be  someone  from  the  DMI  team  waiting  for  you  with  a  taxi  as  you  exit  the  
airport.  
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Where in the world are you? 
 
Africa 
 
http://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/africapolitmap.jpg 
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Tanzania  
 
http://i.infopls.com/images/mtanzan.gif 
http://i.infopls.com/images/mtanzan.gif  
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Moshi  
 
 
Current Weather 
Our summer is their winter. Expect highs in the low to upper 80s and lows in the 
60s. It can be very humid at times and very dry at other times, depending on the rain. 
Information  from  Wikipedia  entry  on  Moshi,  Tanzania:  
 
Moshi is a Tanzanian municipality with a population of 184,292 according to the 
2012 census. The municipality is in the Kilimanjaro Region and is situated on the 
lower slopes of Mt Kilimanjaro, a dormant volcano that is the highest mountain in 
Africa. The municipality covers about 59 km2 and is the smallest municipality in 
Tanzania by area. Moshi is often considered the cleanest town in Tanzania. 
Historical  Moshi  
  
Moshi was the capital of an area ruled by Rindi, the great 19th century Chagga 
chief who became one of the most important chiefs in the area due to his 
diplomatic skills. Allying with the Maasai, he exhorted large taxes from passing 
caravans. When the first German colonial troops arrived at Kilimanjaro in 1891, 
Rindi assured them he ruled the whole area and convinced them to unite with him 
against his rival, Sina of Kibosho, signing away his territories rather than succumb 
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to an undignified defeat. Both the powerful Rindi and Sina were hanged a few 
years later. Moshi became an important colonial centre of administration for the 
Germans, and later the English. The original Moshi - Old Moshi - is higher up the 
mountain and until the railway line reached thpresent day Moshi in 1911 and a 
station built, the headquarters of the German administrative district of Moshi was 
in Old Moshi. 
The  Mystery  of  Moshi’s  Name  
Moshi means smoke in Kiswahili, although the origin of the name has always been a puzzle. 
Some suggest that it got its name from ‘Shashioni” a corruption of the word ‘station’ when in 
1911, it became the terminus for the steam railway line from Tanga. Others propose that the 
reference to smoke is due to the town lying at the base of a volcano or the clouds that gather 
around the mountain. There are some who connect it with the former chiefdom of Mochi, in 
whose lowland the town lies. 
People  of  Kilimanjaro  
The town of Moshi itself is home to a wide range of different people, the Kilimanjaro region 
is predominantly made up of the Chagga, who reside on the slopes of Kilimanjaro and the 
Pare whose home is the Pare Mountains. 
The fertile volcanic soil and reliable rainfall on the slopes of Kilimanjaro has probably always 
been a draw for human settlement. The Chagga are Bantu-speaking agriculturalists whose 
ancestors probably arrived in the area in the 15th century. Their efficient and industrious 
farming skills meant that they have always produced a food surplus and subsequently have a 
history of trading with the Maasai and other local groups, and later with Arab caravans. 
Chaggas remain self-sufficient and today the mountain is scattered with family smallholdings 
that produce a variety of subsistence crops. The major cash crop is coffee, which was 
introduced during the colonial era and has been grown by small-scale farmers who sell 
through a co-operative. The main agricultural activity is still coffee and some of the finest 
Arabica in Tanzania comes from the slopes of Kilimanjaro. Coffee growing is the livelihood 
of thousands of people. The Chaggas have a reputation for industriousness, and today many 
of Tanzania’s political and business leaders come from Kilimanjaro. 
Education  
Like all of Tanzania, Moshi has universal primary education. According to the Tanzania 
Demographic and Health Survey 2010, the Kilimanjaro Region, which includes Moshi, had 
the second highest female literacy rate and the third highest male literacy rate among 
Tanzania's then-existing 26 regions. According to the Tanzania Poverty and Human 
Development Report 2005, the Moshi urban district had the highest literacy rate for persons 
over 15 years of age when compared to any of the 128 other districts in Tanzania. 
Industry  
There are also a number of manufacturing industries including TPC, Ltd., Bonite Bottlers, 
Ltd., Serengeti Breweries, Ltd., Tanzania Breweries Maltings, Kibo Match Group, Inc., 
African Mosfly Industries, Ltd., Union Service Stores, and Imara Wood Productions 
Company, Ltd. There are several metalworking workshops such as Simon Engineering, Press 
Forge and CFW Moshi. Moshi plays a host to a number of agri- industry activities that 
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includes a number of greenhouse farms for flowers and vegetables. Moreover Moshi, hosts a 
coffee factory (Milcafe, Ltd.) that specializes in the blending and packaging of tea along 
with the curing, grinding, and packing of coffee. 
Agriculture  
Moshi's lower altitude and drier climate mean that the main crops grown on the slopes of Mt. 
Kilimanjaro. The outskirts of Moshi are known for extensive farms of maize and beans, 
grown once per year during the long rainy season (known as "masika" in Kiswahili). In 
addition, the Tanganyika Planting Company operates a very large sugar cane plantation and 
company town 20 km. south of Moshi. 
Roman Catholic missionaries introduced Arabica coffee cultivation to the Moshi region in 
1893. The Kilimanjaro Native Co-operative Union was established in 1929 by the district 
commissioner, Charles Cecil Farquharson Dundas. Its purpose was to enable Chagga coffee 
growers to compete on equal terms in world markets with European growers. 
KNCU collects coffee from 96 village societies, representing over 150,000 small-scale 
farmers. KNCU handles between 50 and 70 percent of the coffee grown in the area and trades 
over 5,250 tons of Arabica coffee, or about 11% of national production. 
Climate  
Moshi has a tropical wet and dry climate. Moshi's altitude keeps temperatures lower than 
surrounding cities, even without the maritime effects that a coastal city enjoys. Nighttime 
temperatures are relatively consistent throughout the year, averaging 60 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Moshi has noticeably warmer daytime temperatures from October through March, when 
average high temperatures exceed 86 degrees, and noticeably cooler daytime temperatures 
from May through August, when average high temperatures are 75 degrees. Moshi's wettest 
months are March through May, when around 71 percent of its annual precipitation falls. 
 
What to Pack and Wear:  
Clothes  
Everything is washed by hand (by you!) so consider this when deciding the clothes you pack. 
Some  suggestions:  
4 t-shirts/short sleeved shirts 
2 long sleeved shirt and 1 fleece hoodie/ warm sweatshirt 1 
rain/wind jacket 
4 pair pants (cotton/ linen dry the fastest!) 
1 pair slippers/ indoor shoes - (we don’t wear outdoor shoes inside) 1 pair 
pajamas/ around the house clothes 
Sunglasses or hat 
Comfortable walking or running shoes (sometimes it is muddy) Flip-
flops or sandals (sometimes it is dry) 
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1 week of underwear and socks 
Bathing suit if you plan on swimming at Lake Challa 
Black  concert  attire  
 
What to wear at the schools we volunteer with: 
Be mindful of the clothes worn by the faculty. The female staff usually wears traditional 
skirts and tops, or pant suits. The men wear suits. In the past, we have worn T-shirts and jeans 
or other casual clothing because we teach at the end of their school day and the walk from our 
house to the school is about 35-40 minutes, most of it in direct sunlight, and all of it on dirt 
roads. Keeping both of those pieces of information in mind, try to look as professional as 
possible without sacrificing your best clothes. Jeans are okay, but definitely no shorts or tank 
tops at school! 
Personal  toiletries:  
Please pack toiletries, but also know that there are stores in Moshi that provide toiletries. If 
you want to save on weight, wait for arrival to purchase your cleansing needs. 
Recommended  over-­the-­counter  medications:  
Basic first-aid kit (we will have one, as well), Band-Aids, Visine, Chapstick, Imodium or 
Pepto, antidiarrheal, Vitamin C, throat lozenges, Advil, Benadryl, Neosporin, antihistamine, 
etc. – These items can also be purchased in Moshi. 
Other  important  things  to  pack:  
2 copies of your passport, wire music stand/traveling stand, flashlight, backpack, electrical 
outlet adapter, camera, computer or tablet (if you want to bring them along), reusable water 
bottle and reusable grocery bag, bug spray, and sun screen 
 
Cash:  
You can carry money with you to exchange; larger bills have a better rate. You will need bills 
from 2009-current. You may also use nearby ATMs. You will need money for outside food 
and beverages, souvenirs, tips for safari ($80 USD), and everyday purchases. Any meals 
outside of the house are on our own. If you purchase food for the house, school supplies, or 
teaching materials in country, DMI will reimburse you. 
Food  
We will shop at the local food stands for our dinner ingredients. There is a great variety of 
rice, beans, vegetables, and fruit in Moshi, so there is something for everyone! Being 
vegetarian is doable, but vegan is difficult due to the amount of eggs. 
We ask that you’ll cook a family-style dinner with a team member once a week. It can be 
simple and easy to make. Have fun with it! A pre-set schedule will be available for everyone 
to view. 
Lunch items (such as bread, peanut butter, jelly, avocado, and bananas) will be available. 
You may opt to eat out at your cost. There are a variety of local restaurants. Please note that 
dining out can be much more time consuming than in the States. 
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Typical Daily Schedule 
While we try to maintain a consistent daily schedule, things do vary day-to-day. A typical 
day may look like this: Morning: Wake-up, breakfast, practice, laundry, run errands, lesson 
plan, Afternoon: Tree planting, lunch, teaching, Evening: Dinner, free time, dinner prep, 
clean up, daily meeting over family dinner 
Tentative  Weekly  Schedule  
**This is only a sample schedule based on previous years. You will receive a more 
detailed upon arrival** 
 
 Jumapili  
[Sun.]  
Jumatatu  
[Mon.]  
Jumanne  
[Tues.]  
Jumatano  
[Wed.]  
Alhamisi  
[Thurs.]  
Ijumaa  
[Fri.]  
Jumamosi  
[Sat.]  
8:00AM  
Saa  
mbili  
Breakfast   Breakfast   Breakfast   Breakfast   Breakfast   Breakfast   Breakfast  
9:00AM  
Saa  tatu  
 Practice/  
Rehearsals  
Practice/  
Rehearsals  
Practice/  
Rehearsals  
Practice/  
Rehearsals  
Practice/  
Rehearsals  
 
10:00AM  
Saa  nne  
       
11:00AM  
Saa  tano  
Leave  for  
brunch  
performance  
@  TPC  
 Leave  for  
plantings  
@  11:30  
Leave  for  
Field  
Trips  @  
11:30  
Leave  for  
plantings  
@  11:30  
  
12:00PM  
Saa  sita  
  Plantings  
until  1:00  
 Plantings  
until  1:00  
  
1:00PM  
Saa  
saba  
 Lunch   Lunch   Lunch   Lunch   Lunch    
2:00PM  
Saa  
nane  
       
3:00PM  
Saa  tisa  
Return  from  
brunch  
performance  
Leave  to  
teach  -­  
class  @  
3:30  
Leave  to  
teach  -­  
class  @  
3:30  
 Leave  to  
teach  -­  
class  @  
3:30  
Leave  to  
teach  -­  
class  @  
3:30  
 
4:00PM  
Saa  
kumi  
       
5:00PM  
Saa  
kumi  na  
moja  
 Class  ends  @  
5:30  
Conservation  
class  @  5:00  
-­  5:30  
Return  
from  Field  
Trips  
Class  ends  @  
5:30  
Class  
Performance  
@  5-­5:30  
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6:00PM  
Saa  
kumi  na  
mbili  
 Dinner  by  
Volunteer  
1  &  2  
Dinner  by  
Volunteer  
3  &  4  
Dinner  by  
Volunteer  
5  &  6  
Dinner  by  
Volunteer  
7  &  8  
Dinner  by  
Volunteer  
9  &  10  
 
7:00PM          
  
Living  Environment  and  Expectations  
•   Be	  a	  good	  roommate:	  Clean	  up	  after	  yourself,	  and	  be	  mindful	  of	  others	  living	  with	  you.	  
•   Help	  with	  chores:	  We	  take	  turns	  cooking	  dinner,	  cleaning	  up	  meals	  and	  boiling	  water	  for	  the	  next	  day.	  
•   Do	  your	  own	  chores:	  Although	  the	  housemother	  will	  wash	  your	  sheets	  and	  towels,	  you	  are	  in	  charge	  of	  doing	  your	  laundry	  (by	  hand)	  and	  preparing/cleaning	  up	  after	  your	  lunch	  and	  breakfast	  meals.	  You	  must	  clean	  up	  after	  yourself.	  
•   Outside	  food:	  If	  you	  choose	  to	  go	  out	  for	  lunch	  or	  breakfast	  during	  the	  week,	  you	  are	  in	  charge	  of	  paying	  for	  your	  meal.	  Weekend	  meals	  are	  flexible.	  
•   Transportation:	  You	  will	  have	  access	  to	  a	  list	  of	  trusted	  taxi	  drivers	  to	  take	  you	  on	  any	  personal	  outing	  during	  non-­‐‑event	  times.	  It	  is	  perfectly	  safe	  to	  walk	  around	  town;	  although	  we	  do	  not	  advise	  walking	  after	  dark.	  Any	  personal	  use	  of	  taxi	  drivers	  will	  be	  covered	  by	  you.	  
•   Be	  prepared:	  Be	  prepared	  for	  teaching	  lessons	  each	  day	  (review	  your	  curriculum,	  prepare	  materials	  and	  music,	  etc.)	  and	  for	  upcoming	  performances	  (practice	  however	  much	  you	  need	  in	  order	  to	  be	  successful).	  
•   Participate:	  Join	  in	  all	  student	  activities,	  including	  field	  trips,	  and	  meetings	  with	  your	  team.	  
•   Pitch	  in	  when	  help	  is	  needed	  and	  be	  flexible!	  
Wi-­Fi  and  Internet  Access  
We will have wifi in the house. However - it is dependent upon the power being on and the 
pre- paid data plan not having run out. There may be multiple days in a row that you won't be 
able to access the Internet while in house if you are relying entirely on the wifi. 
There are also "internet sticks" and “hot spots” that can be purchased for about $15 - $50 
depending on the company you use. You will have to purchase data separately and you will 
need to provide photo identification in order to do so. This works even if the power is out. 
Please keep in mind that data is used very quickly. Buyer’s beware – we’ve had sticks and 
boxes in the past that just don’t work. There are Internet cafes nearby that sometimes have 
Internet. 
DMI  Faculty  
Julia Georges, In-Country Operations Director, clarinet & general 
music Ching-Yi Lin, DMI Faculty, strings 
Katie Palmer, DMI Executive Director, clarinet 
Gary Sperl, DMI Makumira Faculty, clarinet 
Alex Ngatunga, In-Country Specialist, 0654 564 625 
Ian Tyson, DMI Faculty, clarinet 
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Jonathan Robinson, DMI Faculty, clarinet 
TZ  Contact  Information  
Daraja Music Initiative phone: 06 774 464 453 
Gary Sperl: 0764 937 524 
 
Conservationists: 
•  Samweli	  Mochuwa,	  Kiviwama–	  0754	  343	  634	  
•  Oscar	  –	  Samweli’s	  son	  –	  0759	  016	  029	  
•  Elizabeth	  Chuwa	  –	  African	  Blackwood	  CP	  –	  0655	  222	  910	  
•  Elizabeth	  Chuwa	  –	  ABCP,	  secondary	  phone	  –	  0754	  822	  291	  
•  Nestory	  Mushi	  –	  0719	  813	  109	  
•  Dismas	  Macha	  –	  0754	  800	  932,	  ABCP	  
 
Police  Academy:  
•  John	  Machibya	  –	  0753	  048	  336	  
•  Mr	  Mushi,	  Commander	  of	  Education	  –	  0764	  500	  915	  
 
Taxi:  
•  Juma	  Kipanga	  –	  0756	  861	  891	  –	  super	  fast	  and	  reliable,	  but	  a	  bit	  more	  expensive	  
•  Abdule	  –	  0786	  015	  506	  -­‐‑	  inexpensive	  but	  often	  forgets	  where	  he	  is	  going	  
 
Food:  
•  Kilimanjaro	  Coffee	  Lounge	  –	  Patricia	  –	  0754	  610	  892	  
•  Coffee	  Shop	  –	  0753	  060	  677	  (Anna	  is	  the	  manager)	  
 
Useful  Swahili  Words  and  Phrases  
Greetings/Responses  
Hu Jambo/ Si Jambo – Hello/ Hello 
Mambo/ Poa– How are you?/ Cool 
Shikamoo/ Marahaba – Hello (respectful, for older adults and leadership) / Well Habari – 
What’s new/How are you? 
Habari za - How is your...? ...asubuhi (Morning) ...mchana (Afternoon)...jioni (Evening) Nzuri 
(sana) – Fine (very) 
Safi (sana) – Great (very) Sawa – 
OK 
Pole (sana) – Sorry (very) **Pole can have a variety of other meanings in Tanzania, it can be 
compared to the phrase “such is life” or “C’est la vie”** 
Baadaye – See you later Kwa heri – 
Goodbye 
Lala salama – Good night 
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Jina lako nani? – What is your name Jina 
langu ni... – My name is... 
Naomba – I would like... 
Tafadhali – Please (Swahili speakers rarely say please) Asante 
(sana) – Thank you (very much) 
Karibu (sana) – Welcome (very welcome) (Often used to say “you’re welcome” and to 
welcome someone into a house/shop/etc.) 
Ndiyo – Yes Hapana 
– No 
Shii ngapi – How much is it? 
Ni nini? – What is it? 
Unasemaje ___ kwa Kisawhili? – How do you say ____ in Swahili? Shusa – 
Stop/Let me off (used on the dala dala when your stop is called) Sielewi – I 
don’t understand 
Numbers  
 
0  –  sifuri   20  –  ishirini   100  –  mia  moja  
1  –  moja   21  –  ishirini  na  moja   200  –  mia  mbili  
2  –  mbili   22  –  ishirini  na  mbili   Etc.  –  “hundred  #”  
3  –  tatu   Etc.  –  “20  and  #”   1,000  –  elfu  moja  
4  –  nne   30  –  theluthini   2,000  –  elfu  mbili  
5  –  tano   40  –  arobaini   Etc.  –  “thousand  #”  
6  –  sita   50  –  hamsini    
7  –  saba   60  –  sitini    
8  –  nane   70  –  sabini    
9  –  tisa   80  –  themanini    
10  –  kumi   90  –  tisini    
11  –  kumi  na  moja     
12  –  kumi  na  mbili     
Etc.  –  “10  and  #     
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Compound numbers (examples) 4,500 – elfu nne mia tano 6,050 – elfu sita hamsini 2,001 – 
elfu mbili na moja 
Days  of  the  week  
(Saturday is day one) 
Saturday  -­  Jumamosi   Sunday  -­  Jumapili   Monday  -­  Jumatatu  
Tuesday  -­  Jumanne   Wednesday  -­  Jumatano   Thursday  -­  Alhamisi  
Friday  -­  Ijumaa     
Today  -­  Leo   Tomorrow  -­  Kesho   Yesterday  -­  Jana  
Helpful  words  for  music  teaching  
  
sikiliza  -­  listen   nzima  –  whole  
sikia  –  hear   nusu  –  half  
angalia  –  look   robo  –  quarter  
ona  –  see   theluthi  –  eighth  
jua  –  know   mfulilizo  –  order  (in  a  series)  
fanya  –  do   cheza  –  play  
tengeneza  –  make   anza  –  start  
enda  –  go   simama  –  stop  
 sema  –  say/speak  
 elewa  -­  understand  
 sawasawa  –  same  
 tofauti  –  different  
I: Ni-You: U- He/She: A- We: Tu- You all: M- They: Wa-I see: Ni (I) na (present) ona (see) - 
Ninaona She saw: A (she) li (past) ona (see) - Aliona 
We will see: Tu (we) ta (future) ona (see) - Tutaona 
 
Negatives operate under the same rules. All Swahili negative forms end with the letter “i.” 
I: Si-You: Hu- He/She: Ha- We: Hatu- You all: Ham- They: Hawa- 
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Present tense: -na- Past 
tense: -li- Future tense: -ta- 
Verbs end with the letter “A,” and their... negative 
present: -ja- 
Negative past: -ku- Negative 
future: -ta- 
I don’t hear: Si (I) ja (negative present) sikii (hear) - Sijasikii 
She didn’t hear: Ha (she) ku (negative past) sikii (hear) - Hakusikii We 
won’t hear: Hatu (we) ta (negative future) sikii (hear) - Hatutasikii 
Time  
What is Swahili time? 
Swahili speakers count time differently than most of the world. In Swahili Time, 1 o'clock in 
the morning is the first hour after sunrise (what everyone else calls 7:00 a.m.), and 1 o'clock 
at night is the first hour after sunset (what the rest of the world calls 7:00 p.m.). Why? 
Because most Swahili speakers live close to the equator, and on the equator the sun rises and 
sets at the same time every day of the year. 
Unlike countries far from the equator, where sunrise in June might occur at 4:30 a.m and 
sunrise in December might be at 8:30 a.m., the sunrise in the Swahili speaking world is so 
consistent that you can set your clock by it - so people do. 
Why is this clock unique? 
Although Swahili speakers all say the hours in Swahili Time, no watch or clock has ever 
been designed especially for their way of telling time. Instead, Swahili speakers (and 
speakers of nearby African languages that tell time similarly) use standard clocks, set with 
the hands in the standard position, and add or subtract six hours when they read the time. For 
example, a Swahili speaker would look at a standard clock at noon, with the little hand 
pointing to the 12, and say, "It's 6 o'clock" ("Ni saa sita"). 
Again, 7am is considered “hour 1” or Saa Moja and 8am is “hour 2” or Saa Mbili, etc etc. 
Generally, Swahili speakers only say the number of the hour, but for clarity’s sake, it may be 
wise to add “asubuhi” “mchana,” or “jioni,” or to indicate morning, afternoon, or evening. 
Saa  ngapi  –  What  hour  is  it?  
Ni...  –  It’s... 
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APPENDIX B 
 
GUIDES AND CHECKLISTS 
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PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION GUIDE  
Adapted from ASU: SOS 591 Spring 2015 
 
Central research question: What are potential benefits of participant engagement in a volunteer tourism 
youth education program for program youth?  
 
 
Reflections: What is happening?  Who is there?  What are they doing?  How are they relating?  What does 
it feel/smell/look like?  How are people treating you?  
 
Sketch the physical space if this seems important to how the situation is unfolding. 
 
Good field notes should include specific, rich details.  Instead of saying, "there are some people here", tell 
us details - how many?  What are they doing?  How are they interacting? Similarly, instead of saying "its a 
normal room", tell us how big it is, what it looks like, how people move in it, etc.  
Good field notes also often include an explicit differentiation of what we are exactly seeing from what we 
think might be going on.  If you think you know what is happening between two people be explicit about the 
clues that led you to this -- clues often include things like body language, props (books, phones, bikes, place 
cards, you name it, etc.), clothing, situations (waiting in line for something, some repeated social interaction 
like showing ID or starting a lecture etc.) 
Good field notes also often include exact language or exact actions.  Specific phrases are important, so if a 
particular phrase (either spoken or on a sign or some other relevant written component of the scene) sticks 
out, record it verbatim.  Similarly, watch for specific actions, so instead of just saying "the elderly woman 
seemed to have difficulty getting into the bus", something like "She was carrying two shopping bags - both 
from Safeway - and they looked heavy.  I could see that one had milk in it.  To get up the stairs of the bus 
she had to put the bags, one at a time, on the steps and then she used the handrail to pull herself up each 
step" 
Include a map, a timeline or any other visualization if it’s helpful. It could also include a margin in which 
there are tabs or meta-reflections that you have added to draw attention to particular elements.  These are not 
essential, but this would be a good time to experiment with such options as strategies for making sense of 
the situation. 
*A decision should be made regarding participation (examples: Full Observer; Participant-Observer; 
Observer-Participant; or Full Participant) 
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INTERVIEW CHECKLIST 
(Adapted from Krueger & Casey, 2015) 
 
Advance Notice 
 _____Select locations, dates, and times that are convenient for each interviewee 
 _____Contact participants (DMI management) two weeks (or more) before interview 
 _____Enlist (community) interviewee participation in-person 
 _____Email (or give) each participant written confirmation of the time, date and place 
 _____Contact each participant (email or in-person, to remind them of interview 
Questions 
 _____Questions should flow in a logical sequence 
 _____ Key questions should focus on the critical issues of concern 
 _____ Estimate how much time you will spend on each question 
 _____ Use follow-up questions as needed 
 _____ Limit the use of why questions 
Logistics 
 _____Arrive early at predetermined private location (room, office, etc.) 
 _____Check background noise so it doesn’t interfere with audio recording 
 _____ Place the digital recorder or a remote microphone on the table. Check if working. 
 _____Bring extra batteries, lists of questions, pens, pad of paper 
 _____ Plan topics for small-talk conversation 
Interviewer Skills 
 _____Practice the introduction without referring to focus group guidebook 
 _____Practice questions. Know the key questions. 
 _____Be well rested, alert, and fully present 
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_____Use probes and pauses 
 _____Manage the time 
 _____Avoid: head nodding, verbal comments signaling approval, personal opinions 
Immediately after interview session 
 _____Check to see if the recorder captured the comments 
 _____Download the digital audio files to your computer 
 _____Prepare a brief written summary of key points 
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FOCUS GROUP CHECKLIST 
(Adapted from Krueger & Casey, 2015) 
 
Advance Notice 
 _____Select locations, dates, and times that are convenient for participants 
 _____Contact participants two weeks (or more) before the session 
 _____ Slightly over recruit the number of participants 
 _____ Email each participant written confirmation of the time, date, and place 
 _____ Contact each participant, in-person, to remind them of the focus group 
Questions 
 _____Questions should flow in a logical sequence 
 _____ Key questions should focus on the critical issues of concern 
 _____ Estimate how much time you will spend on each question 
 _____ Use follow-up questions as needed 
 _____ Limit the use of why questions 
Logistics 
 _____ Arrive early, Make sure the room is satisfactory (size, tables, comfort, etc.) 
 _____ Check background noise so it doesn’t interfere with audio recording 
 _____ Have name tents for participants 
 _____ Place the digital recorder or a remote microphone on the table. Check if working. 
 _____ Bring extra batteries, name tents, lists of questions 
 _____ Bring pens and copies of handouts and visual aids (printed photographs for PGPE) 
 _____ Arrange food 
 _____ Plan topics for small-talk conversation 
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Moderator Skills 
 _____Practice the introduction without referring to focus group guidebook 
 _____Practice questions. Know the key questions. 
 _____Be well rested, alert, and fully present 
 _____Welcome participants 
 _____Create a comfortable, open atmosphere 
 _____Use probes and pauses 
 _____Manage the time 
 _____Make sure everyone has a chance to share 
 _____Avoid: head nodding, verbal comments signaling approval, personal opinions 
Immediately after the session 
 _____Check to see if the recorder captured the comments 
 _____Download the digital audio files to your computer 
 _____Prepare a brief written summary of key points 
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APPENDIX C 
PHOTO ELICIATION INSTRUCTIONS 
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Photo Elicitation Instructions 
 
1) Capture through photography what you think best represents participants (youth, community 
members, volunteer teachers and DMI management) engaging in DMI and potential impacts of 
participant engagement for enrolled youth. 
 
2) When capturing your participants, please make a note of the time/date, context, and why you 
chose the picture to best represent what is asked of you in question one. This will help you not only 
during the interview, but also when asked to select a few photos from all pictures you chose to 
take. 
 
3) I am also asking all volunteers who are participating in this portion of the study to take as many 
photos as they'd like to, but to be considerate of your subjects. The subjects will have their faces 
blurred if the pictures will be published outside my dissertation document if they have not given 
permission. However if you ask your subjects permission without disrupting the moment, then that 
would be the best plan. Please make a note of which pictures you did/did not ask permission so I 
can make a note of this in my file. 
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APPENDIX D 
CONSENT FORMS 
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Interview  Consent  Form  -­  Participant  Engagement  in  a  Volunteer  Tourist  Youth  Education  
Program  and  Program  Youth  Impacts  
  
I  am  a  doctoral  student  in  the  School  of  Community  Resources  and  Development  at  Arizona  State  
University  (ASU),  Phoenix  Arizona  U.S.A.  I  am  conducting  a  research  study  to  explore  impacts  of  
participant  engagement  in  DMI  on  program  youth.  
I  expect  research  participants  will  spend  approximately  1  –  1.5  hours  for  interviews.  During  the  
study  participants  will  be  observed  but  will  not  be  identified  in  any  way.    
You  have  the  right  to  not  answer  any  question  and  to  stop  participation  at  any  time.  Your  
participation  in  this  study  is  voluntary.  If  you  choose  not  to  participate  or  to  withdraw  from  the  
study  at  any  time,  there  will  be  no  penalty  (for  example,  you  may  still  keep  your  school  supplies).  If  
you  are  younger  than  18  years  old,  one  parent  or  guardian  must  sign  this  document  in  order  for  
you  to  participate.  If  you  are  older  than  18  years  old,  you  may  sign  this  document  to  show  you  
agree  to  participate  in  the  study.  
For  Moshi  youth  participants,  there  will  be  lunch  provided,  as  well  as  school  supplies  given  for  
your  participation  in  the  study.  For  all  participants,  there  are  no  foreseeable  risks  or  discomforts  
associated  with  your  participation.  Your  responses  will  be  confidential  if  you  are  part  of  an  
individual  interview.  The  results  of  this  study  may  be  used  in  reports,  presentations,  or  publications  
but  your  name  will  not  be  used.    
  
I  would  like  to  audio  record  this  interview  for  ease  of  data  analysis.  However,  the  interview  will  not  
be  recorded  without  your  permission.  Please  let  me  know  if  you  do  not  want  the  interview  to  be  
recorded.  You  also  can  change  your  mind  after  the  interview  starts  without  penalty.  
  
If  you  have  any  questions  concerning  the  research  study,  please  contact  the  researcher:  Lana  
Olsen,  480  318-­0650.  If  you  have  any  questions  about  your  rights  as  a  subject/participant  in  this  
research,  or  if  you  feel  you  have  been  placed  at  risk,  you  can  contact  the  Chair  of  the  Human  
Subjects  Institutional  Review  Board,  through  the  ASU  Office  of  Research  Integrity  and  Assurance,  
at  (480)  965-­6788.    
  
By  signing  below  you  are  agreeing  to  be  part  of  the  study  and  be  audiotaped.  
  
Printed  Name:  ______________________________    
  
Signature:  ____________________________  Date:    _________________________  
  
If  you  are  under  18  years  old,  your  parent  or  guardian  will  need  to  sign  as  well.  
  
By  signing  below,  you  are  giving  consent  for  your  child;;    
  
________________________  (Child’s  name)  to  participate  in  the  above  study.  
  
Printed  Name:  ______________________________  
  
Signature:  ____________________________  Date:  __________________________  
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Focus  Group  Consent  Form  -­  Participant  Engagement  in  a  Volunteer  Tourist  Youth  
Education  Program  and  Potential  Youth  Impacts  
  
I  am  a  Doctoral  Candidate  in  the  School  of  Community  Resources  and  Development  at  Arizona  
State  University  (ASU),  Phoenix  Arizona  U.S.A.  I  am  conducting  a  study  to  explore  participant  
engagement  in  DMI  and  potential  youth  impacts.  
  
Participants  will  spend  approximately  1.5  to  2  hours  in  a  focus  group.  If  part  of  the  photo  elicitation  
focus  group,  an  additional  4  –  8  hours  taking  photos  will  be  needed  along  with  time  required  for  
the  focus  group.  During  the  study,  program  participants  may  be  observed,  however  you  will  not  be  
identified  in  any  way.    
You  have  the  right  to  not  answer  any  question  and  to  stop  participation  at  any  time.  If  you  choose  
not  to  participate  or  withdraw  from  the  study,  there  will  be  no  penalty  (for  example,  you  may  still  
keep  your  school  supplies).  If  you  are  less  than  18  years  old,  one  parent  or  guardian  must  sign  
this  document.  If  you  are  older  than  18  years,  your  signature  on  this  document  shows  you  agree  
with  being  a  part  of  the  study.  
For  Moshi  youth  participants,  there  will  be  lunch  provided  as  well  as  school  supplies  given  to  
award  you  for  participating.  For  all  participants,  there  are  no  foreseeable  risks  or  discomforts  
associated  with  your  participation.  
  
Being  part  of  a  focus  group  means  your  responses  will  be  confidential  but  due  to  the  nature  of  
focus  groups  complete  confidentiality  is  not  guaranteed.  The  results  of  this  study  may  be  used  in  
reports,  presentations,  or  publications  but  you  will  not  be  identifiable.    
  
I  would  like  to  audio  record  this  focus  group  for  data  analysis  however  the  focus  group  will  not  be  
recorded  without  your  permission.  You  will  not  be  penalized  if  you  do  not  want  the  focus  group  
recorded  or  if  you  change  your  mind  after  the  focus  group  begins.  
  
If  you  have  any  questions  concerning  the  research  study,  please  contact  the  researcher:  Lana  
Olsen,  480  318-­0650.  If  you  have  any  questions  about  your  rights  as  a  subject/participant  in  this  
research,  or  if  you  feel  you  have  been  placed  at  risk,  you  can  contact  the  Chair  of  the  Human  
Subjects  Institutional  Review  Board,  through  the  ASU  Office  of  Research  Integrity  and  Assurance,  
at  (480)  965-­6788.    
  
By  signing  below  you  are  agreeing  to  be  part  of  the  study  and  be  audiotaped.  
  
Printed  Name:  ______________________________    
  
Signature:  ____________________________  Date:    _________________________  
  
If  you  are  under  18  years  old,  your  parent  or  guardian  will  need  to  sign  as  well.  
  
By  signing  below,  you  are  giving  consent  for  your  child  
  
_______________________(Child’s  name)  to  participate  in  the  above  study.  
  
Printed  Name:  ______________________________  
  
Signature:  ____________________________  Date:  _________________________  
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Fomu ya ridhaa ya mahojiano ya mmoja mmoja – Ushiriki katika mpango wa kujitolea wa 
Elimu ya vijana ya utalii (Volunteer Tourist Youth Education Program) na mpango wa 
Program Youth Impacts  
 
Mimi ni mwanafunzi wa Shahada ya uzamifu katika shule ya Mali za Jamii na Maendeleo katika 
chuo kikuu cha Arizona kilichopo Phoenix, Arizona, Marekani. Ninafanya utafiti kuchunguza 
uwezekano wa athari za kushiriki katika mpango wa Daraja Music Initiative (DMI) kwa vijana 
waliosajiliwa katika mpango huo. Ninategemea washiriki wa utafiti huu watatumia kwa kadiri 
masaa 1 – 1.5 katika mahojiano.  
 
Una haki ya kutokujibu swali lolote na kuacha kushiriki muda wowote. Ushiriki wako katika utafiti 
huu ni wa kujitolea. Ukiamua kutoshiriki au kujitoa katika utafiti huu muda wowote, hakutakuwa 
na adhabu wala maathari yoyote. Kama upo chini ya miaka ya 18, mzazi au mlezi mmoja 
anatakiwa kuweka sahihi katika nakala hii kuonyesha umekubali kushiriki katika huu utafiti. 
Katika utafiti huu, washiriki pia watachunguzwa lakini hawatatambuliwa kwa majina yao au 
namna yoyote.  
 
Kwa washiriki wa Moshi, chakula cha mchana kitatolewa, pamoja na vifaa vya shule kwa ajili ya 
ushiriki wako katika utafiti huu. Kwa washiriki wote, hatutarajii kuwa na hatari wala usumbufu 
wowote kutokana na ushiriki wako. Majibu yako yatakuwa siri kama wewe utashiriki katika 
mahojiano ya mtu binafsi (mtu mmoja mmoja). Matokeo ya utafiti huu yanaweza kutumika katika 
ripoti, maonyesho, machapisho lakini jina lako halitatumika. 
 
Ningependa kurekodi mahojiano ya vikundi kwa ajili ya uchambuzi wa data. Jina lako 
halitatambuliwa. Hata hivyo kama hutaki taarifa zako za kumbukumbu kurekodiwa, mchango 
wako hautahusishwa katika nakala za rekodi (mtafiti ataandika mchango wako). Pia unaweza 
kubadilisha mawazo yako juu ya kuwa kurekodiwa baada ya mahojiano ya vikundi kuanza, au 
unaweza kujitoa katika utafiti. 
 
Kama una maswali yoyote juu ya utafiti, tafadhali wasiliana na Lana Olsen (mtafiti) kupitia DMI. 
Kama una maswali yoyote kuhusu haki zako kama mshiriki katika utafiti huu, au kama unahisi 
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umewekwa kwenye hatari, unaweza kuwasiliana na Mwenyekiti wa Taasisi ya utafiti wa binadamu 
kupitia ofisi ya Uadilifu wa Utafiti wa ASU – (480) 965-6788. 
 
Kwa kuweka sahihi hapa chini unakubali kuwa sehemu ya utafiti na kurekodiwa kwa sauti. 
 
Jina Kamili: ______________________________  
 
Sahihi: ____________________________ Tarehe:  _________________________ 
 
Kama upo chini ya miaka 18, mzazi au mlezi wako anatakiwa kuweka sahihi pia.  
 
Kwa kusaini hapa chini, unatoa idhini kwa mtoto wako:  
 
________________________ (Jina la mtoto) anayeshiriki kwenye utafiti. 
 
Jina Kamili: ______________________________ 
 
Sahihi: ____________________________ Tarehe: __________________________ 
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APPENDIX E 
 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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Test Interview Questions 
Core Volunteer Tourist Teacher  
 
Main Research Question: How does participant engagement in a volunteer tourism youth 
education program impact enrolled youth?  
 
Archival #:      R = Respondent 
Site:       I = Interviewer  
Interviewer: Lana Olsen 
Date:  
Start:  
End:  
 
Introductory Protocol 
 
All information gathered from this interview will be held confidentially. It is important for you to 
understand your participation is voluntary and you may stop at any time. There is no penalty or 
negative consequences if you decided to withdraw from the study. I have planned this interview to 
last no longer than 90 minutes and during this time I will ask several questions using a recording 
device to help with data collection. Unless you have any further questions, please sign the 
Interview Consent Form indicating your approval to be interviewed and audio-recorded. 
 
Introduction 
 
You have been selected to speak with me today because you have been identified as someone who 
has a great deal of knowledge about Daraja Music Initiative (DMI). My research study focuses on 
participant engagement in a volunteer tourism youth education program and potential youth 
benefits. 
 
A. General Questions 
 
1.   Why were the sites (schools, orphanages, coffee shop) chosen as locations for music-
making/conservation education? 
 
2.   Please explain the coordination and cooperation between DMI and: 
 
a)   Local government (Municipality of Moshi) 
b)   Local schools/orphanages 
c)   Environmental organizations 
d)   Tourism organizations both governmental agencies and private industry (e.g. Tanzania 
Office of Tourism, Tour companies). 
e)   Volunteers 
f)   Funding partners 
g)   Non-profit community development organizations 
h)   Other business and artists (e.g., local businesses, artists, musicians) 
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3.   What are DMI’s financial support channels (E.g., sponsors, volunteers, or in kind 
donations)? (Management only). 
4.   How are students chosen to be a part of DMI? 
 
Engagement warm-up 
 
1.   What does engagement mean? 
2.   What does engaged learning look like to you? 
3.   What factors do you think impacts engaged learning?  
 
C. Engagement (Emotional) 
 
1.   Enjoyable (Sinatra, Heddy & Lombardi, 2015); Dedication (Seppala et al., 2009) 
 
a)   How does participating in this program bring you purpose? (Seppala et al., 2009) 
b)   How do you perceive DMI brings enrolled youth purpose?  
c)   Can you provide me of a situation that was not enjoyable? 
 
2.   Sense of belonging (Darr, 2010) 
 
a)   How does DMI/volunteers care for their students while in country? When they are not 
in Tanzania?  
b)   How is the local Tanzanian culture represented in the music that is played?  
c)   In what ways are you proud to be associated with DMI?  
d)   What may be some of the frustrations associated with being a part of this initiative? 
 
3.   Appreciation of success 
 
a)   What does success look like to you? 
b)   How are students encouraged to be successful in DMI? 
c)   How do students show their appreciation of the program? 
d)   In what other ways would you like to see the program more successful? 
 
D. Engagement (Cognitive)  
 
1.   Motivation (Fredricks, Blumenfeld & Paris, 2004) 
 
a)   In what ways did the destination of Tanzania/Moshi play a part in your decision to 
volunteer?  
b)   How do you think being a musician or environmentalist impacted your decision to 
participate? 
c)   What draws students to the program? 
d)   How are students motivated to stay in the program? 
e)   How many students have stayed in the program/dropped out? Why did they stay/drop 
out? 
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2.   Investment in learning (volunteering/teaching) (Greene, 2015; Seppala et al., 2009) 
 
a)   How are volunteers prepared for teaching in a foreign community? (Or: In what ways 
were you prepared to teach for this international community development program? 
What ways were you not?) 
b)   Would you consider volunteering (or have you volunteered) for other types of volunteer 
experiences outside your primary skillset? If so, which ones? If not, why not? 
c)   What would encourage you to engage in this type of experience again? 
d)   In what ways does volunteer skill-to-community project matching contribute to 
volunteer engagement with the program?  
e)   How does a skilled volunteer contribute to student engagement?  
 
3.   Effort/persistence (Greene, 2015); Absorption (Seppala et al., 2009) 
 
a)   If a student is having difficulties with material, how persistent are you in finding a 
solution to this problem?  
b)   How persistent are you in keeping the student in the program or finding another student 
to replace the student? 
c)   How difficult is for you to detach yourself from DMI? 
 
4.   Achievement (Sinatra, Heddy & Lambardi, 2015); Future Aspirations 
 
a)   How does DMI help with student program goals? 
b)   How does DMI differentiate between performance goals versus mastery goals? 
c)   In what ways does this program contribute to future career or academic aspirations for 
youth? 
 
D. Engagement (Behavioral/social/participatory/physical) 
 
1.   Time on Task 
 
a)   How much time do students spend playing their instruments? How is this reported? 
b)   How much time do you put into keeping this program running? 
c)   What portions of DMI would you like to see changed? 
 
2.   Participation (Reschly & Christenson, 2010); Collaborative Engagement (Jarvela, 
Jarvenoja, Malmberg, Isohatala & Sobocinski, 2016) 
 
a)   How many other volunteer commitments do you have? 
b)   In what ways do you think other school activities (i.e.: clubs) impacts student success in 
DMI? 
c)   In terms of numbers, approximately how many local people take part in this program? 
(E.g., teachers, conservationists, police members, etc.). 
d)   In what ways are students involved in curriculum or decisions related to DMI? 
e)   What collaborative efforts have been made to encourage host community engagement 
(e.g.: parents, teachers, tour operator, police) in the program? 
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f)   How do you perceive collaboration between stakeholders, impacts youth educational 
growth and career opportunities? 
g)   What other DMI partnerships and collaborations do you think should DMI consider? 
(E.g. Tourism partners, Environmental groups, other youth-focused NGOs such as 
“RENEW”). 
 
E. Community Context  
 
1.   Self-help (vs. Dependency)  
  
a)   How aware are you of the historical issues related to colonialism in the global South? 
Tanzania? Have you taken any courses on this? 
b)   How aware are you of Tanzanian government initiatives or research priorities in 
education and tourism? (See: refer to documents attached).  
c)   In what ways do you perceive DMI is aiming to meet, or meets, Tanzanian education 
and tourism objectives? 
d)   How is student curriculum decided? (E.g. local teachers consulted?) 
 
2.   Sustainable  
 
a)   What happens to program continuity when DMI is not physically present? (E.g. other 9 
months of the year or are teachers in the community being trained?). (Or: what do you 
understand happens to program continuity when DMI is not physically present?). 
 
E. Closing 
 
1.   How have you personally grown as a result of this experience? 
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Community Interview Questions 
Maswali ya Mahojiano na Jamii 
 
Introductory Protocol 
Itifaki ya Utangulizi 
 
All information gathered from this interview will be held confidentially. It is important for you to 
understand your participation is voluntary and you may stop at any time. There is no penalty or 
negative consequences if you decided to withdraw from the study. I have planned this interview to 
last no longer than 90 minutes and during this time I will ask several questions using a recording 
device to help with data collection. Unless you have any further questions, please sign the 
Interview Consent Form indicating your approval to be interviewed and audio-recorded. 
 
Kila taarifa itakayokusanywa kwenye mahojiano haya itakuwa siri. Ni muhimu wewe kutambua 
kuwa ushiriki wako katika mahojiano haya ni wa hiari na unaweza kuacha muda wowote. Hakuna 
adhabu wala athari zozote zitakazojitokeza utakapoamua kujitoa katika mahojiano haya. 
Nimepanga mahojiano haya yasizidi dakika 90, na katika muda huu, nitauliza maswali pamoja na 
kurekodi maongezi kwa ajili ya kusaidia katika kukusanya taarifa. Kama hauna maswali yoyote, 
tafadhali weka sahihi katika fomu ya ridhaa ya mahojiano kuonyesha idhini yako kuhojiwa na 
kurekodiwa sauti.  
 
Introduction 
Utangulizi 
 
You have been selected to speak with me today because you have been identified as someone who 
has a great deal of knowledge about Daraja Music Initiative (DMI). My research study focuses on 
participant engagement in a youth education program and potential youth impacts. 
 
Umechaguliwa kuongea na mimi leo kwasababu umetambulika kuwa mtu mwenye taarifa na 
ufahamu mzuri kuhusu Daraja Music Initiative (DMI). Utafiti wangu umelenga katika participant 
engagement (ushiriki - mshiriki) katika mpango wa elimu ya vijana na uwezekano wa athari za 
vijana. 
 
Interviewee (Community Member) 
Mahojiano (Wanajamii) 
 
1.   What is your job title? How long have been with your current job? 
Unafanya kazi gani? (Taja cheo chako cha kazi) Umefanya kazi hii kwa muda gani? 
 
2.   Why did you decide to become involved with DMI? 
Kwanini uliamua kujihusisha na DMI?  
 
3.   How much time of your week is taken up by DMI commitments during the time the 
program is being offered? 
Kwa kipindi ambacho mpango wa DMI unatolewa, kazi za DMI zinachukua kiasi gani cha 
muda wako kwa wiki? 
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4.   How were you prepared or trained to work with DMI?  
Uliandaliwa vipi au ulipata mafunzo gani kufanya kazi na DMI? 
 
5.   What have been the most rewarding or enjoyable parts of working with DMI so far?  
Ni sehemu gani au kitu gani ambacho wewe umefurahia sana katika kufanya kazi na DMI 
mpaka sasa? 
 
6.   Have there been any frustrations, disappointments or difficulties? 
Je kumekuwa na matatizo, kukata tamaa au changamoto zozote? 
 
7.   If DMI is having difficulties managing the program in your community, how persistent are 
you in finding a solution? What have you done to address these difficulties? 
Kama DMI inapata matatizo katika kuendesho mipango yake katika jamii, je umekuwa 
mstari wa mbele katika kutafuta suluhisho? Je umefanya kitu gani au umechukua hatua gani 
katika kutatua matatizo au changamoto hizo? 
 
8.   How difficult is for you to detach yourself from DMI commitments? 
Je unapata ugumu wowote pale unapotaka kujitoa katika shughuli au majukumu ya DMI? 
Kama unapata ugumu, tafadhali elezea zaidi ugumu huo. 
 
DMI 
 
1.   Who decides on DMI program curriculum?  
Nani huamua kuhusu mtaala wa DMI?  
 
2.   How are community members encouraged to be part of the program? 
Je wananchi wanahamasikaje kuwa sehemu ya mpango huu? 
 
         3.   According to DMI website, “Daraja Music Initiative (DMI) promotes awareness 
 of conserving Mpingo–commonly referred to as African Blackwood or Grenadilla–by 
actively engaging students and the community with the power of music.” 
What does “actively engaging students and the community with the power of music” mean 
to you? 
 
Katika tovuti ya DMI imeandikwa, ““Daraja Music Initiative (DMI) promotes awareness of 
conserving Mpingo–commonly referred to as African Blackwood or Grenadilla–by actively 
engaging students and the community with the power of music.” AU [Daraja Music 
Initiative (DMI) inahamasisha kuongeza uelewa wa uhifadhi wa Mpingo – ambao pia 
unajulikana kama Africa Blackwood au Grenadila - by actively engaging students and the 
community with the power of music] 
Je wewe unaelewa nini au unatafsiri vipi wanaposema, “actively engaging students and the 
community with the power of music”? 
 
       4.   What happens to the program when DMI is not in the country? 
             Je nini kinatokea au kinafanyika kuhusu mpango huu pale DMI wanapokuwa nje ya nchi?  
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Volunteers 
Wanaojitolea 
 
1.   What type of international volunteer would you like to work in your community? 
Je unadhani mtu anayejitolea kutoka nchi za nje anatakiwa awe na sifa gani muhimu ili 
kufanikiwa kufanya kazi na nyie vizuri? Tafadhali taja sifa hizo na kwanini unadhani ni 
muhimu. 
 
 
2.   In what ways do you think the volunteer teachers are prepared to teach in your community? 
Je unadhani walimu wa kujitolea wanaokuja katika jamii yenu wamepata maandalizi na 
mafunzo ya kutosha kuweza kufundisha katika jamii yenu?  
 
3.   Does it concern you that foreign teachers are in you community to teach your children? 
Je unapata wasiwasi au shauku yoyote kwamba walimu wa kigeni wanakuja kufundisha 
watoto wenu?  
 
      4.   How do you think this location motivates a volunteer teacher to come to your 
community? 
Je unadhani eneo hili linamhamasisha vipi mwalimu wa kigeni wa kujitolea kuja katika 
jamii yenu. 
 
Students  
Wanafunzi 
 
1.   How are students chosen for DMI? 
Je uchaguzi wa wanafunzi wanaojiunga na mpango wa DMI unafanyikaje? 
 
2.   How much time do students spend in the program?  
Je wanafunzi wanatumia muda gani katika shughuli za mpango huu? 
 
3.   How do you think students are motivated to stay in the program? (What causes them to 
dropout?). 
Je unadhani wanafunzi wanahamasikaje kubaki au kuendelea na mpango huu? (Ni sababu 
gani zinazoletea wanafunzi kujitoa katika mpango huu?) 
 
4.   What ways, if any, have students shown their appreciation of DMI? 
Je ni kwa namna gani, kama zipo, ambazo watoto wameonyesha shukrani zao au 
kufurahishwa na DMI?  
 
5.   What do students do (with their instruments, skills, music) when DMI is not in the country? 
Je wanafunzi wanafanya nini (na vyombo vyao vya muziki, ujuzi) pale DMI wanapokuwa 
nje ya nchi? 
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Potential Impacts  
Athari zinazoweza kujitokeza 
 
1.   Please tell me how you think the DMI program impacts the community/youth. 
Tafadhali niambie jinsi unavyodhani mpango wa DMI unaathiri jamii/vijana. 
 
2.   How do community partnerships impact youth in the DMI program? 
Je ushirikiano na jamii unaathiri vipi vijana katika mpango wa DMI? 
 
3.   How do you think the DMI program brings enrolled youth purpose and/or success? 
Je unadhani ni kwa namna gani mpango wa DMI unawapa vijana malengo na/au 
maendeleo/mafanikio? 
 
4.   In what ways does the DMI program contribute to future career or academic goals for 
enrolled youth? 
Je ni kwa namna gani mpango wa DMI unawasaidia vijana waliopo kwenye mpango huu 
katika malengo yao ya kazi au elimu ya baadaye?  
 
Future Considerations and Closing  
Mipango ya baadaye and kufunga 
 
1.   What other partnerships do you think should DMI consider?  
Je ni partnership (shirikishi) zipi ambazo DMI inatakiwa kufikiria kujiunga nazo? 
 
2.   What portions of DMI would you like to see changed? 
Je ni sehemu gani za mpango wa DMI ambazo ungependa kuona mabadiliko? 
 
3.   Do you participate in any other community development project(s)?  
Je unajihusisha na mipango mingine yoyote ya maendeleo ya jamii? 
 
4.   How long have you been partnering with DMI? 
Je ni kwa muda gani sasa umekuwa unashirikiana na DMI? 
 
5.   How long do you think you will continue to partner with DMI?  
Je ni kwa muda gani unadhani utaendelea kushirikiana na DMI? 
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APPENDIX F 
 
FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS 
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Youth Focus Group Questions: 
Maswali ya Mahojiano ya Vikundi vya Vijana 
 
Introductory Protocol 
Itifaki ya Utangulizi 
 
All information will be held confidential. Your participation is voluntary. You may stop at any time 
if you feel uncomfortable. There is no penalty or negative consequence if you decided to withdraw 
from the study. I have planned this focus group to last no longer than one hour. During this time, I 
have several questions that I would like to cover. If you have no more questions, please sign the 
consent form first signed by your parent or guardian. 
 
Kila taarifa itakayokusanywa kwenye mahojiano haya itakuwa siri. Ni muhimu wewe kutambua 
kuwa ushiriki wako katika mahojiano haya ni wa hiari na unaweza kuacha muda wowote. Hakuna 
athari zozote zitakazojitokeza utakapoamua kujitoa katika mahojiano haya. Nimepanga mahojiano 
haya yasizidi dakika 90, na katika muda huu, nitauliza maswali pamoja na kurekodi maongezi kwa 
ajili ya kusaidia katika kukusanya taarifa. Kama hauna maswali yoyote, tafadhali weka sahihi 
katika fomu ya ridhaa ya mahojiano kuonyesha idhini yako kuhojiwa na kurekodiwa sauti.  
 
Introduction 
Utangulizi 
 
You have been selected to speak me today because you have a great deal of information to share 
about Daraja Music Initiative education program. My research study focuses on participant 
engagement in a youth education program and potential youth impacts. 
 
Umechaguliwa kuongea na mimi leo kwasababu umetambulika kuwa mtu mwenye taarifa na 
ufahamu mzuri kuhusu Daraja Music Initiative (DMI). Utafiti wangu umelenga katika participant 
engagement (ushiriki - mshiriki) katika mpango wa elimu ya vijana na uwezekano wa athari za 
vijana. 
 
Focus Group (Youth)  
Mahojiano ya Vikundi (Vijana) 
 
1.   How old are you? 
Una miaka mingapi? 
 
2.   How long have you been a student? 
Je umekuwa mwanafunzi kwa muda gani? 
 
3.   Why did you join the DMI program as a student?  
Kwanini ulijiunga na mpango wa DMI kama mwanafunzi? 
 
4.   Are you supported by adults (example: parents or guardians, teachers) to participate in the 
DMI program? 
Je unasaidiwa na wakubwa (mfano: wazazi au walezi, walimu) ili kushiriki katika mpango 
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huu wa DMI? 
 
5.   What have been the most rewarding or enjoyable parts of being a student with 
DMI so far?  
Je ni sehemu gani ambazo wewe umezifurahia sana katika kuwa mwanafunzi wa mpango 
wa DMI mpaka sasa? 
 
      6.    Have there been any frustrations or disappointments? 
Je kumekuwa na matatizo au changamoto au kukatishwa tamaa? 
 
DMI 
 
      1.   How does DMI work together with the community? 
Je DMI inashirikiana vipi na jamii katika kufanya kazi? 
 
      2.   What happens to your program when DMI goes home? 
Je nini kinatokea kwenye mpango wenu kama DMI wakirudi nyumbani kwao? 
 
Volunteers 
Wanaojitolea 
 
1.   What is the best type of volunteer teacher? 
Je mwalimu bora wa kujitolea ni wa aina gani? 
 
                   
      2.   Why do you think foreign teachers come to teach in Tanzania? 
Je unadhani kwanini walimu wa kigeni wanakuja kufundisha Tanzania? 
 
Students 
Wanafunzi 
 
1.   What motivates you to stay in the program? (What would cause you to dropout?). 
Nini kinakuhamasisha kubaki katika mpango huu? (Nini kitasababisha utoke katika mpango 
huu?) 
 
2.   Have you thanked DMI? How? If not, why not? 
Je umewashukuru DMI? Kivipi? Kama hapana, kwanini? 
 
3.   Do you still practice your instrument when DMI goes home? 
Je bado unaendelea kujifunza chombo chako pale DMI wanaporudi nyumbani?  
 
Potential Impacts 
Athari zinazoweza kujitokeza 
 
1.   How does (or has) DMI impact(ed) your life? 
Je DMI imeathiri au inaathiri vipi maisha yako? 
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2.   How do you think music or conservation education will help you as an adult? 
Je unadhani muziki au elimu kuhusu utunzaji wa mazingira itakusaidiaje utakapokuwa 
mkubwa? 
 
      3. How do actions of people working together benefit you? (Currently? long-term?) 
Je hatua za watu kufanya kazi pamoja zinakusaidiaje? (Kwa sasa? Kwa baadaye?) 
 
 
Future Considerations and Closing 
Mipango ya baadaye and kufunga 
 
 
1.   If you could change anything about DMI, what would you change?  
Je ungeweza kubadilisha kitu chochote kuhusu DMI, ungebadilisha nini? 
 
      2.   Do you participate in any other outside of school programs? 
Je unashiriki katika mipango yoyote nje ya shule? 
 
         3.   How much time do you practice on your instrument? 
Je unatumia muda gani kufanya mazoezi ya kupiga chombo chako cha muziki? 
 
      4.   Will you keep playing your instrument after DMI leaves?  
Je utaendelea kupiga chombo chako pale DMI watakapoondoka? 
 
      5.   Do you hope to continue being a student with DMI? Why? For how long? 
Je ungependa kuendelea kuwa mwanafunzi wa DMI? Kwanini? Kwa muda gani? 
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VOLUNTEER TOURIST TEACHER (PGPE) FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS 
 
Main Research Question: How does participant engagement in a volunteer tourism youth 
education program impact program youth? 
 
Archival #:      R = Respondent 
Site:       I = Interviewer  
Interviewer: Lana Olsen 
Date:  
Start:  
End:  
 
Introductory Protocol 
 
All information gathered from this interview will be held confidentially. It is important for you to 
understand your participation is voluntary and you may stop at any time. There is no penalty or 
negative consequences if you decided to withdraw from the study. I have planned this focus group 
to last no longer than 90 minutes and during this time I will ask several questions using a recording 
device to help with data collection. Unless you have any further questions, please sign the 
Interview Consent Form indicating your approval to be interviewed and audio-recorded. 
 
Introduction 
 
You have been selected to speak with me today because you have been identified as someone who 
has a great deal of knowledge about Daraja Music Initiative (DMI). My research study focuses on 
participant engagement in a volunteer tourism music conservation youth education program, and 
potential youth impacts of participants engaging in this program. 
 
Interviewee (Volunteer Tourist) 
 
1.   What is your job title? How long have been with your current job? 
 
2.   What motivated you to volunteer with DMI?  
 
3.   How were you prepared or trained to volunteer with DMI? How were you not?  
4.   What is the best type of volunteer teacher to work with DMI in this community? 
 
5.   What have been the most rewarding or enjoyable parts of volunteering with DMI 
     so far?  
 
      6.   Have there been any frustrations, disappointments or difficulties?  
 
     7.      If you are having difficulties with student success, how persistent are you in 
finding a solution?  
 
     8.    How difficult is it for you to detach yourself from DMI during “off” times? 
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DMI 
 
 
      1.   In your understanding, does DMI incorporate indigenous music, culture, or goals 
into the program? If so, how? If not, why do you think they do not?  
 
        2.   According to DMI website, “Daraja Music Initiative (DMI) promotes awareness 
 of conserving Mpingo–commonly referred to as African Blackwood or Grenadilla–by 
actively engaging students and the community with the power of music.” 
What does “actively engaging students and the community with the power of music” mean 
to you? 
 
Photo Sharing 
 1.   Why did you pick these photos to share? (Who are these people, places, things, etc. in the 
photo?). 	  	  2.   How does your photo capture a moment that represents participants (volunteers, students, 
community members) engaged with what they are doing/playing?	  	   3.   (Referring to a photo). What reasons do you think caused the participants (student, 
volunteers, community members) to be engaged? 
 4.   Is there an example of when you thought participants (student, volunteers, community 
members) were disengaged? In your perspective, what caused disengagement? 
 
Students 
 
1.   Why do you think students are motivated to stay in the program? (Also, what causes them 
to dropout?). 
 
2.   What ways, if any, have students shown their appreciation of DMI? 
 
3.   What do you understand happens to program continuity when DMI is not physically 
present? (Do students still practice their instruments, for example) 
 
Potential Impacts 
 
1.   How do you think curriculum content (music or environmental education) impacts youth 
engagement? 
2.   How do you think DMI impacts youth purpose and/or success? 
 
 
 
Future Considerations and Closing 
 
1.   Are there any portions of DMI you would like to see changed? 
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      2.   Do you volunteer for any other programs?  
 
      3.   How long have you been volunteering with DMI? 
 
      4.   Do you hope to volunteer again? Why? 
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APPROVAL: EXPEDITED REVIEW
Kathleen Andereck
Community Resources and Development, School of
602/496-1056
kandereck@asu.edu
Dear Kathleen Andereck:
On 9/22/2016 the ASU IRB reviewed the following protocol:
Type of Review: Initial Study 
Title: Making Music Through The Trees: An Instrumental 
Case Study Exploring Participant Engagement in an 
International Voluntourism Ecomusicology Youth 
Education Program 
Investigator: Kathleen Andereck
IRB ID: STUDY00004776
Category of review: (6) Voice, video, digital, or image recordings, (7)(b) 
Social science methods, (7)(a) Behavioral research
Funding: None
Grant Title: None
Grant ID: None
Documents Reviewed: • Updated Interview Consent Form, Category: 
Consent Form;
• Focus Group and Interview Questions, Category: 
Measures (Survey questions/Interview questions 
/interview guides/focus group questions);
• Updated Recruitment Email for English-speaking 
adults, Category: Recruitment Materials;
• Tanzania Case Study Update - September 15, 
Category: IRB Protocol;
• Updated Focus Group Consent Form, Category: 
Consent Form;
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The IRB approved the protocol from 9/22/2016 to 9/21/2017 inclusive. Three weeks 
before 9/21/2017 you are to submit a completed Continuing Review application and 
required attachments to request continuing approval or closure. 
If continuing review approval is not granted before the expiration date of 9/21/2017 
approval of this protocol expires on that date. When consent is appropriate, you must use 
final, watermarked versions available under the “Documents” tab in ERA-IRB.
In conducting this protocol you are required to follow the requirements listed in the 
INVESTIGATOR MANUAL (HRP-103).
Sincerely,
IRB Administrator
cc: Lana Olsen
Roger Mantie
Christine Buzinde
Christine Vogt
Lana Olsen
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